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Glossary
acceptance The fraction of events at generator level passing the analysis selection.
adjoint representation The adjoint representation (or adjoint action) of a Lie group is a way
of representing the elements of the group as linear transformations of the group’s Lie
algebra, considered as a vector space. It is an irreducible representation, and exactly that
representation to which the generators of the algebra of the group belong [1, p499].
Aε Acceptance times efficiency, or the percentage of events left over after applying cuts to a set
of events.
αT A variable well capable of separating QCD background from signal; here it could also refer
to the CMS search [2].
antiparticle A particle operated on by the operator C.
ATLAS A Toroidal LHC Apparatus, one of the experiments at the LHC.
BSM Beyond the Standard Model.
Clifford algebra The gamma or Dirac matrices {γ0, γ1, γ2, γ3} are a set of orthogonal basis
vectors for contravariant vectors in Minkowski space (flat four-dimensional spacetime)
that act on spinors that generate a representation of an algebra called the Clifford algebra.
They can also be used to represent infinitesimal spatial rotations and Lorentz boosts. The
gamma matrix γ5 = iγ0γ1γ2γ3 has eigenvalues ±1 and anticommutes with the first four
gamma matrices {γ5, γµ} = 0 (with µ ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} as is conventional) for which reasons
the set {γ0, γ1, γ2, γ3 iγ5} forms the basis of the Clifford algebra in five spacetime
dimensions.
CMS Compact Muon Solenoid, one of the experiments at the LHC.
cMSSM Constrained Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model. It is the MSSM with a few
assumptions to reduce the number of parameters.
Dalitz plot Representation of invariant masses in three-body decays in two dimensions [3,
Kinematics,p4]. For final-state particles a, b, and c, the invariant masses mab and mbc are
on the axes. Resonances show up as bands on such plots1.
diffractive scattering Elastic scattering, named so because the angular pattern of a beam
of particles scattered off a target particle is similar to the diffraction pattern of photons
scattered off a small black disc.
efficiency The ratio of the number of reconstructed events passing the analysis selection to the
number of events at generator level passing the analysis selection.
1See also http://www.slac.stanford.edu/slac/sass/talks/BrianL.pdf.
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viii Glossary
eV electron volt, or the energy gained or lost by moving one electron charge across an electric
potential difference of one volt, which is 1 volt × e = 1 joule / coulomb × 1.6022 ×10−19
coulomb = 1.6022 ×10−19 joules.
fine-tuning The adjustment of a model’s parameters in order for the model to agree with
observations. A theory is natural if it is not “too” fine-tuned; how much is subject to
discussion. Examples of fine-tuning to an extent that is considered unnatural by many
are the hierarchy problem, the strong CP problem, and the cosmological constant problem.
See also section 1.3 and Appendix A.
gauge theory A gauge theory in physics is a field theory in which the Lagrangian is invariant
under a continuous (vs discrete) group of local (vs global; local meaning depending on
spacetime) transformations. If this group is nonabelian, that is, noncommutative, the
gauge theory is a nonabelian gauge theory.
hard scattering A scattering process with a large momentum transfer.
jet A jet is a cluster of several hadrons all moving in approximately the same direction at very
high energy [1, p140].
KK Kaluza-Klein; this refers to an extra-dimension particle or model, after the theory of
Theodor Kaluza and Oskar Klein that attempts to unify gravitation and electromagnetism
with an extra spatial dimension.
Lagrangian Mathematical function that summarizes the dynamics of a system. Important for
determining collider signatures (such as by reading off interactions between particles) as
computations and predictions can be made from it.
LHC Large Hadron Collider, a particle physics accelerator experiment near Geneva, Switzer-
land.
Lie group Lie groups are smooth (having derivatives of all orders), differential manifolds, which
means they can be studied using differential calculus.
LKP Lightest KK Stable Particle; in UED this would often be the first excitation of the photon,
often named B(1) or a(1) or a1.
LSP Lightest Supersymmetric Stable Particle; in SUSY this would often be the first neutralino
χ01, but could also in some models be the gravitino, for example.
MET Missing transverse energy; undetected energy that by conservation of energy is expected
to have gone missing after a particle collision in a detector.
MHT Missing transverse momentum; here, it could also refer to the CMS search [4].
minimum bias event Low pT inelastic collision; although the parameters are poorly known,
it is important in tuning Monte Carlo simulations and understanding pile-up events.
MSSM Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model.
mUED Minimal Universal Extra Dimensions, or UED with just one extra spatial dimension.
naturalness A property of a model that does not require much fine-tuning. Note that how
much is a matter of debate.
Glossary ix
NLL Next to leading log, a level of accuracy in calculations. When light particles like gluons
are radiated off other particles in an interaction, so-called soft collinear divergences arise
in the calculation of the corresponding matrix element. In the process of canceling these
collinear divergences, with a process called regularization, large logarithms multiplied by
the strong coupling constant can appear2: αS log(m/Q) can be, for example, about−4.5αS
for a particle with a mass of about 1 GeV (the charm quark has a mass of about 1.3 GeV)
and a scale of regularization (the process used for canceling collinear divergences) of 90
GeV (the Z boson mass).
NLO Next to leading order, or the level of accuracy after the leading order terms.
nonabelian A nonabelian group in mathematics is a group with at least two elements that do
not commute, or a group G with two elements a, b ∈ G, with a ∗ b 6= b ∗ a. An example
is the group of rotations in three dimensions called SO(3), where rotating something 90
degrees away from you, then 90 degrees left does not yield the same result (and hence is
not the same operation) as doing this the other way around [6, p4,p12,p33].
parton Parton is a collective name for gluons and quarks.
pdf (1) Parton distribution function; (2) probability density function.
pile-up Several events (collisions) in a particle detector taking place at the same time. This
can come from a simultaneous event (In Time Pile-up) or from an event that took place
earlier (Out Of Time Pile-up).
pomeron Hypothetical particle, named after Pomeranchuk, that consists of partons and is
exchanged in elastic collisions without radiation (about a quarter of the collisions at hadron
colliders), so that no particles are produced in the collision3.
projection operator The projection operators PL ≡ 1
2
(1−γ5) and PR ≡ 1
2
(1+γ5) can project
a Dirac field onto its left- and right handed components: PLψ = ψL and PRψ = ψR.
prompt lepton A lepton originating from the hard interaction; that is, not from any heavy-
flavor decays or pile-up events.
QCD Quantum Chromodynamics, the theory of strong interactions between quarks and gluons.
Regge theory The study of scattering as a function of non-integer values of angular momen-
tum. This is succeeded by QCD but is still used for understanding near-beamline scatter-
ing and scattering at large energies.
Regge trajectory A family of particles with increasing spin describing linearly dependent on
the center of mass energy. It explains high-energy behavior of elastic hadron scattering
amplitude, where the cross section rises.
√
s Center of mass energy; for example, the total energy of two particles that collide at a particle
accelerator.
SUSY Supersymmetry.
T2 A model describing supersymmetric quark production. It contains pp → q˜q˜∗, where the
squark decays to a quark and an LSP.
2 See also [5, p30].
3See also http://www-cdf.fnal.gov/PES/sdd.html.
x Glossary
T2qq Another way of writing T2.
tree level Description of a process up to leading order; that is, Feynman diagrams without
any loops. Adding loops would mean going to the next level, for example next to leading
order (NLO).
UED Universal Extra Dimensions, a theory of extra dimensions where all particles propagate
through all dimensions.
VEV Vacuum expectation value.
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Chapter 1
The Standard Model and Beyond at
Colliders
With the discovery of a resonance that looks very much like the Higgs boson [7, 8] in the AT-
LAS [9] and CMS [10] experiments, the Standard Model1 could now be seen as complete, as all
its predicted particles have been found. There are, however, still many questions that motivate
both theoretical and experimental physicists to look for physics beyond the Standard Model
(BSM). One problem is that the mass of this resonance is not easy to obtain in theory. Quan-
tum contributions from, for example, top quark loops, to the Higgs propagator in an analytic
calculation give rise to very large corrections, so that one would expect the Higgs mass to be of
the order of the Planck scale; this gives rise to the so-called hierarchy and naturalness problems2.
Convinced that there must be physics beyond the Standard Model (BSM physics), particle
physicists search for this in a huge amount of data (about a petabyte of data processed in
Switzerland everyday) from the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). One could search for signatures
(or the particles and energies that one would measure) of specific examples of models of new
physics, but since there are a huge amount of possible models with a range of parameters that
could take many values, this may not be feasible (unless one already had the correct model to
start with).
In order to cover a lot of parameter space of the new models, experimental particle physicists
search for so-called simplified models [14–18] as well, which assume just the Standard Model
augmented by a few new, hypothetical particles. Special tools for interpreting these results,
such as SModelS [19, 20], Fastlim [21], and XQCAT [22], can be used to test theories of new
physics. Ideally, one could then use these tools to quickly obtain limits and perform global fits
of parameters of BSM theories.
The simplified models used, however, do have some assumptions. They usually only assume
a few new particles at a time and exclude all others – and thus assume these other particles do
not appear in the production processes occurring at the LHC. Furthermore, they assume the
new particles have certain spin. A tool like SModelS [19, 20] generally ignores spin but can be
used for models with new particles of any spin – hence the application of the simplified model
1 A theory concerning the strong, electromagnetic, and weak nuclear interactions that classifies all
known particles. See also section 1.1.
2 The hierarchy problem shows itself in the quantum corrections δµ0 to the bare Higgs mass µ0 (from
contributions to the Higgs field potential), whose physical mass µP is now known to be 125 GeV [11,12].
Corrections are of the order of a cutoff which could be placed at the Grand Unified Theory (GUT) scale,
or the grand unified energy where the electroweak and strong forces hypothetically become equal in
strength. This scale depends on physics at distances shorter than can currently be tested, but assuming
a theory called supersymmetry (see section 1.4) it is around 1016 GeV. Corrections of this order make it
very difficult to bring the physical mass back to the electroweak scale. In other words, it is very hard to
naturally obtain µ2P = µ
2
0 + δµ
2
0 ∼M2EW with δµ0 ∼ f2M2GUT [13, p419]. See also Appendix A.
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results may not be justified. It is these assumptions that are studied in chapter 3 and chapter 4,
respectively.
In this chapter, the Standard Model and its problems, as well as one very popular theory
of physics beyond the Standard Model (supersymmetry) and collider phenomenology are intro-
duced. In chapter 2, simplified models are introduced. In chapter 3, the effect of including
a supersymmetric gluon (“gluino”) originally assumed absent in a simplified model of super-
symmetric quark partners is investigated. In chapter 4, the effects on limits of changing the
spin assumption in the same simplified model are studied. In chapter 5, limits for supersym-
metric and same-spin models from two tools for testing BSM theories, SModelS [19, 20] and
MadAnalysis [23–25], are compared. Finally, simplified model tools are employed to calculate
likelihoods for model parameter points in chapter 6, which can then be used in global fits of
models of new physics.
1.1 The Standard Model of particle physics
The Standard Model of Particle Physics3 is a theory of the strong and weak nuclear and elec-
tromagnetic forces, describing all known particles (up to the neutrino masses). It is described
by the symmetry
SU(3)c × SU(2)L ×U(1)Y , (1.1)
which corresponds to the charges of color, isospin, and hypercharge, respectively. The nonabelian
gauge theory of quantum chromodynamics [26–29] is based on the first group. Each quark flavor
(u, d, s, c, b, t) is a color triplet under SU(3), and the gluons, which are the gauge fields of
this theory, lie in the adjoint representation 8 [30, p1]. The corresponding Lagrangian for the
Standard Model is [31, p4]
L = ψ¯iσ¯µDµψi − 1
4
F aµνF
aµν + (λijψiψjH
(c) + h.c.) + |DµH|2 − V (H). (1.2)
Here i, j are the three family labels of the fermion fields ψ ∈ (qL, uR, dR, l, eR) and a labels
the twelve (8 in an adjoint of SU(3), 3 in an adjoint of SU(2), and 1 in U(1)) gauge fields Fµν .
Dµ is the covariant derivative
4 , (c) denotes a charge conjugate and h.c. denotes Hermitian
conjugate. An additional field H with a potential V (H) has been added to the fermion and
gauge fields from the symmetries in 1.1; this is to ensure that the fermions and electroweak
gauge bosons obtain a mass. One can show that without this field, the fermions and gauge
bosons are massless. Since this is incompatible with experimental evidence, the so-called Higgs
field H was postulated [32–37].
The last two groups in (1.1), which constitute the Glashow-Weinberg-Salam theory of elec-
troweak interactions [38–42], are broken to the electromagnetic gauge group in electroweak
symmetry breaking (EWSB). At this scale of 246 GeV the additionally assumed Higgs field H
takes up a vacuum expectation value [32–37] below which the electroweak symmetry is broken:
SU(2)L ×U(1)Y → U(1)EM , (1.3)
with the latter corresponding to the electromagnetic charges.
The content of the Standard Model can be summarized as in Table 1.1 and Table 1.2. In
Table 1.1, the charges of the particles under each of the three groups in Equation 1.1, as well
3Not to be confused with the Lambda-CDM model (Λ - Cold Dark Matter model), or the Standard
Model of Big Bang Cosmology. This is the simplest model that describes the Cosmic Microwave Back-
ground, large-scale structure in the galaxy distribution, the accelerating expansion of the universes, and
the abundances of hydrogen, helium, and lithium.
4 A covariant derivative instead of an ordinary derivative ∂µ is introduced so that the entire theory
is still invariant under gauge transformations, or symmetric under Equation 1.1.
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fermions 1st gen. 2nd gen. 3rd gen T3 Y Q [|e|]
quarks
(
u
d
) (
c
s
) (
t
b
) (
1/2
−1/2
) (
1/3
1/3
) (
2/3
−1/3
)
leptons
(
νe
e−
) (
νµ
µ−
) (
ντ
τ−
) (
1/2
−1/2
) ( −1
−1
) (
0
−1
)
Table 1.1: The three generations of quarks and fermions in the Standard Model and their quantum
numbers: the weak isospin T3, the weak hypercharge Y , and the electromagnetic charge Q in units of the
absolute electron charge |e| [43]. The electric charge can simply be obtained from the weak isospin and
hypercharge with the Gell-man–Nishijima formula Q = T3 +
1
2
Y [44, p343]. Note that only left-handed
Standard Model particles (uL, dL) form doublets under SU(2)L and that the right-handed particles,
which are singlets under SU(2)L, have weak isospin 0 and different hypercharges. The latter are not
shown here, but can be computed from the Gell-man–Nishijima formula and the electric charges that
are equal to those of left-handed particles.
bosons interaction range [m] spin [~] Q [e] mass [GeV/c2]
8 gluons strong 10−15 1 0 0
W±, Z weak 10−18 1 ±1, 0 ≈ 80.4, 91.2
photon γ electromagnetic ∞ 1 0 0
higgs h – – 0 0 ≈ 125
Table 1.2: The eleven gauge bosons or force carriers of the Standard Model and the corresponding force
and force range, and the Higgs boson which breaks electroweak symmetry [43]. The graviton, which is
not included in the Standard Model and hence not included here, is a hypothetical spin-2, zero mass,
zero electromagnetic charge, and infinite-range mediator of the gravitational force.
as under the electromagnetic gauge group (at energy scales below the electroweak symmetry
breaking scale) are shown. The mediators of the corresponding forces are the gauge bosons,
shown in Table 1.2. Their ranges, spin, and masses are also shown. Unlike the other bosons,
the Higgs boson is not a gauge boson related to any known charge, and could in this sense be
said not to mediate any force.
Gravity is not described by the Standard Model. The hypothetical spin-2 graviton with zero
electric charge, zero mass, and infinite range is therefore not shown in Table 1.2.
1.2 Tests of the Standard Model
The Standard Model assumes only the gauge groups in (1.1), a Higgs doublet, and that fermions
are represented by left-handed doublets and right-handed singlets [30, p4]. The parameters
of the theory, 18 in total5, are determined by the 3 coupling constants that describe the 3
gauge interactions, 9 fermion masses (3 families of leptons and up-type and down-type quarks
– the neutrinos are massless in the Standard Model, which is in contradiction to experimental
evidence), 3 quark mixing parameters with one phase, the Higgs mass, and one gauge boson mass
(or the Higgs vacuum expectation value). Already the last parameter of just one boson mass
shows that there exists a relationship between gauge boson masses, and indeed the Standard
Model has predicted the relationship between the Z (with a mass6 of about 90 GeV) and W
5 There is one additional 19th parameter, θQCD; see the strong CP problem on page 5.
6 In elementary particle physics, it is common to use so-called natural units where ~ = c = 1. As a
result, many quantities can be expressed in terms of electron volt (eV), or the energy gained or lost by
moving one electron charge across an electric potential difference of one volt, which is 1 volt × e = 1
joule / coulomb × 1.6022 ×10−19 coulomb = 1.6022 ×10−19 joules. Expressing units of mass as [mass],
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boson (about 80 GeV) [43] masses. The Standard Model is a renormalizable7 theory, and its
weak charged and neutral current structure as well as other aspects agree very well with existing
experimental data from colliders (not from cosmology, however; see next section). At the LHC,
signatures from Higgs production and decay as well as top production and decay are analyzed
to determine the Higgs and top masses more precisely, as well as their couplings and branching
ratios. A few examples of older measurements that successfully tested the Standard Model as
we know it today are given below.
Muon decay The Fermi coupling constant GF /(~c)
3 =
√
2/8 × g2EW /(m2W c4) [44, p315],
which includes the weak coupling and W boson mass, can be determined by measuring muon
decay. The muon lifetime is at tree level equal to the inverse of its decay width [44, p314]
Γµ,tree level =
G2Fm
5
µ
192pi3~7
. (1.4)
With corrections, the Fermi constant can be computed to be GF = 1.166×10−5/GeV2 [44, p314],
which is in agreement with experiment [45].
Quarks Evidence from electron-nucleon collisions at SLAC suggested electrons were scattered
off point-like particles: this was the first direct evidence for the existence of quarks [30, p9]. By
examining angular distributions of jet variables, the spin of quarks produced in e+e− collisions
at SPEAR was determined [30, p11]. The ratio of the hadronic cross section, or of the cross
section of e+e− annihilation into hadrons to the cross section of e+e− → µ+µ−, would, being
equal to Nc
∑
f
Q2f , show that the quarks are color triplets [30, p11], as predicted by QCD.
Gluons The quark-gluon coupling qq¯g (or interaction strength) was determined by counting
the number of dijet events (e+e− → qq¯) and three-jet events (e+e− → qq¯g), the ratio of which is
the probability of a gluon emission at the lowest order8 in QCD. By analyzing the jet energy and
angular distributions of three-jet events, the spin of the gluon could be determined [30, p12].
For more examples of tests of the Standard Model, see [30].
1.3 A need for physics beyond the Standard Model
Although the Standard Model has been successfully confirmed in many particle physics experi-
ments, it is not compatible with all evidence and still leaves many questions unanswered. One
thing the Standard Model cannot account for is the existence of nonbaryonic, cold dark matter.
In fact, if taken to be correct at all energy scales, the Standard Model is ruled out based on
evidence of dark matter, measurements of neutrino masses and mixings, and scale-invariant,
Gaussian, acausal density perturbations. The latter have been observed in the Cosmic Mi-
crowave Background and are consistent with a period of inflation in the young years of the
universe [31, p11].
Other problems of the Standard Model are the fact that there is so much more matter
than antimatter, no description of physics at scales Λ ∼ MPlanck, the cosmological constant
one then has [mass] = [energy] = [momentum] = [time]−1 = [length]−1 = eV.
7 Renormalization is used to treat infinities that arise in calculations when a theory is taken to be
valid at all energy scales. Not all theories can be renormalized; in particular, theories with Lagrangians
of mass dimensions greater than four are not renormalizable.
8Order pertains here to powers of αs in perturbative QCD; a power of αs corresponds to a vertex
involving the strong interaction.
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problem [46], the hierarchy problem (see Appendix A), the large differences in mass between the
different fermion families (and why three families, not, say, four?), and the so-called strong CP
problem.
The strong CP problem arises from the fact that a term in the Standard Model Lagrangian
arises that naively would have an order O(1) parameter [47,48], here called θQCD:
Leff = L+ iθQCD g
2
32pi2
F aµνF˜
a
µν . (1.5)
This term can be estimated by measuring electric dipole moments (like that of the neutron)
that violate CP (the charge and parity symmetries9 ). It turns out that, since the electric dipole
moment of the neutron is so small [49, p8], the parameter θQCD cannot be more than of the
order O(10−10)10.
Furthermore, the Standard Model can fit but not explain the number of matter generations
(three) and their mass spectra. For example, it is not clear why the up quark has a mass of
about 2.3 MeV whereas the top quark has a mass of about 173 GeV. This is also called the flavor
problem.
In addition, the mass of the neutrino is also not explained by the Standard Model, but it
could be natural with a so-called seesaw extension11.
There are many theories of Physics Beyond the Standard Model (BSM) that try to solve one
or more of these problems. One way to write these down is to start from additional symmetries.
One could also write down all necessary terms to account for what has been observed so far
without worrying about higher symmetries: this is done in the so-called effective field theory
approach, where one assumes the theory written down is valid only up to some energy scale Λ.
One theory of new physics (NP) that could account for dark matter and provides a solution to
the hierarchy problem is supersymmetry [52–56]. As the name suggests, it is derived from an
additional symmetry to the Standard Model symmetries that is still allowed12: the symmetry
between bosons (integer spin particles) and fermions (half-integer spin particles).
1.4 Supersymmetry
Most symmetries known relate only fermions to fermions and bosons to bosons. Supersymmetry,
however, relates bosons to fermions; that is, for a supersymmetric transformation Q:
Q |boson〉 = |fermion〉 and Q |fermion〉 = |boson〉 (1.6)
9 Under charge symmetry, a particle is its own antiparticle. The charge operator flips the electro-
magnetic charge of a particle. Under a parity transformation, the space coordinates of a particle change
sign.
10 Peccei and Quinn proposed a new U(1) symmetry to solve the strong CP problem [47,48]. Weinberg
then pointed out that this would lead to the existence of a new light boson (now also called the axion) [50].
11 A seesaw extension adds a right-handed neutrino to the Standard Model and gives it a mass M
without breaking the Standard Model symmetry groups. The mass of this right-handed neutrino is
larger than the scale at which Standard Model symmetries break, which explains why it has not been
observed. Then a mass matrix appears with a small mass m << M so that it looks like
(
0 m
m M
)
. This
matrix then has a large eigenvalueM and a small eigenvalue
m2
M
, where the latter is the tiny mass of the
left-handed neutrino, suppressed by the factor m/M . The eigenvalues of this matrix affect each other in
such a way that if one goes up, the other goes down – hence the name seesaw [51, p410].
12That is, it does not violate existing symmetries nor is it ruled out by experiment. In quantum
mechanics, anything that could happen, will happen.
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There is no experimental evidence of supersymmetry yet, but other motivations for the theory
are that it may solve the hierarchy problem and, since fermionic fields contribute negatively to
the vacuum energy [13, p112] the cosmological constant problem could be solved if the fermion
contribution could cancel the boson contribution to the vacuum energy [13, p461]. Furthermore,
the lightest supersymmetric particle is a candidate for dark matter [57, p136] in a version of
supersymmetry called the MSSM (see below in section 1.4). A symmetry needs generators and
an algebra; for supersymmetry this algebra turns out to be13
{Qα, Q¯β˙} = 2(σµ)αβ˙Pµ (1.7)
with Q the so-called supercharge and Pµ ≡ i(∂/∂xµ) the momentum operator or the generator
of translation in xµ [13, p462,463]. The indices α and β˙ are spinor indices. The dotted index
indicates a different symmetry group from the dotless index. The supersymmetric action is of
the form
SSUSY =
∫
d4x{∂ϕ†∂ϕ+ iψ¯σ¯µ∂µψ + F †F − (mFϕ− 1
2
mψψ + gFϕ2 − gϕψψ + h.c.)}, (1.8)
with ϕ a complex scalar field, ψ a Weyl fermion field, and F an auxiliary field. The reason an
auxiliary field is needed is because the degrees of freedom do not match: an on-shell Standard
Model particle, a Dirac field, has two degrees of freedom, but four when it is off-shell; a sparticle
term with a Grassmann object has 2 degrees of freedom. The two missing degrees of freedom to
match the Dirac field’s number of degrees of freedom is matched by the auxiliary field.
Superfields To see how the SUSY algebra in Equation 1.7 is obtained, let us take the simplest
version of Equation 1.6 and denote a complex spin-0 field by ϕ and a Weyl fermion by χ¯. A
Weyl spinor can be of type left (L-type), which will be denoted by χ¯, or right (R-type), which
will be denoted by ψ, depending on its behavior under boosts; these types are defined by looking
at the decomposition of some Dirac spinor Ψ [57, p19]14:
PRΨ =
(
ψ
0
)
PLΨ =
(
0
χ¯
)
. (1.9)
Taking into account just ϕ and χ¯, a transformation on, say, the complex scalar field yielding
a change δξϕ should transform the bosonic object ϕ into a fermionic object, and hence be
proportional to ξχ¯ [57, p42]. The commutator of two of these transformations, or (δξδη−δξδη)ϕ,
turns out to be proportional to the momentum operator Pµ [57, p55]. However, when one
does the same transformations on χ¯, two unwanted terms appear from the extra complex field
contained in the two-component Weyl fermion. In other words, there is a difference in the
numbers of degrees of freedom in ϕ and χ¯: the latter of these is a Weyl spinor with two complex
components and thus four degrees of freedom, while the former is a complex scalar field with two
degrees of freedom [57, p66]. These degrees of freedom can be compensated for in a simple way
by adding an auxiliary field F . With a new term F ∗F in the Lagrangian, the Weyl fermion can
now be combined with the complex scalar into a so-called chiral supermultiplet, which contains
both Standard Model particles and its superpartners. Gauge bosons can be combined with Weyl
fermions into a so-called gauge supermultiplet, albeit with the addition of another auxiliary field15
D and term in the Lagrangian
1
2
DaDa.
13 The SUSY algebra and how to obtain a supersymmetric action is explained in more detail in
Appendix B.
14 Remember that PL, PR are projection operators that project out the left- or righthanded part of a
spinor, respectively: PLΨ ≡ PL
(
ψL
ψR
)
=
(
ψL
0
)
.
15 This is shown in Appendix B.
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L- and R-type fields The Dirac spinor contains the R-type field ψ and L-type field χ¯. L-
and R-type mean these fields are doublets and singlets under SU(2)L, respectively [57, p120].
That is, R is just the charge conjugate of the L-type antiparticle field, and one can write the
entire spinor in terms of L-type fields.
Using that the charge conjugate of the Dirac spinor is ΨC = C0Ψ
∗ with C0 = −iγ2 (the
second gamma matrix), the R-type electron field ψe can be written as χ¯
c
e¯ ≡ iσ2χ¯∗e¯ := e¯cL [57,
p32]. Here σ2 is the second Pauli matrix and the bar on the electron only denotes the charge
conjugate: χ¯e− := χ¯e and χ¯e+ := χ¯e¯. Then the right-handed electron field can be written
e−R ≡ ψe¯ =
(
e†L
)c
= (χ¯e+)
c = eσ2χ¯
†T
e+
[57, p120].
Superpotential The simplest interaction of chiral supermultiplet fields ψ, ϕ and F that is
renormalizable (mass dimension ≤ 4) and is also invariant under supersymmetry transformations
is [58, p21]:
Lint =
(
−1
2
W ijψiψj +W
iFi
)
+ c.c. (1.10)
where W is the so-called superpotential16 [58, p23]:
W = Liϕi +
1
2
M ijϕiϕj +
1
6
yijkϕiϕjϕk. (1.11)
The linear term contains Li, which are parameters of [mass]
2; these affect only the scalar part
of the Lagrangian and is allowed only when ϕi is a gauge singlet (which is not the case in a
minimal model) [58, p23]. The notation W ij means
W ij =
δ2
δϕiδϕj
W, (1.12)
while M ij is a symmetric mass matrix for the fermion fields. In order for the supersymmetric
Lagrangian to be gauge invariant, one must include the gauge supermultiplets and their D-terms
(here there were only F -terms). The equations of motion for the F - and D-terms are [58, p23,26]
Fi = −W ∗i F ∗i = −W i Da = −g(ϕ∗T aϕ). (1.13)
Here ∗ means complex conjugate, T a are the representation of the group under which the chi-
ral supermultiplets transform, and g a parameter of this transformation. This yields a scalar
potential that separates into F - and D-terms [58, p23,26]
V (ϕ,ϕ∗) = F ∗iFi +
1
2
∑
a
DaDa =W ∗i W
i +
1
2
∑
a
g2a(ϕ
∗T aϕ)2. (1.14)
Higgses, not Higgs The superpotential cannot depend on both ϕ and ϕ† (the complex
scalar field and its Hermitian conjugate), which constitute the Higgs field, since ϕ† would appear
in a charge conjugate through ϕc = iτ2ϕ
†T = (ϕ¯0,−ϕ−)T , and ϕc is forbidden in SUSY (the
potential would not be SUSY-invariant anymore). Hence, no less than two Higgs doublets need
to be introduced, Hu and Hd [57, p122,p49]. There are then two independent Higgs chiral
supermultiplets:
Hu :
(
H+u
H0u
)
,
(
H˜+u
H˜0u
)
, (1.15)
and
Hd :
(
H0d
H−d
)
,
(
H˜0d
H˜−d
)
. (1.16)
16 See also Appendix B.
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Another way to see this is that cancellation of chiral anomalies includes the condition Tr[T 23 Y ] =
Tr[Y 3] = 0, with T3 the third component of weak isospin and Y weak hypercharge. In the
Standard Model this condition perfectly holds, all anomalies cancel. A partner of a Higgs chiral
supermultiplet must be a weak isodoublet with Y = ±1. If only one such partner is introduced,
the anomaly cancellation that is satisfied by the known quarks and leptons in the Standard
Model is spoiled [58, p8]. Hence two such Higgs doublets are introduced, with Hu has Y = 1
and Hd has Y = −1.
The scalar potential can then be written in terms of these Higgs doublets. The scalar
potential in the MSSM (see page 8) is [58, p50]
WMSSM = u¯yuQHu − d¯ydQHd − e¯yeLHd + µHuHd. (1.17)
The object Q contains the left-handed squark and quark doublets, whereas the objects u¯ and d¯
contain u˜∗R, u
†
R and d˜
∗
R, d
†
R, respectively. Similarly L and e¯ contain the slepton and lepton SU(2)L
doublets and singlets, respectively. The Yukawa matrices yu, yd, and ye are dimensionless
coupling parameters in family space.
SUSY must be broken Supersymmetry transformations leave all Standard Model quan-
tum numbers (those of SU(3), SU(2)L, and U(1)Y) invariant [57, p47]. It follows from this and
from the so-called supertrace mass sum rule, which is derived in [59, p74, p80], that all the par-
ticles that are grouped in the chiral supermultiplets and gauge supermultiplets must have the
same masses and be gauge invariant, and have the same quantum numbers under the Standard
Model gauge groups. The Standard Model itself does not contain such particles that can form
these supermultiplets; hence, its particle spectrum must be doubled. However, since no super-
partners of the Standard Model particles in nature having equal masses have been observed,
supersymmetry must be broken.
One way to break supersymmetry without taking into account explicitly any new particles
or interactions at higher scales is by introducing extra terms in the Lagrangian that break
supersymmetry explicitly. This breaking should be soft [60]: they should be of positive mass
dimension to maintain naturally a hierarchy between the electroweak scale and the Planck
scale [58, p50]. Soft means the theory is still renormalizable and the cancellation of quadratic
divergences is not spoiled, or, in other words, no new ultraviolet divergences17 appear in the
scalar masses through the SUSY breaking [61, p155]. Dimensionless supersymmetry-breaking
couplings should then be absent [58, p50]. One possible soft supersymmetry breaking term is a
term quadratic in the scalar field ϕ, or
1
2
bijϕiϕj , which is also called the b-term [58, p48].
Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model The minimal supersymmetric Standard
Model (MSSM) is characterized by its choice for a superpotential including all possible gauge-
invariant and renormalizable terms, but assumes supersymmetry is broken softly and assumes R-
parity in the Lagrangian. R-parity is an imposed symmetry in order to prevent proton decay [57,
pp105]. It results in pair production of supersymmetric particles at colliders and a lightest
stable particle that is also a candidate for dark matter. The superpotential of the MSSM does
not cause electroweak symmetry breaking; this symmetry breaking is only caused by the soft
SUSY-breaking terms (in particular the b-term) [57, p124,125] [61, p158]. Taking kinetic mass
terms together with the MSSM-potential from Equation 1.17 and the soft breaking terms, one
17 An ultraviolet divergence is a situation in which an integral diverges due to large momenta, or large
energies (or, equivalently, short distances) [51, p146].
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chiral supermultiplets spin 0 spin 1/2 SU(3)c, SU(3)L, U(1)Y
squarks, quarks (3 families)
Q (u˜L, d˜L) (uL, dL) 3, 2, 1/3
u¯ ˜¯uL (u˜∗R) u¯L ∼ (uR)c 3¯, 1, -4/3
d¯ ˜¯dL (d˜∗R) d¯L ∼ (dR)c 3¯, 1, 2/3
sleptons (3 families)
L (ν˜eL, e˜L) (νL, eL) 1, 2, -1
e¯ ˜¯eL (e˜∗R) e¯L ∼ (eR)c 1, 1, 2
higgs, higgsinos
Hu
(
H+u , H
0
u
) (
H˜+u , H˜
0
u
)
1, 2, 1
Hd
(
H0d, H
−
d
) (
H˜0d, H˜
−
d
)
1, 2, -1
Table 1.3: The chiral supermultiplets content of the MSSM [57, p121]. The 3 means (s)quarks are color
triplets under SU(3)c.
gauge supermultiplets spin 1/2 spin 1 SU(3)c, SU(3)L, U(1)Y
gluinos, gluons g˜ g 8, 1, 0
winos, W bosons W˜±, W˜ 0 W±, W 0 1, 3, 0
bino, B boson B˜ B 1, 1, 0
Table 1.4: The gauge supermultiplets content of the MSSM [57]. Note that in contrast to the bosons in
Table 1.2, the particles are here given before electroweak symmetry breaking.
obtains the soft MSSM Lagrangian LMSSMsoft [58, p56]:
LMSSMsoft = −
1
2
(
M3g˜g˜ +M2W˜W˜ +M1B˜B˜ + c.c.
)
−
(˜¯uauQ˜Hu − ˜¯dadQ˜Hd − ˜¯eaeL˜Hd + c.c.)
−Q˜†m2QQ˜−−L˜†m2LL˜− ˜¯um2u(˜¯u)† − ˜¯dm2d(˜¯d)† − ˜¯em2e(˜¯e)†
−m2HuH∗uHu −m2HdH∗dHd − (bHuHd + c.c.). (1.18)
Here the Yukawa couplings yf have been replaced by the dimensionful mass matrices af . The
parametersM1,M2, andM3 are the bino, wino, and gluino mass terms. If a soft supersymmetry
breaking scale of msoft is assumed, one should have [58, p56]
M1,M2,M3,au,ad,ae ∼ msoft
m2Q,m
2
L,m
2
u¯,m
2
d¯
,me¯,m
2
Hu ,m
2
Hd
, b ∼ m2soft (1.19)
where it was thought that msoft should not be much larger than 1000 GeV [58, p56].
The MSSM particle content is summarized in Table 1.3 and Table 1.4. This model results in
105 masses, phases, and mixing angles that cannot be rotated away by redefinitions, nor have a
counterpart in the Standard Model [62]. Several models have been developed based on certain
assumptions in order to reduce the number of parameters. A popular few of these are described
below.
Neutralinos and charginos Just like in the Standard Model, where the B and W bosons
mix (as parametrized by the weak mixing angle θW ) to be detected as the photon γ and the Z
boson, the SUSY gauge bosons (gauginos) also mix. From the mixing of the neutral gauginos W˜ 0
(wino) and B˜0 (bino) and Higgsinos H˜0u and H˜
0
d come the four neutralinos χ
0
i , i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} [57,
p174]. These couple to the gauge bosons, so that one can have for example pair production of
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two neutralinos through a Drell-Yan-like18 process with a Z or γ [59, p508]. However, when the
neutralino is purely bino- or wino-like this production does not happen since only the higgsino
couples to the Z boson (see for example the second term in equation 9.35 in [59, p195]).
The four charginos χ+i , χ
−
i , i ∈ {1, 2} result from the mixing of (W˜+, H˜+u ) and (W˜−, H˜−d ) [57,
p177].
Because these particles are mixed states of other particles, if a particle is dominantly one
of the states, one could call it “like” that particle state. For example, a second neutralino can
be “wino-like” if its mixed state comes mostly from the wino. “Bino-like” and “higgsino-like”
describe similar situations for particles consisting of mixed states that are largely bino and
higgsino, respectively.
Phenomenological Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model As mentioned, the
MSSM has over a hundred free parameters, which could take many forms. Upon taking into
account some phenomenological constraints, however, this number of parameters can be reduced
to just 19 in the so-called phenomenological MSSM [65, p12]. The constraints taken into account
are
1. No new source of CP violation: Experimental limits on neutron and electron magnetic
moments as well as in the K system are very tight. All phases of the soft SUSY-breaking
potential are assumed to be zero so that all new sources of CP-violation are eliminated.
2. No flavor-changing neutral currents: Both the matrices for the sfermion masses and the
trilinear couplings are assumed diagonal to prevent large violations of flavor-changing
neutral current constraints19
3. First and second generation universality: Unless squarks are significantly heavier than 1
TeV, the mass splitting between the first- and second-generation squarks is limited by con-
straints from experimental data on K0 − K¯0 mixing. The trilinear couplings Au, Ad, and
Al are always proportional to the Standard Model fermion masses and therefore important
only for the much heavier third generation; they can be assumed to be same and even
set to zero for the first two generations of squarks without important phenomenological
consequences.
This leads to the following 19 parameters for the so-called pMSSM [65, p13]:
• tanβ: the ratio of the VEVs of the two-Higgs doublet fields;
• MA: the mass of the pseudoscalar Higgs boson;
• µ: the Higgs-higgsino mass parameter;
• M1, M2, M3: the bino, wino and gluino mass parameters;
• mq˜, mu˜R , md˜R , ml˜, me˜R : first/second generation sfermion masses;
• m
Q˜
, mt˜R , mb˜R , mL, mτ˜R : third generation sfermion masses
• At, Ab, Aτ : third generation trilinear (scalar
3, proportional to the Yukawa ∝ yi) couplings.
18 In the Drell-Yan process, first suggested by Sidney Drell and Tung-Mow Yan in 1970 [63, 64], a
quark and antiquark annihilate into a virtual (off mass shell, or not obeying m2c4 = E2 − p2c2) photon
or Z-boson, which then in turn decays into a pair of oppositely charged leptons.
19 When the flavor of a fermion is altered without changing its electric charge, it is said that a flavor-
changing neutral current has taken place. For example, a tau decaying into a new type of boson and
an electron is said to have decayed via a flavor-changing neutral current mediated by the new boson.
Flavor-changing neutral currents have not been observed at tree level and must thus be highly suppressed
in theories of new physics. They are predicted by BSM theories such as technicolor and supersymmetry,
and are therefore important to take into account in model building.
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Constrained Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model The constrained minimal
supersymmetric Standard Model (cMSSM), a more specific version of which is minimal super-
gravity (mSUGRA) [66, p2] called so because of its gravity-mediated supersymmetry break-
ing [58, p77], assumes unification of the gauge couplings at the GUT scale, and has several more
assumptions in order to reduce the number of parameters of the MSSM. The cMSSM sets all
the masses of the scalars at the GUT scale equal to m0 and the masses of the gauginos equal at
the GUT scale to m1/2. The scalar couplings are proportional to the Standard Model Yukawa
couplings by a factor A0 [58, p59], or the universal supersymmetry breaking trilinear scalar
coupling. The cMSSM also has m2Hu = m
2
Hd
= m20, and the b-term of the superpotential can be
characterized by b = B0µ [57, p79], but in effect this is parametrized by the term tanβ = vu/vd,
or the ratio of the VEVs of the two Higgs fields of supersymmetry. The sign of µ (which is
ambiguous because µ2, the Higgs-higgsino mass parameter, can be determined from an equation
involving tanβ) is a free parameter in the cMSSM. In the cMSSM, the relation between the
gluino, wino, and bino mass terms is
M3 :M2 :M1 ≈ 6 : 2 : 1, (1.20)
near the TeV scale, with then the gluino much heavier than the neutralinos and charginos [58,
p99]. This is a result of the relationship
M3 =
αs
α
sin2 θWM2 =
3
5
αs
α
cos2 θWM1, (1.21)
which holds at any renormalization group scale [58, p99].
Non-Universal Higgs Mass Model Unlike the cMSSM, the Non-Universal Higgs Mass
Model (NUHM) [67] does not assume that the Higgs mass constitutes part of the universality
of the soft-SUSY breaking sfermion masses characterized by the parameter m0 in the cMSSM.
This universality suppresses unwanted flavor-changing processes and can therefore be desired for
squarks and sleptons, but this argument does not apply to the Higgs mass. In the one-parameter
NUHM model, or NUHM1, the Higgs masses are characterized by 1 parameter mφ, in which
case the Higgs doublet superfields Hu and Hd belong to the same multiplet; the parameters of
this model are:
NUHM1 : m0, mφ, m1/2, A0, tanβ, and sign(µ). (1.22)
For the case that the two Higgs doublet fields are not in the same multiplet, two new parameters
in addition to the cMSSM are assumed:
NUHM2 : m0, mH2u , mH2d
, m1/2, A0, tanβ, and sign(µ). (1.23)
1.5 Phenomenology and collider physics
The theme of this work is the phenomenology of models such as supersymmetry at the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC)20– in particular, the way data of the LHC are analyzed in terms of su-
persymmetry and interpreted thereafter. The LHC is a proton-proton collider that has operated
at energies of
√
s = 7, 8 TeV, and now operates at a center of mass energy of
√
s = 13 TeV.
Notable experiments at this collider are CMS [10] and ATLAS [9], which have made a discovery
of a new particle compatible with the Higgs boson in 2012 [7,8]. Next to the precision measure-
ments of Standard Model observables, searches for new physics (such as supersymmetry) are
conducted by these experiments at the LHC. Supersymmetry itself is too general a theory to
match to any measurements, so a simplification thereof is often used to place exclusion limits on
20 See also Appendix D.
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certain specific versions of supersymmetry such as the cMSSM21. Each of these specific versions
of supersymmetry has its own assumptions, such as unification of the gauge couplings constants
at the grand unification scale or violation of R-parity22
More recently, a so-called class of simplified models (see for example [15], and [14,16–18,68])
is employed to study LHC data. To what extent results of these studies can be used to describe
complicated or more general SUSY models or even models of extra dimensions (see below) is
a question investigated in this research project. Simplified models are important, because they
are faster than searching for complete models. The results of simplified models are used in tools
for BSM theories, and could be used for fast global fits (see chapter 6).
Standard Model backgrounds The general phenomenology of supersymmetric models
at a hadron collider would be jets, leptons, and missing transverse energy resulting mainly from
squark and gluino production at QCD strength [58, p113-115]. At squark masses of 400 GeV,
a gluino mass of 500 GeV, and a collision energy of 8 TeV at the LHC, the cross section of
supersymmetric squark and gluino production would be of a few O(10) pb; this goes down to
O(10−1) pb for squarks with masses of 1 TeV and a gluino with a mass of 1.1 TeV [69]. A huge
background needs to be suppressed in order to look for the small predicted supersymmetric
backgrounds. At an energy of 8 TeV, a QCD quark and gluon background of O(108) pb is
produced [69], resulting in many jets and missing transverse energy from B meson decays and
detector mismeasurements. Other important backgrounds at this energy are tt¯ (of O(100) pb)
that often result in missing transverse energy23 (see Figure 1.1), O(105) pb Z + jets with
neutrinos coming from Z decays, O(105)pb W + jets24 with leptons and missing transverse
energy from W decays [58, p115] [69], and to a lesser extent WW, WZ, and ZZ backgrounds.
When searching for only jets and missing transverse energy (no leptons), charged leptons
from the above backgrounds can be missed or absorbed into a jet, and detectors can mismeasure
jet energies; this, too needs to be taken into account as background [58, p115].
Larger energies In order to achieve at 13 TeV what has been achieved at 8 TeV with 20
fb−1, 1 fb−1 would suffice depending on the model studied. An immense jump will made from
the 8 TeV data to the desired 100 inverse femtobarn at the 13 TeV LHC for exploration of physics
beyond the Standard Model25.
Note that the cross sections for larger energies would not rise as one would naively expect.
Due to a quickly evolving gluon parton density function, the cross sections may rise much quicker
as well [70].
Models of Extra Dimensions Whereas supersymmetry predicts Standard Model partners
with opposite spin (such as the scalar squarks), other models such as extra dimensions (see
chapter 4) predict same-spin partners. At the Large Hadron Collider where protons are collided,
21 The constrained minimal supersymmetric Standard Model has a supersymmetry algebra involving
one generator (see Appendix B) and assumes unification of the couplings at the grand unification scale [57,
pp120].
22 R-parity is a Z2 symmetry ensuring baryon and lepton number conservation in the minimal super-
symmetric Standard Model [57, p135].
23 The top quark decays to a W and a down-type quark (the latter being about 99.8% of the time
a bottom), and the W boson decays to either a quark-antiquark pair about 30% of the time and to
neutrinos and charged leptons with a total branching ratio of 70% [43].
24 These cross sections are cross sections without any cuts. With increasing pT of the resulting jets, the
differential cross section distribution dσ/dpT falls off sharply. When one uses MadGraph [69] to compute
the cross section with default settings, a cut on jet pT smaller than 10 GeV will result in cross sections
of the order of 104 pb for the W + jets and Z + jets backgrounds. For new physics searches, mostly the
events with the higher pT jets are interesting.
25Michelangelo Mangano in a talk at the DPG Tagung in Wuppertal, March 9th 2015.
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Figure 1.1: Top-antitop production from a proton-antiproton collision, resulting in jets and missing
transverse energy measured by a detector.“Top antitop quark event” by Raeky – Own work. Licensed
under Public Domain via Wikimedia Commons – commons.wikimedia.org
it is not easy to distinguish between extra-dimensional and supersymmetric models. This is
because the two have similar signatures which differ just in the spin of their particles [71]26.
The center of mass energy of a collision is unknown, as one does not know the energy of the
individual quarks or gluons that collided.
Since same-spin models are hard to discriminate from opposite-spin models like SUSY at
the LHC, the results for supersymmetry could be applied to other models as well. Results of a
study of whether this is a viable claim are presented in chapter 4.
First, however, after a short introduction to simplified models in the next chapter, the
influence of a finite-mass gluino on limits from a simplified model of squark production where
this particle was originally absent is described in chapter 3.
26A nice comparison of SUSY and UED at the LHC can be found in [72]. See [73] for a study of spin
discrimination in three-body decays.
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Chapter 2
Introduction to Simplified Models
There are many models that attempt to solve the problems of the Standard Model. These
models are sometimes collectively called ‘Physics Beyond the Standard Model’. The parameter
spaces covered by each of these models can be huge. One form of supersymmetry, the Minimal
Supersymmetric Standard Model (see section 1.4) alone has over a hundred parameters so that it
could have many different signatures – yet it constitutes only a small part of SUSY, as shown in
Figure 2.2. There are different approaches to search for a model of physics beyond the Standard
Model in a huge amount of data like that from the LHC when the model covers a large parameter
space. One can
1. constrain the model, in which one makes assumptions so that the model has a specific
phenomenology (as is done for e.g. the cMSSM – see page 11);
2. look for a phenomenological model, in which the form of the model at high energy is
neglected and one only searches for some known phenomena at reachable energies (as is
done for e.g. the pMSSM – see section 1.4);
3. take simplified models that can be used to cover a range of models instead of only one.
It is the last approach that is tested in this thesis.
In the simplified model approach [14–18,68], [3, SUSY: experiment p26], the step from data
to Lagrangians is considered too large, and instead simple processes are constructed to describe
the data in a language that can be understood by theoretical physicists. In this way, a large part
of the BSM model parameter space is to be covered by many models of individual signatures. As
currently the “simplified models” used are simplified from original MSSM models, the question
arises how model-independent these simplified models are and thus whether they can be used
to describe theories other than MSSM. First, the question of whether this simplified model
approach can be legitimately used to set limits for MSSM itself will be explored in chapter 3.
Then, the applicability of simplified model results to same-spin models is investigated in chapter
chapter 4. As a brief introduction, a short history of simplified models and an attempt at closure
of simplified model exclusions with a full cMSSM analysis and exclusion are briefly described in
this chapter.
2.1 Constrained models
Not long ago, many results from collider experiments like LEP and the LHC were interpreted
in terms of specific models’ mass parameter space as shown in Figure 2.1, where an exclusion
for the cMSSM is shown. The parameters in which the exclusion is shown are m0, which is a
universal mass of all scalars at the GUT scale, and m1/2, the universal gaugino mass at this
scale. We find the individual scalar and gaugino masses as one would see them at a collider by
15
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Figure 2.1: An exclusion in the scalar m0 and gaugino m1/2 mass plane for the cMSSM model of SUSY
(see page 11). Figure taken from [76, p5].
running the renormalization equations down to energies at our level. For example, for m0 = 500,
m1/2 = 300, with tanβ = 10 and A0 = 0, as well as sign(µ) = +1, one finds, using SPheno
3.3.2 [74, 75], that this mass point corresponds to a gluino mass of about 750 GeV, squark
masses of about 800 GeV, and a lightest neutralino mass of about 120 GeV.
The cMSSM and the Higgs mass The cMSSM has been very much constrained by the
Higgs mass. The Higgs mass in this model (as in other minimal SUSY models) is at tree level
bound to mh < mZ | cos 2β| ≤ mZ ≃ 91 GeV, with β the mixing angle of the Nambu-Goldstone
bosons from the SUSY Higgs doublets [58, p93]. Quantum corrections, most notably those from
stop loops, can add to this to obtain the Higgs mass. The correction to the Higgs mass at one
loop is an addition to the bare Higgs massmh0 . This addition consists of two terms, proportional
toMsoft ≡ √mt˜1mt˜2 and At which is related to A0 [59, p248]. AssumingMsoft to be of O(1) TeV,
then, the parameter A0 cannot be much above -2 TeV, and tanβ (the ratio of the Higgs VEVs)
should be less than 50 [77, p166]. Including the Higgs boson mass measurements, negative values
of A0 and higher sparticle masses are preferred in global fits [78,79].
Hence, when assuming the SUSY breaking scale Msoft is not very high as above, to avoid
much fine-tuning1, the lightest MSSM CP-even Higgs particle mass cannot be over 130 GeV [66,
p2]; this is even lower for constrained models with anomaly-mediated or gauge-mediated SUSY
breaking scenarios (AMSB and GMSB), where, assuming the breaking scale not to be beyond 3
TeV, the Higgs boson mass may just be obtained [77, p165], [66].
A Higgs boson mass of at most 128 GeV is still possible in some parameter space of the
cMSSM where SUSY breaking is assumed to occur in a hidden sector through higher dimensional
operators that are suppressed by the Planck scale. The cosmological constraints on dark matter
can still be satisfied by the lightest neutralino in the cMSSM, but for most of the parameter points
1 In fine-tuning, the parameters of a model are adjusted in order for the model to agree with obser-
vations. A model is called ’natural’ when not much fine-tuning is needed. See also Appendix A.
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Figure 2.2: The cMSSM constitutes only a very small part of the MSSM parameter space. The latter,
in turn, covers only a small part of all possible models of supersymmetry. Figure taken from a talk by
T. Rizzo.
the SUSY mass spectrum is rather heavy, assuming the decoupling regime2 of the MSSM Higgs
sector and the lightest MSSM Higgs boson with Standard Model cross sections and branching
ratios [80, p5].
The cMSSM then has, as a consequence, less room for so-called naturalness [66]; that is, the
supersymmetric solution to the hierarchy problem3 with the extra assumptions that lead to the
cMSSM now has a much more constrained parameter space. However, the parameter space of
SUSY models covered by the cMSSM itself is very small; see Figure 2.2; preferably, one would
seek to learn more about supersymmetry in general from the data instead of only one of its
forms.
Beyond the cMSSM Instead of searching for specific models, then, it is often preferred to
search for simplified models in order to cover more parameter space of SUSY, and be able to
describe more general models of SUSY. One would then with simplified models obtain exclusions
in, for example, the quark-partner and lightest stable partner particle mass plane, as shown for
a simplified SUSY model for squarks in Figure 2.3. Ideally, one would apply these observed
upper limits to any BSM model.
In section 2.3, the implementation of simplified models that is currently used by experimental
collaborations is described, and results are applied to the cMSSM model in section 2.4. First,
however, the historical background of simplified models is described in the next section.
2 The so-called “decoupling limit” occurs when mA0 >> mZ where the SUSY Higgs doublet particles
A0, H0, and H± are decoupled (are very heavy) from low energy experiments and h0 corresponds to the
physical Higgs boson of the Standard Model [58, p94].
3 See also Appendix A.
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Figure 2.4: The intermediate processes of a 2 → 2 process has been replaced by a blob. This blob can
in some cases be represented by a flat matrix element. This simplified model of a 2 → 2 process was
implemented in Pythia 6 (see section F.2).
2.2 Models with flat matrix elements
One way to define a simplified model is through using on shell effective theories (OSETs) [14].
OSETs are simplified theories that contain the quantum numbers and masses of new particles,
production cross sections, and branching ratios for decays [14, p5]. They serve as a tool for
analyzing collider data in terms of a certain Lagrangian from which they are derived. In some
cases, cross sections are enough to model production and decays, as implemented in the now
deprecated program Marmoset [14, p6]. The intermediate decays in the diagrams of a 2 → 2
process are represented by ‘blobs’ as in Figure 2.4: the details of what happens inside the blob
are ignored, and it is assumed that the external particles are responsible for the phenomenology.
Off-shell particles in a process are not included in the corresponding OSET-process. The ‘blob’
of gluino production from two gluons as in Figure 2.4 can then be approximated by a flat matrix
element, or a constant matrix element: |M|2 = constant [14, p20].
The transverse momentum (pT ) distributions of gluino pairs from a flat matrix element
theory are very close to those of an MSSM gluino pair. The flat matrix element even quite
accurately reproduces the transverse momentum distribution of a UED KK gluon pair [14,
p21]. Results of a transverse momentum distribution from a flat matrix element in Pythia
6.4 [82], an MSSM gluino pair, and UED KK gluons are shown in Figure 2.5. This method
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Figure 2.5: Upper left: The transverse momentum distribution for gluino production characterized by
a flat matrix element in an on shell effective theory (implemented in Pythia, see section F.2), a SUSY
gluino pair using MadGraph 5, and a UED KK gluon pair using MadGraph 5 (see section F.1). The three
distributions coincide.
Top Center: up L (SU(2) doublet) squark and UED KK quark production; this is less well characterized
by a flat matrix element.
Top right and bottom left and right: (s)quark-anti(s)quark and gluino/gluon-squark associate production
with different (s)quark masses, respectively. For the mUED model used, the masses of the KK gluon and
KK quark cannot deviate too much, so the process involving a much heavier KK gluon is not possible
and hence not shown in the bottom left figure.
does not work, however, for all sparticle production; for example, for squark production the
transverse momentum distribution does not coincide with that of a flat matrix element, as
shown in Figure 2.5.
Also, as shown on the top center in Figure 2.5, the gluino mass changes the distribution
slightly because of a t-channel gluino diagram present in squark pair production. The flat
matrix element approach does not know about the gluino and cannot reproduce the MSSM
curves.
The type of simplified models used in [14] can also be simulated using a simplified MSSM.
One can set all decays except those of a few new desired particles, such as one gluino, one squark,
and one neutralino, to zero, and set masses of all undesired particles very high so that these are
decoupled from the theory. This can easily be implemented in MadGraph [69] by changing the
parameter card for a process within the MSSM model. Since this is a simple way of obtaining
a simplified model, and the pT distributions can be correctly reproduced in this way without
any fitting with extra parameters (see [14], the flat matrix element technique will not be further
pursued. Instead, a simplified MSSM will be used in order to study simplified models.
This raises questions about how well this could still characterize models with similar new
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model name prod. mode decay visibility
T1 g˜g˜ g˜ → qq¯χ˜0 hadronic
T2 q˜q˜∗ q˜ → qχ˜0 hadronic
T5zz
hadronic
g˜g˜ g˜ → qq¯Zχ˜0 di-leptons
multi-leptons
T3W
g˜g˜ g˜ → qq¯χ˜0 single lepton
g˜ → qq¯χ˜±, χ˜± → W±χ˜0
T5lnu g˜g˜ g˜ → qq¯χ˜±, χ˜± → lνχ˜0 di-leptons
T3lh
g˜g˜ g˜ → qq¯χ˜0 di-leptons
g˜ → qq¯l+l−χ˜0
T2bb b˜˜b∗ b˜→ bχ˜0 hadronic
T2tt t˜t˜∗ t˜→ tχ˜0 hadronic
T1bbbb g˜g˜ g˜ → bb¯χ˜0 hadronic
T1tttt
hadronic(b)
g˜g˜ g˜ → tt¯χ˜0 single-leptons(b)
di-lepons(b)
inclusive(b)
TChiSlepSlep
χ˜±χ˜02 χ˜
0
2 → l±l˜±, l˜ → lχ˜0 multi-leptons
χ˜± → νl˜, l˜ → lχ˜0
TChiwz χ˜±χ˜02 χ˜
± → W±χ˜0, χ˜02 → Zχ˜0 multi-leptons
TChizz χ˜02χ˜
0
3 χ˜
0
2, χ˜
0
3 → Zχ˜0 multi-leptons
T5gg g˜g˜ g˜ → qq¯χ˜02, χ˜02 → γχ˜01 photons
T5Wg
g˜g˜ g˜ → qq¯χ˜02, χ˜02 → γχ˜01 photons
g˜ → qq¯χ˜±, χ˜± → W±χ˜01
Table 2.1: A list of simplified models used by CMS.
particles such as Universal Extra Dimensions, as assumptions about spin are made in the MSSM.
The applicability of simplified model results to spin in studied in chapter 4.
2.3 CMS simplified models
With the MSSM in mind, simplified models were constructed for easy search techniques with
few parameters and to cover as much as possible of the model’s parameter space. Examples
of such simplified models are shown in Table 2.1. Colored sparticle production is important at
a hadron collider like the LHC; therefore, in order to study simplified model results from this
approach, it was first attempted to reproduce some results of [76]4, with a focus here on jets
and missing transverse energy ( /ET )
5. This is a common signature of colored particles in physics
beyond the Standard Model, as these particles typically decay to jets and a stable invisible
particle [17, p2]. [17] focuses on gluino simplified models.
Six search regions for gluino pair production with a signature of different numbers of jets
(jet multiplicities) and high or low missing transverse energy were covered by [17] in order to
ensure inclusion of the entire mass parameter space of the relevant simplified models. These
4 For methods and an introduction to simplified models, [17] was initially used as a guide.
5 These types of searches are also called all-hadronic searches, as they have no leptons in the final
state.
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Figure 2.6: The T2 simplified model of squarks as used by CMS.
regions made use of different decay models of the gluino, a color octet Majorana fermion, such
as two-body direct decay (described by an effective operator) g˜ → gχ0, three-body direct decay
g˜ → qq¯′χ0, or one-step cascade decay g˜ → qq¯′χ± → qq¯′(W±χ0). Leptons may appear, but the
branching ratios are relatively small for electroweak vector bosons, so no leptons are considered
in [17]. There are several decay models for the gluino used by CMS, see Table 2.1. They can be
combined using linear combinations of single decay modes [17, p7,p21-23].
Two important models corresponding to squark and gluino production used by [76] are the
so-called T1, or pp → g˜g˜, g˜ → qq¯′χ0 with the squark mass much larger than the gluino mass
mq˜ ≫ mg˜ , and T2, which stands for pp → q˜˜¯q′, q˜ → qχ0, with mg˜ ≫ mq˜. As one can see
in Table 2.1, there was only one simplified model for light-flavor squarks at the time of the
7 TeV run, as opposed to many others for gluinos. This work will focus on the T2 simplified
model, which is shown in Figure 2.6. This includes squark-antisquark production with the squark
decaying to a quark and LSP. This model is studied in more detail in chapter 3.
2.4 An exclusion for the cMSSM
One way to show the validity of using simplified model results for real models is to reproduce
exclusions for direct searches using simplified model results. One such study was done, for
example, in [83]. Here it was attempted to reproduce the result in Figure 2.1. An exclusion
curve obtained from simplified models was always lower (excluding less) than the one from CMS
for a full cMSSM analysis. This can be expected because in this work, only the most sensitive
bin was used6. The result is shown in Figure 2.7. Two exclusions are shown; one accounts for
several possible issues of the simplified model, the other does not. The issues are described
below.
Simplified model efficiencies (the percentage of events remaining after applying cuts like a
minimum of missing transverse energy or amount of jets) were obtained with a simulation using
MadGraph 1.5.7 [84], Pythia 6.4 [82], and Delphes 2 [85], followed by an own implementation
of the search cuts in [76]7.
Upper limits were calculated from efficiencies using RooStats [86]. For each mass point in
the cMSSM m0–m1/2 plane, interpolated (using linear interpolation) simplified model results of
the simplified model T2 were used.
6 This would in this case mean that efficiencies in the highest HT-MHT bin number 13 (counting
0-13) or 14 (counting 1-14) were used. These variables and the search are described in more detail in
section 3.3.
7See subsection 3.3.1 for the cuts.
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Figure 2.7: Exclusions from the 7 TeV LHC for the cMSSM with A0 = 0, tanβ = 10, and sign(µ) = +1
from CMS [76] (blue curve) and own simulations (indicated by the red, or excluded, boxes and green,
or still allowed boxes). On the left, cMSSM cross sections are multiplied with the cMSSM branching
ratios of those decays assumed in the simplified models, and are then compared to upper limits obtained
from efficiencies of these simplified models. On the right, cMSSM cross sections are multiplied with the
sum of all branching ratios resulting in the same final state as the simplified models; this includes decays
other than the one assumed in the simplified model. This means that it is assumed that efficiencies of all
decays are well-represented by the efficiencies from the simplified model. This is the general assumption
of BSM tools like SModelS [19, 20].
Squark decays Squarks are here defined to be the light-flavor (corresponding to the four
lightest quarks in the Standard Model) supersymmetric squarks, not including the stop and
sbottom squarks. In Figure 2.7, one can see two exclusion plots. On the left, it is assumed that
the simplified model upper limits are only valid for those topologies it contained. The simplified
model T2 contains the squark decay q˜ → qχ˜01 with 100% branching ratio, as is conventional
in simplified models to avoid an extra parameter for branching ratios. This excludes the very
important decays like a cascade through a second neutralino, q˜ → jχ˜02, with χ˜02 → Zχ˜01 and
Z → jj, and a cascade through a chargino, q˜ → jχ˜±, with χ˜± →W±χ˜01 and W → jj.
For example, taking the same results from SPheno for the point m0 = 500 GeV and m1/2 =
300 GeV, where m
d˜L
= 825 GeV and mχ˜02 = 239 GeV, one sees that here d˜L → χ˜
0
2d occurs
for about 25% of the decays, with the second neutralino decaying to a Z boson and the first
neutralino almost 100% of the time. This decay could occur for one of the squarks (which could
be named e.g. T4Z or T4W), or for both of the pair produced squarks (which would then named
T6Z or T6W). The simplified model decay d˜L → χ˜01d has for this model point a branching ratio of
only about 1%. It is not given that the efficiencies resulting from such decays through W and Z
bosons or from (mixed) right- and left-handed squarks will be the same, and indeed, substantial
differences (of several tenths of percents) were seen with the T2 model in the m0–m1/2 plane.
Left-right differences In the T2 model, it is assumed that squarks are mass-degenerate
and the gluino is decoupled resulting in only left-handed squarks; right-handed squarks are not
in the simplified model. The right-handed squarks are not present in T2 since only the cross
section when including these would change, and the acceptance times efficiencies are blind to
cross sections. Left-handed squarks thus represent right-handed squarks in the simplified models
used in this research.
A problem with this arises, however, when the right-handed squarks are heavier than the
gluino while the left-handed squarks are lighter; in this case the gluino decays differently for
both groups of squarks. This fact would result in a gap in the form of a line on the plots in
Figure 2.7 in the area that corresponds to mq˜L < mq˜R [87, p67,Fig. Conservative exclusion].
Conservative exclusions Being conservative, one then compares the prediction for the
cMSSM left-handed squark cross section for a certainm0,m1/2 point multiplied by the branching
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Figure 2.8: A squark decaying through a second neutralino (left) or a chargino (right). These decays
are typically not included in simplified models to avoid having branching ratios (here dependent on the
mixing) as a parameter.
ratio of the T2 decay q˜ → qχ˜01 for the cMSSM in that point with the upper limit on the cross
section obtained from T2 efficiencies. This gives the left plot in Figure 2.7.
Nonconservative exclusions One could also non-conservatively compare the full predic-
tion (including both left- and right-handed squarks and all possible decays) for the total cMSSM
squark cross section with the upper limit obtained from T2 efficiencies. The result is shown on
the right in Figure 2.7. As can be seen, the exclusion obtained by CMS is stronger than the
exclusion obtained in this work, as in this work only the most sensitive bin was used. Upon
privately comparing results for this most sensitive bin only, the results in this work agreed with
those from CMS. A similar study showing agreement between simplified model results and di-
rect search results for mSUGRA was done in [83]. The validity of nonconservatively applying
simplified model results to realistic models of SUSY is quantified in chapter 3 and chapter 4.
2.5 Possible issues
Since simplified models are not completely model-independent and carry various assumptions,
it is possible that they do not accurately describe the kinematics of real-world models, and that
hence the limits from simplified models are not applicable to all mass spectra of BSM theories.
Several possible issues are described below; two are studied in chapter 3 and chapter 4.
Mixed decays The effect of right-handed squarks comes in a subtle corner of decays that are
not included in the simplified models, but are taken to be represented by the simplified model
efficiencies. For example, squark pair production with a squark decaying to a quark and an LSP
has right-handed squark dominance. Since when ignoring this dominance has only an effect on
the cross section, not the efficiencies (which are important in setting upper limits and thus for
simplified model results), this is not an important difference.
However, this simplified squark model also represents (is scaled to) one where one squark
decays to a second (heavier) neutralino and a quark as shown on the left in Figure 2.8, and the
other squark decays as above. In this case, a decay with one right-handed squark, which prefers
to decay as in Figure 2.6 and does not couple to the wino-like χ02, and a left-handed squark
decaying dominantly to a χ02 and a quark, dominates. With this mixed (right- and left-handed)
process dominating, the acceptance times efficiencies change dramatically compared to when
only left-handed squarks are taken into account. A decay through a chargino could also occur,
as shown on the right in Figure 2.8.
Branching ratios as parameters The left-right difference can be found in other simplified
models as well [15, p45]. If a mix of decay modes is to be modeled along the lines of simplified
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models, more parameters would be needed, and statistical fluctuations could start to play a
role [15, p46]. More parameters are in general unwanted in simplified models. In the case of
associate decays, a branching ratio is needed as a parameter, which is much more difficult than
assuming branching ratios of 100% in each simplified model [16, p10].
Mixed topologies Mixed decay modes are often comparable to symmetric modes (i.e. where
both produced particles decay in the same way) in terms of efficiencies [16, p12]; the efficiencies
are then between the minimum and maximum of the symmetric decay modes. However, it is
not guaranteed that the mixed decay efficiencies can always be represented by the symmetric
decay efficiencies [16]. For some models these mixed decays cannot be ignored. As shown in
section 3.10, the efficiencies can differ by a factor of up to six for mixed decays compared to a
factor of up to 3 for symmetric decay modes.
Other particles Gluinos, as all other SUSY particles except the q˜ and χ˜01, are excluded from
the simplified model T2. Including gluinos adds a new Feynman diagram for producing squarks,
and left-right squark pair production can occur in addition to squark-antisquark production.
The effect on limits from the simplified model T2 when including a finite-mass gluino is studied
in chapter 3.
Spin It is assumed that scalar quark partners are produced in the simplified model T2. This
may not always be valid for models tested against simplified model results with BSM tools; the
validity of this assumption for a same-spin model is investigated in chapter 4.
Chapter 3
Squark Production with Finite-Mass
Gluinos
In order to cover more of SUSY parameter space, instead of exclusions for specific models as
shown in Figure 2.1, searches and limits were presented for simplified models instead, leading
to figures like Figure 2.3. In the latter, however, scalar quark partner production with gluinos
and all other sparticles is assumed to be decoupled; this corresponds to the definition of the
so-called T2 model, with the squark decaying to a quark and LSP with a 100% branching ratio.
In this chapter, the applicability of results from this simplified model to a model with finite-mass
gluinos is studied. Specifically, the effects on the acceptance times efficiencies Aε (henceforth
called efficiencies for simplicity), or percentage of events left after applying cuts of an analysis to
(simulated) LHC data, and limits for squark pair production when excluding g˜ (the T2 model)
or including g˜ (an MSSM-like model) will be described.
A simplified MSSM model was studied in which three new particles (squarks, gluinos, and
neutralinos) were assumed as compared to the T2 model where only two new types of particles,
squarks and neutralinos, were assumed. As in T2, masses of all other MSSM particles were set
to very high values.
Particle content For obtaining efficiencies, the three new particle types assumed in addition
to the Standard Model particles are for the T2 model of squarks:
• the color singlet scalars, which are the SU(2) doublets u˜L, d˜L, c˜L and s˜L, or the left-handed
up, down, charm, and strange squarks;
• a stable neutral Majorana fermion, or the neutralino χ˜01.
In order to study MSSM-like squark production, the following particles were also used in ob-
taining efficiencies:
• the color singlet scalars SU(2) singlets u˜R, d˜R, c˜R and s˜R, or the right-handed up, down,
charm, and strange squarks;
• a color octet Majorana fermion, or the gluino g˜ (not present in T2);
The top and bottom squarks are not taken into account (and hence decoupled like all other
sparticles), because they change the kinematics dramatically (since the associated quarks are
heavier) and hence would also change efficiencies. CMS has separate simplified models for these
sparticles. For CMS, the squarks and gluinos are not interfering because either is decoupled by
setting the mass to 105 GeV. In the case of a decoupled gluino, the only squark pair production
that occurs is pp→ q˜iq˜∗i , with i ∈ {L, R}.
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Figure 3.1: Squarks and gluinos in the final states at the LHC. As can be seen in the figure on the
left, for lower colored sparticle masses squark-gluino associate production becomes important, and for
larger masses squark pair production becomes important, depending on the gluino mass. In most of the
following it is assumed that mg˜ > mq˜. Figure taken from [88, p12].
Left- and right-handed squarks Since the squarks are spinless scalars, they have no
chirality (their L and R labels are only the chirality of their superpartners) [57, p64]. However,
the cross sections for combinations of these sparticles are not the same. The different couplings
for left- and right-handed squarks lead to different matrix element expressions for qiqj → q˜iq˜j ,
i 6= j, i, j ∈ {L,R} and qiqi → q˜iq˜i, as shown in [43, sec44,p12], for example. When i = j, not
only a t-channel is present but also a u-channel diagram, or the amplitude due to exchange, is
subtracted to ensure antisymmetry for identical fermions [57, p198]. The incoming quarks qi
and qj also carry projection operators PL or PR. It is true that, for example, σu˜Lu˜L = σu˜Ru˜R =
0.101 pb for mg˜ = 2000 GeV, mq˜ = 500 GeV at the 8 TeV LHC, but σu˜Lu˜R = 0.163 pb for the
same masses and LHC collider energy, as one can see using e.g. MadGraph [84].
3.1 Squark production at the LHC
At the LHC with energies of
√
s = 7 and 8 TeV1, the most important objects measured are jets
and leptons, both with missing transverse energy [58, p115] (photons are also measured). Here
the focus is on all-hadronic searches that look for jets and missing transverse energy; jets are
produced in abundance at a hadron collider like the LHC. One can expect the production of
colored supersymmetric particles (sparticles) to be most important at hadron colliders [88, p3].
For an R-parity conserving model like the MSSM, which could have a signature of jets and
missing transverse energy, the production of squarks and gluinos amounts to the four pair-
production [88, p3] processes originating from two protons to g˜g˜, g˜q˜, q˜q˜, and q˜q˜∗.
Depending on the masses of the heavy supersymmetric particles, different production pro-
cesses are important. For example, formg˜ ≤ mq˜, g˜q˜ and g˜g˜ production become important. When
the gluino becomes heavier than the squark, q˜q˜ and q˜q˜∗ production become more important.
This can be seen in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2.
In this chapter, the difference in limits from theories such as the one shown in Figure 2.3 from
the simplified model T2, which uses squark production, with an MSSM-like model is studied.
The diagrams for squark-antisquark production, of which all but the t-channel gluino diagram
1 Here s is the energy squared of the collision. At the LHC collisions are between partons that
originate from protons (p+ p) sent through the beam pipe. See Appendix D for more on the LHC.
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Figure 3.3: Squark-antisquark production modes. For a decoupled gluino (mg˜ = 10
5 GeV), the t-channel
gluino diagram does not play a role. The diagram with a t-channel squark exchange is not important in
squark production [58, p113]. Electroweak diagrams, such as t-channel chargino and neutralino diagrams
and s-channel W , A, and Z boson diagrams are suppressed by αEM and are not shown. The four-point
interaction of gg → q˜∗q˜ is also weaker than the other interactions.
are present in T2, are shown in Figure 3.3.
For squark pair production, in contrast, there is only one such diagram, as shown in Fig-
ure 3.4. Due to a decoupled gluino in T2, squark pair production does not occur in this simplified
model. That is, whereas T2 only contains pp→ q˜iq˜∗i , with i ∈ {L,R}, a model with a finite mg˜
also contains production of q˜iq˜i, q˜iq˜j , and q˜iq˜
∗
j with i, j ∈ {L,R}.
First and second generation squarks For the purpose of studying differences between
pp→ q˜iq˜i, i ∈ {L,R}, and other types of squark production, only the left-handed up and down
squarks were included for obtaining efficiencies of the T2 model. In the study of a model with
MSSM-like squark production, unlike in the T2 model, the squark and gluino masses are both
varied, and different combinations of squarks can occur in squark pair production. Right-handed
first-generation squarks were here also included for efficiencies. For the CMS simplified model
T2, only the two first-generation left-handed squarks (instead of four) would suffice, but for
q
q
g˜
q˜
q˜
Figure 3.4: Squark pair production. This vanishes for a decoupled gluino (mg˜ = 10
5 GeV). This pro-
duction mode is not included in the CMS T2 model. Production of q˜iq˜i, q˜iq˜j , and q˜iq˜
∗
j with i, j ∈ {L,R}
appear in addition to the original production of q˜iq˜
∗
i when taking into account a finite-mass gluino.
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Figure 3.5: The direct decay g˜ → qq¯χ˜0 of a
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Figure 3.6: The cascade decay g˜ → q˜¯q′ → qq¯′χ˜0
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Figure 3.8: The cascade decay q˜ → qg˜ →
qq′q¯′′χ0 of the squark for mg˜ ≤ mq˜L .
efficiencies of the MSSM-like model, the second generation squarks were included in efficiencies
by adding one extra production channel (see also section G.1 in the appendix)
pp→ q˜2ndq˜1st+2nd, (3.1)
with q˜2nd the second-generation squarks (left- and right-handed) and q˜1st+2nd first- and second-
generation (again left- and right-handed) squarks. This channel is necessary since different
combinations of parton density functions play a role in MSSM-like squark production.
3.2 Decays
For gluinos and squarks, four different decays occur in the simplified models T1 (a simplified
model for pp → g˜g˜) and T2 (see also [18]), two for each unstable beyond-the-Standard-Model
particle depending on which of these is the heavier particle. For a squark mass smaller than
the gluino mass, or mq˜ ≤ mg˜, the gluino decays as g˜ → q˜¯q → qq¯χ0. When the squark mass
becomes larger than the gluino mass, or mq˜ ≥ mg˜, the squark in this decay becomes off shell,
and instead the decay g˜ → qq¯χ0 is assumed. If the gluino mass is smaller than the squark mass,
or mg˜ ≤ mq˜, the squark will decay according to q˜ → qg˜ → qq′q¯′′χ0. If the gluino mass becomes
larger than the squark mass, or mg˜ ≥ mq˜, the gluino in this decay becomes off shell and the
decay simplifies to q˜ → qχ0. This decay is generally not present in the gluino simplified models
used by the experimental collaborations, since squarks do not occur in these models [18, p6].
The decays used in the simplified models T1 and T2 are only g˜ → qq¯χ˜01 and q˜ → qχ˜01.
This work focuses on the simplified model of squarks T2. To study the effect on mass limits of
including a finite-mass gluino in T2 on the number of events passing analysis cuts and limits on
sparticle masses, two strongly excluding SUSY analyses [19] were chosen for obtaining Aε from
which upper limits were calculated.
3.3 Analyses
Two analyses were used in order to investigate differences in Aε and limits from the T2 simplified
model and an MSSM-like model. Both focus on jets and missing transverse energy in accordance
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with the signature of supersymmetric models at the LHC. One analysis, which will henceforth
be called the MHT analysis for short, is based on multijet events with missing transverse mo-
mentum [4]; the other, which will be named the αT analysis, is based on missing transverse
energy using the variables αT and b-quark multiplicity [2]. Both analyses are for 8 TeV LHC
data with luminosities of 11.7 fb−1 (αT ) and 19.5 fb−1 (MHT). The cuts that were implemented
for purposes of this study (which may not include all original cuts and settings) are specified
below.
Observables in the CMS detector Several important observables are often used in cuts
in all-hadronic analyses. One very important one is the transverse momentum of a particle,
defined as
pT =
√
p2x + p
2
y. (3.2)
Another, the pseudorapidity of a particle, is defined as [76, p1]:
η = −ln [tan(θ/2)] (3.3)
The word rapidity may be confusing, as this actually is defined as (see p8 of the Kinematics
section of [43])
y =
1
2
ln
(
E + pz
E − pz
)
, (3.4)
which is the limit of pseudorapidity only in the massless limit. What is usually meant by rapidity,
as is also the case below, is the pseudorapidity.
Another observable is the azimuthal angle of a particle, or the measured angle of impact
in the plane transverse to the beam direction. In the program ROOT2 [90], the azimuthal angle
difference3 is the difference between two angles that lie in the range [−π, π).
Note that one can study a collision from both the lab frame, which is at rest with respect
to the beam axis (which will be defined as the z-axis), as well as from the center of mass frame,
which is moving along the beam axis (and hence is Lorentz boosted compared to the lab frame).
Both the transverse momentum pT and the angle φ in the plane perpendicular to the beam
axis are quantities invariant under Lorentz boosts, making them convenient observables. The
difference between rapidities is also invariant under boosts. Missing transverse energy can be
calculated after an event has been recorded. Since missing transverse energy can sometimes
originate from mismeasured jets, it is wise to reject events where the missing transverse energy
is at a small angle from a high-energy jet in analyses using missing transverse energy [91, p7].
The Standard Model neutrino background can be suppressed by rejecting isolated muons
and electrons (isolated, meaning not too close to a jet, in order to select prompt leptons) [2, p6].
An isolated muon or electron is likely to be accompanied by a neutrino, as W bosons decay to
a lepton and neutrino about 10% of the time. Z bosons decay to neutrinos 20% of the time;
for this reason, demanding high missing transverse energy (so that it unlikely came from the
Z boson given its mass) could help distinguish signal from background. The barrel-end cap
transition region, which is in the region 1.44 < |η| < 1.57, is sometimes excluded in such a cut.
The tau particle is the only lepton that can decay into hadrons because of its sufficient mass
(1.78 GeV). They are often also counted as jets in the detector.
2 See http://root.cern.ch.
3 See http://root.cern.ch/root/html534/TVector2.html#TVector2:Phi_mpi_pi. For the az-
imuthal angle difference itself, see http://root.cern.ch/root/html534/TVector3.html#TVector3:
DeltaPhi and http://root.cern.ch/root/html534/src/TVector3.h .
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3.3.1 Multijet events and missing transverse momentum at 8 TeV
(:= MHT)
One of the analyses that looks for a signal in jets and missing transverse energy is the CMS-
SUS-13-012 [4]. Cuts are imposed on the data similar to those in [4], in so far as these could
be implemented and applied to output of the detector simulator Delphes [92]. The sum of
transverse momenta HT for jets j is defined as in [76, p1]:
HT =
∑
j
pT, j , pT,j > 50 GeV; |ηj | < 2.5, (3.5)
and the vector sum of the missing transverse momenta ~/HT of jets j as in [76, p1]:
~/HT = −
∑
j
~pT, j , pT,j > 30 GeV; |ηj | < 5. (3.6)
The scalar /HT is the magnitude of
~/HT .
The following cuts were imposed:
1. Jets are required to have pT,j > 30 GeV; |ηj | < 5;
2. A minimum of three jets with a transverse momentum pT > 50 GeV and a pseudorapidity
|η| < 2.5;
3. An azimuthal angle difference between a jet axis and the ~/HT direction |∆φ(Jn, ~/HT )| >
1.5 rad, n = 1, 2 and ∆ϕ(J3,
~/HT )| > 0.3 rad, with Jn the jet axis of jet n and n indicating
the ranking of the jet in pT from highest to lowest;
4. No isolated muons or electrons, to be achieved by
• pT > 10 GeV for muons and electrons;
• |η| < 2.4 for muons;
• |η| ≤ 1.44 or 1.57 ≤ |η| < 2.5 for electrons;
5. HT > 500 GeV;
6. /HT > 200 GeV;
7. Event should contain 3-5 jets (see the categorization according to the number of jets
in [4, p10]).
In addition, the data were binned according to the variables HT and /HT and the number of jets,
resulting in a total of 36 bins. For our purposes only the first 17 bins were used, which include
only events with 3-5 jets. These 17 bins had HT and /HT constraints as follows;
• 500-800, 800-1000, and 1000-1250 GeV in HT , and 200-300, 300-450, 450-600, and >
600 GeV for /HT (bins 0-11, resp.);
• 1250-1500 GeV in HT with /HT binned into 200-300, 300-450, and > 450 GeV (bins 12-14,
resp);
• > 1500 GeV in HT with /HT binned into 200-300 and > 300 GeV (bins 15 and 16, resp.).
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Here, as will be shown in section 3.7, the highest bin (16) turns out to be the most sensitive bin
for higher squark masses.
Taus were also counted as jets4. The results of the analysis are acceptance times efficiency
(A × ε) ratios, or percentages indicating how many events passed the imposed cuts. Note that
in Delphes 2, taus should not be counted as jets as they already appear once more in an event
as a jet5.
Analysis: jets and missing transverse energy at 7 TeV Originally the analysis [76]
was used for data with a center of mass energy of 7 TeV. This is similar to the 8 TeV analysis [4]
apart from binning and the categorization according to the number of jets that is not present in
the 7 TeV analysis. The highest yielding signal region in this analysis would have [76]
• HT > 1400 GeV, ;
• /HT > 200 GeV.
The events were divided into regions of
• 500-800 and 800-1000 GeV in HT , and 200-350, 350-500, 500-600, and > 600 GeV for /HT
(bins 0-7, resp.);
• 1000-1200 GeV in HT with /HT binned into 200-350, 350-500, and > 500 GeV (bins 8-10,
resp);
• 1200-1400 GeV in HT with /HT binned into 200-350 and > 350 GeV (bins 11-12, resp.);
• an HT > 1400 GeV and an /HT > 200 GeV (bin 13, the most sensitive bin).
This analysis was also the analysis used for obtaining cMSSM limits as shown in section 2.3.
3.3.2 Missing transverse energy using αT (:=αT )
The variable αT is used in the analysis CMS-SUS-12-028 [2] in order to avoid direct reliance on
the measurement of missing transverse energy. Missing transverse energy is here defined as:
/HT =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
Njet∑
i=1
~pjiT
∣∣∣∣∣∣ , (3.7)
or the magnitude of the vector sum of the transverse momenta of the jets [2, p4]. The mea-
surement of the missing transverse energy relies on independent sources of information from the
calorimeter, tracking, and muon subdetectors, making it sensitive to the beam conditions and
detector performance, and lack of precise theoretical predictions and kinematic properties and
cross sections of multijet events [2, p3].
The variable αT originates from a simple expression for dijets p
j2
T /mjj [93, p2] in order to
increase the ratio of supersymmetry signal over Standard Model background. The variable αT
depends only on the measurements of the transverse energies and the azimuthal angles of jets,
which all originate from energy deposits measured in the calorimeter towers (see Appendix D).
The definition for αT uses a combined transverse mass
MT =
√√√√√
Njet∑
i=1
EjiT
2 −
Njet∑
i=1
pjix
2 −
Njet∑
i=1
pjiy
2 (3.8)
4The files used for analysis were LHCO files. For information on the output of these files, consult
http://madgraph.phys.ucl.ac.be/Manual/lhco.html.
5 See for more information on duplicate particles the bug ticket https://cp3.irmp.ucl.ac.be/
projects/delphes/ticket/231.
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and depends on the transverse energy of the less energetic of two jets in a dijet event:
αT =
Ej2T
MT
, (3.9)
for events with two jets. For events with more jets, this definition is altered using a variable
probing the mass scale of the event, which is the scalar sum of the transverse energies
HT =
njet∑
i=1
EjiT , (3.10)
with njet the number of jets with an ET above a certain threshold (see cuts below). The jets are
combined into two pseudojets, or the vector sums of two subsets of jets, so as to minimize the
difference between scalar sums of the ET of these two pseudojets called ∆HT . The definition of
αT is now
αT =
1
2
× HT −∆HT√
H2T − /H
2
T
=
1
2
× 1− (∆HT /HT )√
1− ( /HT /HT )2
. (3.11)
For QCD events, the variable αT typically takes values up to 0.5; to eliminate from the QCD
background, one can cut on events with αT . 0.5.
In CMS-SUS-12-028, events were binned according to HT , number of jets, and number
of reconstructed b-quarks (that is, b-tagged jets); only events with 2-3 jets and no b-quarks
will be considered, so only have bins in HT of which there are 8: 2 bins of width 50 GeV in
275 < HT < 375 GeV and five of width 100 GeV in 375 < HT < 875 GeV. With these variables
defined, the cuts in the analysis can be described as follows:
1. Jets are required to have transverse energy ET > 50 GeV [2, p6] (37 and 43 GeV for bin
0 and bin 1, respectively [2, p6]) and rapidity |η| < 3.0 [2, p6] (jet definition);
2. Events with isolated electrons or muons with pT > 10 GeV are vetoed in order to suppress
Standard Model events with neutrinos [2, p6] (muon veto, electron veto);
3. Events with isolated photons with pT > 25 GeV are vetoed to ensure an all-jet final
state [2, p6] (photon veto);
4. The highest-ET jet must have |η| < 2.5 [2, p6] (η cut on hardest jet);
5. The two highest-ET jets must have ET > 100 [2, p6] (73 and 87 GeV for bin 0 and bin 1,
respectively [2, p6]) (ET cut hardest jets);
6. Events with any additional jet having ET > 50 and |η| > 3 are vetoed to ensure /HT is an
unbiased estimator of /ET [2, p6] (no additional spurious jets);
7. To ensure high efficiency events must have HT > 275 GeV [2, p6] (baseline cut);
8. To maintain high efficiency for SM or new physics with genuine, significant /ET it is
required that /HT //ET < 1.25 [2, p7] (MHT/MET ratio);
9. αT < 0.55 as multijet events populate the region αT < 0.5 [2, p6] (alphaT cut);
10. For focus on T2, in our case events are required to have 0 b quarks and 2-3 jets [2, p6]
(b-veto and jet number cut, resp.).
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3.4 Simulation details
In order to calculate efficiencies Aε, or the percentage of events left after applying cuts, for dif-
ferent production mechanisms and different mass points, events were generated using MadGraph
5 version6 1.5.12 [94]. This was used in combination with Pythia 6.4 [95] for showering and
hadronization7 , after which the events were detector simulated8 with Delphes 3.0.11 [92]. The
ROOT files yielded by Delphes were then converted to LHCO files and analyzed by analyses written
in Python including the cuts specified in sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, based on [2, 4].
Parameter points Simulations were made for a grid of masses in steps of 100 GeV squark
masses from mq˜ = 500 GeV to mq˜ = 1600 GeV, and steps of 100 GeV LSP masses from
mχ˜ = 100 GeV up to the squark mass. The MSSM-like squark production efficiencies were
obtained for gluino masses of mg˜ = 2mq˜ and mg˜ = 4mq˜. Note that as all other particles were
decoupled, decays were self-defined with 100% branching ratios, and masses were put in by hand,
no spectrum generator was used. For details on the MadGraph and Pythia input see Appendix G.
For most acceptance times efficiencies, which are gained through varying the parameters mg˜,
mq˜, andmχ˜, a minimum mass difference between the scalars and the LSP of 150 GeV is assumed.
This is because the acceptance times efficiency becomes unreliable due to strong dependence on
modeling of QCD radiation (initial state radiation) for lower mass splittings [76, p6].
MadGraph 5 A simplified model, in this case the Standard Model with in addition three su-
persymmetric particles, is passed to in MadGraph using a full MSSM model where the irrelevant
particles have masses of the order of 105 GeV and the irrelevant decays are set to zero (see sec-
tion G.3 of the appendix). The center of mass energy was set to 8 TeV. For matching ickkw=1
is used (MLM matching) and the xqcut variable was set to 30 GeV (see appendices G.2 and E).
Pythia Pythia 6.4 was run from within MadGraph 5. A Pythia card in MadGraph contains all
Pythia settings. In this case, the initial state radiation, set through MSTP(61)=1 (see [95, p176]),
was turned on (see [95, p253]). Final state radiation was turned on with MSTP(71)=1. Multiple
interactions are turned on with MSTP(81)=1 ( [95, p253], and jet fragmentation is turned on
with MSTJ(1)=1 ( [95, p485]). Furthermore, QCUT=46 as a cutoff in jet measure for for matching
purposes, and EXCRES=1000021 in order to remove intermediate on-shell gluinos in the production
process. This is described and shown in more detail in section G.4 of the appendix.
Delphes In Delphes 3, the standard detector and trigger cards that simulate CMS are used.
Only the b-tagging misidentification rate is changed from 0.001 to 0.01 (see section G.5 of the
appendix) as indicated in [2, p5]. Using the CMS settings implies that the anti-kT jet algorithm
is used [96,97]. For a brief description of jet algorithms see Appendix E.
6See http://madgraph.hep.uiuc.edu/Downloads/UpdateNotes_mg5.txt for update notes.
7 A shower is radiation of the order of the strong, or O(αs), or electromagnetic, or O(αEM) interaction
strengths. See also Appendix D.
8 The particles resulting from the shower produced by Pythia are not measured exactly in the detector.
The detector only has a certain resolution and could mismeasure particles. All these effects, which can
be called the smearing of the output of Pythia with certain complex error distributions (for practical
purposes this is just a Gaussian). Delphes also reconstructs physics objects from its simulated detector
response [92] – that is, the jets, taus, electrons, and missing transverse energy in all events to which the
analyses in section 3.3 are applied.
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Figure 3.9: Transverse momentum distribution for the SUSY T2 squark model (red) with a decoupled
gluino (mass mg˜ = 10
5 GeV) and for SUSY squark pair production with a gluino mass of twice the
squark mass (blue). The difference is not very large.
3.5 Differences at parton level
The largest differences in efficiencies arose in left-handed squark pair production (see section 3.7).
Although some differences can be seen at production level, this difference is not clearly traceable
to efficiencies. Many observables used in cuts can change, and when it seems that, for example,
the number of jets play a role in enhancing efficiencies, it may well be that the transverse
momentum downplays this effect. The same is true for events at shower level after Pythia.
Examples of differences at production level (after MadGraph) for non-matched events are shown
in Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10 for points where efficiency deviations were large, which is the case
for larger squark masses and larger squark-LSP mass splittings (see section 3.7).
3.6 Differences in kinematic observables at the detec-
tor level
The number of jets may play a large role in differences in efficiencies. T2 has in general more
radiated jets9 than, for example, squark pair production, which results in higher efficiencies for
the MHT analysis (see Figure 3.15 in section 3.7). To examine whether this would also cause
lower efficiencies (the reverse, see same figure) in the αT analysis, the variable αT was plotted
for sensitive points in sensitive bins (based on this same figure). No clear deviations were seen,
as can be seen in Figure 3.11. The same holds for the ET of the second jet, shown in Figure 3.12.
Also, no clear correlation can be seen between the ET of the second or third jet and αT (see
9 For the T2 model, the t-channel gluino diagram, from which jets can only radiate off the external
legs, does not appear.
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Figure 3.10: Differences at production level for non-matched events of finite-mg˜ q˜Lq˜L (green) and q˜Lq˜
∗
L
(blue) production and for decoupled-g˜ q˜Lq˜
∗
L production (T2 red). This is shown for a gluino of exactly
the squark mass (left) and a gluino of four times the squark mass. As expected, the differences disappear
as the gluino mass increases and the t-channel gluino diagram becomes suppressed.
figures 3.13 and 3.14).
The variable αT The αT variable as used in the αT analysis [2] described above can be
expressed in terms of the pT of the parent particle
10 (the produced squark). From this one can
see that in the limit of large pT of the parent particle the daughter particle (the measured jet)
yields a lower αT . Because of different jet multiplicities, however, it is hard to quantify exactly
how αT changes for different production mechanisms.
3.7 Deviations in efficiencies
In Figure 3.15 the differences in percent between the simplified model T2 and a model of squark
pair production (as opposed to squark-antisquark production in T2) with a non-decoupled gluino
of twice the squark mass (as opposed to a decoupled gluino with a mass of 105 GeV in T2) are
shown for the most sensitive bins (based on background; see section 3.8 for how this bin is
determined) in squark pair production. No conclusive statement can be made about the origin
of efficiency differences, however, due to a complicated interplay of different cuts whose effects
are not easy to disentangle.
As is written in Figure 3.15, for the MHT analysis most of the T2 efficiencies are larger than
the efficiencies from left-handed squark pair production with a non-decoupled gluino. This can
be explained by the fact that when using matching, more jets are radiated by the process of T2
than are by squark pair production.
In Figure 3.16 the same differences in efficiencies are shown, but now the gluino mass has been
increased. Note that now the overestimation (underestimation) of T2 has decreased. In order to
see the difference of only a change in gluino mass in T2 (from decoupled to non-decoupled), the
difference with squark-antisquark production for two gluino-squark mass ratios is displayed in
Figure 3.17. Here it can be seen that changing only the gluino mass mg˜ does not have a large
influence on the efficiencies.
For the αT analysis, most of the T2 efficiencies are smaller than the efficiencies from left-
handed squark pair production with a non-decoupled gluino. This could be explained when
10See for a short description of αT page 151 in section D.3.
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Figure 3.11: The variable αT for mg˜ = 2mq˜, mq˜ = 1600 GeV, mχ˜ = 200 GeV for T2 and squark pair
production, for dijet events (left) and 3-jet events (right). No clear difference can be seen, but in the
case of events with 2 jets there is a larger difference in the amount of events below the αT threshold (at
0.55) between T2 and q˜Lq˜L than in events with 3 jets. The percentage of events below this threshold is
written in the upper right hand corner.
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Figure 3.12: The transverse energy ET of the second jet for mg˜ = 2mq˜, mq˜ = 1600 GeV, mχ˜ = 200 GeV
for T2 and squark pair production, for dijet events (left) and 3-jet events (right). No clear difference can
be seen, but in the case of events with 2 jets there is a larger difference in the amount of events below the
ET threshold (at 100GeV for the leading 2 jets) between T2 and q˜Lq˜L than in events with 3 jets, as can
be expected. The percentage of events below this threshold is written in the upper right hand corner.
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Figure 3.13: The fraction of events on axes with the transverse energy ET of the second jet and the
variable αT for mg˜ = 2mq˜, mq˜ = 1600 GeV, mχ˜ = 200 GeV for both T2 and q˜Lq˜L production. Though
it looks as though for squark pair production that more events are above the αT cut of 0.55, no clear
difference can be seen.
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Figure 3.14: The fraction of events on axes with the transverse energy ET of the third jet and the variable
αT for mg˜ = 2mq˜, mq˜ = 1600 GeV, mχ˜ = 200 GeV for both T2 and q˜Lq˜L production. Though it looks
as though for squark pair production that more events are above the αT cut of 0.55, no clear difference
can be seen.
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larger pT means smaller αT , as the pT of the leading jets in T2 exceeds that of squark pair
production; however, this is not always the case (for example, for q˜Lq˜R production differences
with T2 efficiencies are inverted, see Figure 3.18), and hence no unambiguous statement can be
made about efficiency differences in the αT analysis. However, since the production cross section
for various combinations of left- and right-handed (anti)squarks is largest for left-handed squark
production (see Figure 3.2), the limits of T2 generally underestimate the limits of MSSM-like
squark production (see Figure 3.27). The differences in the case of the αT analysis between
left-handed squark production and T2 are discussed in section 3.6.
Agreement of A× ε with CMS Since this study is for purposes of comparing T2 approx-
imations of a real model with the real model itself and not to reproduce real limits, it was not
required to reach agreement with CMS efficiencies. This agreement is achieved by, for example,
MadAnalysis 5 (see chapter 5)
3.8 Calculation of upper limits
Upper limits were calculated using RooStats CL95 [86]. The most sensitive bin is taken to be
the one with the maximum ratio
events passed
upper limit
, with the upper limit on events in a certain bin
calculated using a background-only hypothesis where the data are set equal to the background.
The number of events that passed for a certain mass point (mg˜, mq˜, mχ˜) in a certain bin is
calculated as:
events passed = Aε× L× σ, (3.12)
with Aε the acceptance × efficiency, L the luminosity of the data used in the given analysis,
and σ the cross section of this mass point, which could be the observed upper limit σULobs, the
expected upper limit σULexp(calculated from a pure background hypothesis), or the predicted cross
section from theory σpredtheo .
Naive upper limits on events, or σULexp, using a pure background hypothesis were calculated
using RooStats CL95 [86] in order to determine the most sensitive bin of an analysis for each
point in the parameter space of the theory. The parameters in the program were taken to be
• the acceptance times efficiency11 Aε=0.01;
• the luminosity L (11700 pb−1 for the αT and 19500 pb−1 for the MHT analysis);
• the luminosity error ≡ σL = 500 pb−1 [2, p1], [4, p9];
• the error on the efficiencies σAε = 0.2×Aε;
• the background B (as estimated by the experimental collaboration);
• the error on this background σbg = ∆B;
• the number of observed events (from experiment) data = B;
• NToys = 2000;
• method=CLs (see Appendix C).
11 RooStats CL95 requires an acceptance times efficiency as input, so a dummy value was used here.
The quantities that were to be computed were upper limits on event numbers, which are independent
of acceptance times efficiency; these were later translated to upper limits on cross sections with various
values of Aε later. Varying the RooStats CL95 input Aε did not significantly influence the upper limits
on the number of events.
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Figure 3.15: Efficiency differences between q˜Lq˜L production with mg˜ = 2mq˜ and T2 in the most sensitive
bins per squark-LSP mass point for the MHT [4] and αT [2] analyses. See section 3.8 for how the most
sensitive bin is determined.
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Figure 3.16: Efficiency differences between q˜Lq˜L production with mg˜ = 4mq˜ and T2 in the most sensitive
bins per squark-LSP mass point for the MHT [4] and αT [2] analyses. See section 3.8 for how the most
sensitive bin is determined.
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Figure 3.17: Efficiency differences between q˜Lq˜
∗
L production with mg˜ ∈ {2, 4}mq˜ and T2 in the most
sensitive bins per squark-LSP mass point for the MHT [4] and αT [2] analyses. Here the differences
are quite small compared to those for q˜Lq˜L vs T2 for both the αT analysis and the MHT analysis. A
finite gluino mass seems to have a small effect only. See section 3.8 for how the most sensitive bin is
determined.
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Figure 3.18: Efficiency differences between qLqR production with mg˜ ∈ {2, 4}mq˜ and T2 in the most
sensitive bins per squark-LSP mass point for the MHT [4] and αT [2] analyses. Here the differences
are inverted compared to those of qLqL vs T2, for both the αT analysis and the MHT analysis. This,
however, will not have a large effect on limits, due to the lower cross section of qLqR production (see
Figure 3.2). See section 3.8 for how the most sensitive bin is determined.
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The αT  analysis has min(mq˜−mχ˜) =150 GeV.
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Figure 3.19: Efficiency differences between q˜Lq˜
∗
R production with mg˜ ∈ {2, 4}mq˜ and T2 in the most
sensitive bins per squark-LSP mass point for the MHT [4] and αT [2] analyses. Here the differences are
still substantial for both the αT analysis and the MHT analysis, but again this channel contributes less
due to its relatively low cross section (see Figure 3.2). See section 3.8 for how the most sensitive bin is
determined.
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The αT  analysis has min(mq˜−mχ˜) =150 GeV.
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The MHT analysis has min(mq˜−mχ˜) =150 GeV.
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Figure 3.20: Efficiency differences between second and mixed first and second generation squark produc-
tion, or q˜1st+2ndq˜2nd production, with mg˜ ∈ {2, 4}mq˜ and T2 in the most sensitive bins per squark-LSP
mass point for the MHT [4] and αT [2] analyses. Here the differences are quite low for the αT analysis
and up to 20% for the MHT analysis. See section 3.8 for how the most sensitive bin is determined.
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Figure 3.21: Limits in the squark mass (mP , parent mass) and LSP mass (mD, daughter mass) plane
from pair production of different types of supersymmetric squarks, with a gluino mass of mg˜ = 2mq˜.
Compared are the limits obtained from the different production channels with the prediction for the
cross section of the respective channels. The strongest limits on the squark mass (which is assumed to
be degenerate) come from q˜Lq˜L production results; the weakest comes from q˜Lq˜
∗
L production.
Here B is the background for a certain bin and L the luminosity taken from the analysis consid-
ered. The error on the efficiencies is taken to be 20%, which may overestimate the uncertainties
for large mass splittings mq˜ − mχ˜ but underestimate the uncertainties for small mass split-
tings [4, p9,13]. The program yields an upper limit on the cross section; this was then multiplied
by Aε = 0.01 and the given luminosity of the analysis L to obtain an upper limit on the number
of events:
upper limit = σRooStats CLs(Aε = 0.01, luminosity = L)×Aε× L (3.13)
Note that this is only a naive upper limit on events for purposes of finding the most sensitive
bin; for obtaining observed limits σULobs, the data were not set equal to the background (pure
background hypothesis), but instead it was taken to be data = nobs, the number of observed
events from the given analysis in the given bin.
3.9 Effects on BSM particle mass limits
For a first impression, squark and LSP mass limits from pair production of different types of
squarks are shown in figures 3.21 and 3.22, where the gluino mass is twice and four times
the squark mass, respectively. The limits obtained from the different production channels are
compared with the prediction for the cross section of the respective channels for each squark
and LSP mass. The strongest limits on the squark mass (which is assumed to be degenerate)
come from q˜Lq˜L production results; the weakest comes from q˜Lq˜
∗
L production. This is because
the squark pair production is highest in cross section. Fewer squark masses are excluded for a
heavier gluino. Both the MHT and αT searches do roughly equally well in excluding, but for
the most important channel the MHT search overestimates the limits, whereas the αT search
underestimates the limits. For the MHT analysis, the squark-antiquark production did not result
in high enough limits to reach masses on this plot.
3.9.1 SModelS
SModelS [19,20] is a tool for interpreting simplified-model results from the LHC. It decomposes
a given model beyond the Standard Model (with the constraint that it be a model with a Z2
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Figure 3.22: Limits in the squark mass (mP , parent mass) and LSP mass (mD, daughter mass) plane
from pair production of different types of supersymmetric squarks, with a gluino mass of mg˜ = 4mq˜.
Compared are the limits obtained from the different production channels with the prediction for the
cross section of the respective channels.
symmetry and hence have pair-production of particles) into simplified models and can compare
the theoretical cross section of those with the upper limits on these simplified models from the
experiments present in its database. A schematic overview of the tool is shown in Figure 3.23.
SModelS takes a model in the form of an SLHA [98, 99] file or LHE file as input. It uses
NLLFast [88, 100–106] to calculate the cross sections for all simplified model processes it finds
in the model file and adds them to this same SLHA file [107], scaled with the branching ratio
of the simplified model topology for the given model. For example, it would multiply squark
pair production (since it ignores spin and color, it takes all squarks equal) with the real model’s
branching ratio for q˜ → qχ˜01 for comparison with T2 results. It then searches in its database
for simplified model results for the corresponding masses, and returns a result in the form of a
theory prediction for the cross section σpredtheo (from the model on the left of Figure 3.23) and an
observed upper limit from experiment σULobs (from the database on the right of Figure 3.23).
SModelS simplifies topologies during its decomposition; it only remembers masses of inter-
mediate particles (see Figure 3.24) and can shorten decay chains by compressing soft final states
and invisible final states when desired (see Figure 3.25). A model given to SModelS must have a
Z2 symmetry, so that it results in pair production of particles (so R-parity violating particles are
still not allowed). Color and spin are ignored in SModelS; whether the SUSY simplified model
results in SModelS can be applied to same-spin models is described in chapter 4.
In Figure 3.26 limits for a SUSY-T2 model are shown, including limits from SModelS. It
can be seen that the limits from SModelS are stronger in excluding. CMS typically combines
results from all available bins, for which one would need information on correlations. Here, this
combination is not done, and limits are taken only from the most sensitive bin’s results. This
results in a weaker limit, and the stronger limit from SModelS, which directly used CMS results,
can be expected.
3.9.2 Limits for an MSSM-like model of squarks
Tools like SModelS ignore spin and color, and use limits from (gluinoless) T2 q˜ models for models
with finite-mass gluinos. Adding a finite-mass gluino to the T2model would result in what is here
called MSSM-like squark production. The Aε of each pair production q˜iq˜j , q˜iq˜
∗
j , i, j ∈ {L,R} was
computed from simulations for two analyses (see section 3.4). The contributions were weighted
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Figure 3.23: Schematic view the program SModelS. Figure taken from [19]. Mass-degenerate particles
can be treated as the same simplified model depending on the constraints of the analysis used.✞
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Figure 3.24: An example of a simplification of a signal topology in SModelS.
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Figure 3.25: A signal topology can be further simplified by compressing final-state invisible particles into
one particle. For example, on the left above, all particles in the circle on the left will be combined into
a single particle with a mass m′χ˜01 . SModelS can also ignore decays of near-mass-degenerate particles
with very soft final states by “compresssing” those into one particle (right). Figure from presentation by
Veronika Magerl.
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Figure 3.26: Limits on a SUSY-T2model with a decoupled gluino from the real SUSY-T2model efficiencies
(both the solid red line and dashed blue line) and SModelS (dotted line). The SModelS limit uses CMS
simplified model results. In all three cases, limits were compared to the correct cross sections of the
SUSY-T2 model. Top: limits for one generation of squarks; bottom: limits for 2 generations of squarks.
For the MHT analysis the limits are not as strong (the SUSY-T2 cross sections not as high) so as to
reach the masses shown here.
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with the corresponding cross section times branching ratio to obtain the MSSM-like Aε, from
which limits from this full model were calculated. The efficiencies and cross sections of mirror
processes (e.g. q˜Lq˜L and q˜Rq˜R production) are the same, so these can simply be scaled with a
factor of two. This is not so for q˜Lq˜R production, where the factor from swapping L ↔ R is
already taken into account. A model with MSSM-like squark production is then be defined to
be:
MSSM-like = 2q˜Lq˜L + 2q˜Lq˜
∗
L + q˜Lq˜R + 2q˜Lq˜
∗
R, (3.14)
where each term is represented by efficiency times cross section, or q˜iq˜
(∗)
j := Aεq˜iq˜(∗)j
× σ
q˜iq˜
(∗)
j
.
This combined efficiency is then used to compute an upper limit, which is then the full model
upper limit as opposed to an upper limit from only T2. Contours derived from comparing this
upper limit with the prediction for the cross section of this model are shown as solid red lines in
Figure 3.27. This limit was obtained using first generation squarks only. The definition of the
combined acceptance times efficiency can be extended to include both second generation and
mixing of first and second generation quarks with the extra term:
MSSM-like(1st + 2nd) = MSSM-like+ q˜1st+2ndq˜2nd, (3.15)
where q˜1st ∈ {u˜L, u˜R, d˜L, d˜R} is the first generation of squarks and q˜2nd represents the second
generation of squarks. Due to the much smaller cross section of second generation squarks for
finite-mass gluino squark production (see Figure 3.2), this does not contribute much to full
model limits on the squark mass.
In Figure 3.27, the limits on the squark and LSP masses for a model of combined MSSM-
like squark production are shown. Here one can see that, as was the case for the strongest
limits shown in Figure 3.21 and Figure 3.22, the T2 simplified model interpretation of the MHT
search overestimates the limits, whereas the simplified model interpretation of the αT search
remains on the conservative side and underestimates the limits. SModelS remains conservative
for results from both searches. The same holds for the results from SModelS. It was found that
the simplified model T2 results (blue, dashed lines) and full model results (red, solid lines) are
close to one another and within scale variation of the cross section [89].
Note that one would expect SModelS to more strongly exclude since it uses limits from
CMS directly (where results from all search bins are combined). Though this is true for the
MHT analysis, this is not so for the αT analysis. See chapter 5 for the difference between
SModelS and MadAnalysis, a program that strives to match CMS results in efficiencies but also
cannot combine bin results.
3.10 Other topologies
In some simplified models, decays important for real-life models of SUSY are neglected. For
example, for limits on sparticle masses in the pMSSM, sometimes simplified models of elec-
troweakinos are used, where a branching ratio of 100% to WH or WZ is assumed. For example,
for heavy sleptons the branching ratio BR(χ˜02 → χ˜01Z) is set to one. However, if one includes
the decay to a Higgs, χ˜02 → χ˜01h1, the exclusion limit as is often displayed on CMS and ATLAS
simplified model plots reduces significantly12 [108].
One should be careful, however, when interpreting the exclusion lines on the temperature
plots of upper limits of ATLAS and CMS. Such temperature plots show the upper limit on the
cross section for a certain simplified model assuming a 100% branching ratio for each point in
parameter space. In order to make the plot more legible, a line is drawn where these upper limits
are equal to the predicted cross section of the specific simplified model, albeit again assuming
12See also https://indico.hep.manchester.ac.uk/contributionDisplay.py?contribId=103&
sessionId=1&confId=4221.
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Figure 3.27: Limits for a model of MSSM-like squark production (see Equation 3.14). The solid red lines
are limits using the correct (combined) efficiencies Aε of the full model from the simulations performed
here. The blue, dashed lines are limits using T2 efficiencies from these simulations. The purple, dotted
lines are limits using SModelS results, where in effect T2 efficiencies produced by CMS have been used.
Top: results for one generation of squarks. Bottom: results for squark production including both squark
generations (see Equation 3.15).
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a 100% branching ratio and only including the particles of the simplified model. These last
assumptions makes the line essentially meaningless, as such models are generally assumed not
to exist.
SModelS [19,20] therefore, when giving an exclusion or upper limit on a cross section, gener-
ally scales the upper limits with the branching ratio of the specific topology for which the limit
is given. SModelS does ignore spin, however. The validity of this assumption is tested in the
next chapter.
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Chapter 4
Same-Spin Quark Partners
Most simplified models were designed for SUSY and hence opposite-spin BSM models. When
one wishes to use experimental results for BSM models with same-spin particles compared to
the Standard Model, the question arises of whether the experimental results interpreted in terms
of SUSY simplified models can give reliable limits for those. In this chapter it is tested whether
this is indeed the case. First, a short introduction to models of extra dimensions is given in
section 4.2. Then, the collider signature of UED-like quark partner production is described in
section 4.3. This is then compared to the SUSY-T2 model in section 4.3. Using again the αT
and MHT analyses, efficiencies and limits are computed for UED-like models. Differences in
kinematics from a full and a T2 model are described in section 4.4. Differences in efficiencies are
described in section 4.5, and the limits are described in section 4.6.
4.1 Models of extra dimensions
A unified theory of gravity and electromagnetism based on five instead of four space-time di-
mensions called Kaluza-Klein theory was first proposed by Gunnar Nordstro¨m in 1914 [109–111]
and later by Theodor Kaluza in 19211 [112] and Oskar Klein in 1926 [113]. Other theories
of extra dimensions followed later. The Randall-Sundrum model [114] and the ADD (Arkani-
Hamed-Dimonopoulos-Dvali) model of large2 extra dimensions [115, 116] are models in which
the Standard Model particles are confined to a so-called four-dimensional membrane, whereas
gravity can propagate through the extra dimension(s). This is in contrast to Universal Extra
Dimensions [117], where all particles can travel through all dimensions.
4.2 Universal Extra Dimensions
As introduced above, in Universal Extra Dimensions, all Standard Model fields can move freely
through all n + 4 dimensions. Spin-
1
2
representations of the Poincare´ group (see Appendix B)
have extra degrees of freedom in dimensions higher than 4. In this case, four-dimensional fermion
representations cannot be reduced to two-dimensional chiral representations anymore using the
projection operators. This is because γ5 is part of the basis of the Clifford algebra in five-
dimensional spacetime and hence cannot be used to construct projection operators in e.g. five
dimensions. This can be solved by so-called “orbifolding”, or compactifying on surfaces with
1See also archive.org/stream/sitzungsberichte1921preussi and biodiversityli-
brary.org/ia/sitzungsberichte1921preussi.
2Large relative to the Planck scale which is of the order of 1019 GeV or of the order of 10−35 m by
the uncertainty principle.
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end-points [118, p43]. In five dimensions this necessarily becomes a circle of which the opposite
sides are used to create a line segment3 : S1/Z2.
KK particle masses Consider now on top of the four dimensions xµ, with µ ∈ 0, . . . , 3 a
dimension x4 = y that defines a circle of radius R so that y ≡ y + 2πR. A scalar field ϕ(xm, y)
is then periodic, and can be expanded in its Fourier modes as follows [119, p78]:
ϕ(xm, y) =
∞∑
n=−∞
ϕn(x
µ)exp
(
iny
R
)
. (4.1)
For the five-dimensional action of such a scalar field S5D =
∫
d5x∂Mϕ∂Mϕ the equations of
motion ∂M∂Mϕ = 0 have the solutions [119, p79]:(
∂µ∂µ +
n2
R2
)
ϕn(x
µ) = 0. (4.2)
Upon comparing this with our Klein-Gordon equation (∂2 +m2)ϕ = 0, one sees4 that for each
Fourier mode n there is in four dimensions a particle with mass m2n =
n2
R2
. This is a so-called
“tower” of massive states, each state a KK-excitation or Kaluza-Klein mode of the original
Standard Model particle. These massive states are also called momentum states, as they come
from the momentum in the extra dimension [119, p79]. At tree level, the masses of the first
excitation of KK particles are [118, p53]:
m2KK =
1
R2
+m2SM , (4.3)
with mSM the Standard Model particle mass and R the radius of the orbifolded circle of the
extra dimension. This means that mKK ≈ mSM if R >> 1, or that the first KK excitations of
Standard Model particles are not very far apart if the radius of the extra dimension R is large.
However, radiative corrections are for KK excitations much larger than in the Standard Model.
In summary, due to compactification, the momentum along the fifth dimension is discretized
leading to a tower of Kaluza-Klein resonances. Now each Standard Model particle has BSM
partners in the form of a KK tower of excitations with the same quantum numbers (also spin)
but heavier masses. The Standard Model particles themselves are the zeroth KK modes.
Cutoff scale Universal-Extra-Dimension models are effective theories of extra dimensions
with a cutoff scale [118, 52]. Gauge couplings αD in extra dimensions are not dimensionless.
This can be seen from the action [118, p46]
SUED =
∫
d4x
∫
dny
[
1
2g¯2
FMNF
MN
+iQ¯ΓMDMQ+ iu¯Γ
MDMu+ id¯Γ
MDMd
+Q¯λuiσ2H
∗ + Q¯λddH
+LHiggs + Lleptons + . . . (4.4)
3 The n-sphere, or a set of points in (n+1)-dimensional Euclidean space at a distance r from a central
point, is denoted Sn. S1 is therefore a circle. Zn is a cyclic group with an n-fold rotational symmetry.
For example, Z1, Z2, and Z3 can be represented in three dimensions by the cycle diagrams , , ,
respectively.
4 The Klein-Gordon equation is a relativistic version of the Schro¨dinger equation, which was actually
discovered by Schro¨dinger himself before it was written down in 1926 independently by Klein, Gordon,
Fock, Kudar, de Donder, and Van Dungen [13, p21].
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Here M,N ∈ {1 . . . 5}, σ2 is a Pauli matrix, Q a quark doublet and u, d quark singlets. D is a
covariant derivative, here also in five dimensions. Since this is a higher-dimensional theory, the
gauge couplings have a dimension −n so that the cutoff of the effective theory can be estimated
to be [118, p52]:
Λ ∼ 4π
α
1/n
D
. (4.5)
A D-dimensional coupling gD can be related to an SM coupling g as follows:
1
g2
=
(πR)n
g2D
. (4.6)
From this one can deduce (with g2 = 4πα) that αD = (πR)
nα, so that [118, p52]
ΛR ∼ 4
α1/n
∼
{[
30 for D = 5
20 for D = 6
]
. (4.7)
An implementation of universal-extra-dimension models in the Monte Carlo generator MadGraph 5
is discussed in section F.1.
KK parity By definition, the UED model has no tree level brane-localized fields or inter-
actions: all fields and interactions are bulk-interactions [118, p46]. This means no δ-functions
are present. Take now a five-dimensional theory with just bulk fermions F and expand the
corresponding action ∫
d4x
∫
dyF¯ΓMDMF, (4.8)
and expand the bulk fermions and gauge field in its KK modes (the bulk fermions only up to
the zeroth mode); then one has, up to a constant [118, p48]:
∫
d4x
∫
dyF¯ (0)Γµ
A(0)µ +√2∑
j
A(j)µ cos
(
jy
R
)F (0). (4.9)
If one now integrates out the fifth dimension that is assumed to be on the interval S1/Z2, there
is only an integration over y left in the interval (0, πR). One can then solve this to find for all
j 6= 0:
2
πR
∫ πR
0
dy cos
(
jy
R
)
= 0, (4.10)
With this one obtains the four-dimensional Lagrangian∫
d4xF¯ (0)ΓµA(0)µ F
(0), (4.11)
which means that the four-dimensional zero-mode fermions couple only to the zero-mode of the
gauge field.
If instead of the zeroth the kth KK mode of the bulk fermions is chosen in Equation 4.9,
with bulk fermions interacting with the jth KK mode of the gauge field, one would instead of
Equation 4.10 have the integral
2
πR
∫ πR
0
dy cos
(
jy
R
)
cos
(
ky
R
)
= δjk, (4.12)
yielding the four-dimensional Lagrangian [118, p48]∫
d4xF¯ (k)ΓµA(k)µ F
(0) + F¯ (0)ΓµA(k)µ F
(k). (4.13)
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Hence, there are only interactions with an even number of same-level KK modes, or, in other
words, KK number is conserved. In compactifying on an orbifold to obtain four-dimensional
chiral fermions, this symmetry is broken to a subgroup called KK-parity, written as PKK = (−1)k
for the kth KKmode. Analogously to R-parity in models of supersymmetry, one has now that the
lightest KK particle (LKP) is stable, and that odd KK level modes can only be produced in pairs.
Direct couplings to KK-even modes occur only through loop-suppressed interactions [118, p49].
This makes UED collider phenomenology qualitatively similar to that of the MSSM. The stability
of the lightest KK excitation makes it a viable dark matter candidate [120–124].
4.3 A UED-like model of quark partners
In order to study the effect of spin in SUSY-T2 results, a simple toy model based on minimal
Universal Extra Dimensions (mUED) [117,125–127] is used. Minimal means that n = 1, or only
one compactified extra dimension is present; it is the simplest extension of the Standard Model.
Specifically, here the extension [128] of the implementation of mUED in FeynRules [129–133] is
used. This version was modified to be able to choose arbitrary masses for the BSM particles so
that a UED-like model of quark production would differ only in spin from the MSSM-like model
of squark production in chapter 3. A Z2 symmetry called KK-parity ensures pair production
of particles and a lightest stable particle, the LKP [134, p3] similar to an R-parity conserving
MSSM model. KK-odd modes are the odd excitations, and KK-even modes the even excitations
of Standard Model particles, respectively. Here a ’KK’ particle will denote a BSM partner,
namely the first KK mode of a Standard Model particle. The KK quarks are assumed to have
degenerate masses.
UED-like KK quarks at the LHC Only first generation KK quarks are included for
studies of efficiency differences resulting from different types of KK quark pairs produced. The
importance of the first generation is shown in Figure 4.1. It can be seen in this figure that for
larger KK gluon masses, the relative production of second generation KK quarks becomes more
important. This can be understood when considering that at this level, the t-channel KK gluon
diagrams (see Figure 4.5)where u and d parton density functions ensure more first-generation
KK quark production contribute less in comparison to other diagrams as the first excitation KK
gluon mass increases.
First-generation KK quark production For a toy UED model where all particle masses
except those of the first excitation KK quark q1 and KK gluon g1 are set to a mass of 10
5 GeV, the
contributions of the first generation KK quark cross sections are largest for production of SU(2)L
doublet (D) and singlet (S) KK quarks qDqS (the equivalent of left- and right-handed squarks,
respectively) at lower mass ratios of mg1/mq1 = 2. This is shown on the left in Figure 4.2. For
larger mass ratios, namely mg1/mq1 = 4, doublet quark-antiquark production qDq¯D becomes
most important; this is shown on the right in Figure 4.2. The cross section for the so-called
’mirror’ processes are exactly the same. This is shown in Figure 4.3.
Second-generation KK quark production Production cross sections of the second
generation KK quarks constitute only a small fraction of the total production cross section of
both the first and second generation KK quarks. This is shown in Figure 4.1 for a KK gluon of
twice and four times the KK quark mass, respectively.
UED-like quark production A model with UED-like quarks, or first excitations of KK
quarks, where only doublet quark-antiquark production is present and a KK-gluon type particle
is decoupled, will be called UED-T2. Production modes as compared to SUSY-T2 are shown in
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Figure 4.1: Quark production for a same-spin simplified model for KK quarks of the first and second
generation KK quarks, for a KK gluon mass of twice and four times the KK quark mass, respectively.
A KK quark can be both a singlet qS and a doublet qD quark. Figure taken from [135].
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Figure 4.2: Quark production for different channels of singlet qS and doublet qD quark production of first
generation quarks in a same-spin simplified model. Left: KK quark production for a KK gluon mass of
twice the KK quark mass; right: KK quark production for a KK gluon mass of four times the KK quark
mass. Figure taken from [135].
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Figure 4.3: Cross sections for a same-spin simplified model for proton proton collisions at
√
s = 8 TeV
for various first exotic quark masses with an exotic gluon mass of twice and four times the exotic quark
mass, respectively. These processes were not used for limit setting.
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Figure 4.4: First excitation KK quark-antiquark production modes (top) in the ’UED-T2’ model. For
a decoupled KK gluon (mg(1) = 10
5 GeV), the t-channel KK gluon diagram does not play a role. The
t-channel KK quark diagram is not dominant in KK quark production. Electroweak diagrams, such
as t-channel B(1) (LKP), W (1),±, and Z(1) diagrams and s-channel W (1)/(2),±, A, and Z(1)/(2) boson
diagrams suppressed by αEM are not shown. For comparison, the SUSY-T2 squark-antisquark Feynman
diagrams are also shown (bottom).
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Figure 4.5: First excitation KK quark pair production Feynman diagram (left). For comparison, the
SUSY t-channel gluino diagram is also shown on the right.
Figure 4.4. In Figure 4.5, the diagram that appears when the KK gluon-like particle has a finite
mass so that different channels of production become important is shown.
Different production modes become important when the exotic KK gluon is given a finite
mass, namely qDqD, qDqS, qDq¯S production and their conjugates. Here qD is a doublet under
SU(2), qS a singlet.
Analogous to the SUSY-T2 model where q˜ → qχ01, the UED-like quark is taken to decay as
q(1) → qB(1), with q(1) the first excitation of the SM quark, or KK quark, and B(1) the first
excitation of the SM photon, or LKP5. The decay of the particles was done with Pythia, which
does not take into account spin correlations (it decays isotropically)6.
4.4 Distributions of kinematic observables
To observe any differences at production or detector levels between a same-spin model and the
T2 and SUSY model, as well as between finite-mass gluon partner MSSM-like and UED-like
models, several distributions of kinematic observables are shown. In Figure 4.6, the transverse
momentum at parton level for UED quark pair production and SUSY squark pair production
are shown. The distributions are slightly shifted with respect to each other.
In Figure 4.7, the transverse momentum of the mother particle at parton level is shown.
These distributions are shifted with respect to each other. The UED process, in which spin-1/2
particles are produced and which is p-wave dominated7, has a much steeper increase in the pT -
5Actually, it is the excitation of the SM B gauge boson. However, for 1/R ≃ 500 GeV and ΛR ≃ 20,
it follows that γ(1) ≃ B(1) to within a percent [118, p55].
6Decays were done with Pythia for technical reasons.
7 Analogous to electrons, the quantum number l describing angular momentum of a particle or wave
has received names like p-wave, which stands for l = 1, with l the eigenvalue of the orbital angular
momentum of the classical angular momentum operator L2. Electrons occupy hydrogen-like states
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Figure 4.6: The transverse momentum at parton level for UED quark pair and SUSY squark pair
production. The distribution of quark pair production seems slightly more stretched. Here D denotes
an SU(2) doublet quark, and L a left-handed squark.
distribution than the s-wave dominated SUSY process, where two scalar particles are produced.
This also holds for the transverse momentum distributions of specifically the produced KK u1
and KK d1 quarks; this can be seen in Figure 4.8.
This effect is washed out when one looks at the distribution of the transverse momentum
of the daughter particle measured at the detector level, using the αT definition of transverse
momentum and of a jet; see Figure 4.9.
In Figure 4.10 the distribution of the αT variable is shown. There is no clear distinction
between the two. The distributions were also plotted for the highest HT -bin in the αT analysis in
Figure 4.11, since this bin that has been computed to be the most sensitive bin (see section 3.8)
will be used for obtaining an upper limit in this point in the parameter space of the particle
masses (see section 4.5).
It is possible that there is an inverse relationship between the transverse momentum of the
mother particle and the αT variable. The correlation between the mother transverse momentum
and the variable αT is shown for SUSY-T2 and UED-T2 in Figure 4.12. No significant deviations
can be seen8.
4.5 Differences in efficiencies
In this section, the differences between UED produced efficiencies and SUSY-T2 efficiencies are
investigated. First, it is shown that it is correct to use the efficiencies of UED processes for
called orbitals, which are described by the quantum numbers (n, l,m), which stand for energy, orbital
angular momentum, and spin angular momentum (up to a factor of ~, the eigenvalue of the spin angular
momentum component Sz), respectively [136, p214,p160,p166]. The value of l is sometimes denoted by a
letter [137, p144], where s, p, d, and f , describing l = 0, 1, 2, 3 respectively, come from the spectroscopic
lines of the states and stand for sharp, principal, diffuse, and fundamental [137, p145].
8SUSY-T2 has fewer events because of a difference in the number of events left after matching.
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Figure 4.7: The transverse momentum at parton level for UED-T2 and SUSY-T2. UED-T2 momenta are
shifted to lower values compared to the SUSY-T2 momenta.
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Figure 4.8: The transverse momentum at parton level for UED-T2 and SUSY-T2 for the KK u1 quark
and KK d1 quark, respectively. UED-T2 momenta are shifted to lower values compared to the SUSY-T2
momenta.
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Figure 4.9: The transverse momentum at detector level for UED-T2 and SUSY-T2. UED-T2 transverse
momenta are shifted to slightly lower values compared to the SUSY-T2 momenta, but there is no clear
distinction.
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Figure 4.10: The variable αT for UED-T2 and SUSY-T2.
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Figure 4.11: The variable αT for UED-T2 and SUSY-T2, using data that fall in bin 7 (the highest in HT )
of the αT analysis only.
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Figure 4.12: The mother particle transverse momentum vs. the variable αT for both SUSY-T2 (left)and
UED-T2 (right). There is no strong difference between the two. The thick red line indicates the cut from
the analysis [2] at αT = 0.55.
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their ’mirror’ processes where a doublet quark is replaced by a singlet (and vice versa). Second,
UED-T2 is compared to SUSY-T2. Finally, limits from and for a full model of UED-like quarks
are compared to results from SUSY-T2 for this model.
In all figures with efficiency differences, the most sensitive bin is also displayed. Efficiencies
from this bin are used for calculating upper limits. See section 3.8 for how this bin is determined.
Using efficiencies for mirror processes The UED production channels pp → qSqS,
pp→ qSq¯S, and pp→ qSq¯D were excluded from this study. The efficiencies for these production
channels were taken to be the same as their mirror processes, which were included and simply
multiplied by two, since also the cross sections for these processes are the same. The differences
in efficiencies are shown for both the MHT and αT analyses in figures 4.13 and 4.14, respectively;
there is no statistically significant difference, as expected.
UED-T2 vs SUSY-T2 For a UED-T2 model, or in other words, a T2 model with same-
spin instead of scalar quark partners, the efficiencies already deviate from a SUSY-T2 model.
This can be seen in Figure 4.15. The differences are of the order of a few to 50% for the αT
analysis for mass splittings of more than 100 GeV, where SUSY-T2 underestimates the UED-T2
efficiencies. These differences are much larger still at a mass splitting of 100 GeV. One can then
expect SUSY-T2 to underestimate, and hence be conservative, in the limits for UED. This will
be discussed in the next section.
The differences also vary from a few to 40% for the MHT analysis, where the UED efficiencies
are smaller than the SUSY-T2 efficiencies. The MHT analysis overestimates UED efficiencies;
based on this most important (highest in cross section) type of KK quark production, one can
then expect it to overestimate the limits for UED as well.
Varying the KK gluon mass For a non-decoupled KK gluon, the differences are smaller
for the αT analysis. See figures 4.16 and 4.17. Varying the KK gluon mass seems to have no
effect in the MHT analysis.
Other UED production channels The differences described above tend to fluctuate for
other production processes, which are shown here for αT (figures 4.18, 4.19 and for MHT (figures
4.20, 4.21 for mg1 = 4, 2mq, respectively.
In general it is found for the αT analysis that in most points of parameter space the UED
qDq¯D efficiencies are 20 − 50% larger than the SUSY-T2 efficiencies, whereas the efficiencies of
qDqD, qDqS, and qDq¯S are of the order of 5−20% larger than the SUSY-T2 efficiencies. This means
that also for these other types of pair production SUSY-T2 underestimates efficiencies and will
hence be expected to underestimate limits. For q1st+2ndq2nd production, with q1st ∈ {u(1), d(1)}
and q2st ∈ { c(1), s(1)} these differences are more or less inverted and slightly lower. Differences
seem lower for a higher KK gluon mass (compare figures 4.18 and 4.19).
For the MHT analysis a deviation of 15 − 40% is found in most points of parameter space
of the UED qDq¯D channel, again with UED efficiencies smaller than SUSY-T2 efficiencies. The
efficiencies of the other channels qDqD, qDqS, and qDq¯S are mostly 5−20% smaller than the SUSY-
T2 efficiencies. For the production of mixed q1st+2ndq2nd, the efficiency differences are much
higher, of the order of 20−60%. This means that also for these other production channels SUSY-
T2 in the MHT analysis overestimates efficiencies and will hence be expected to overestimate
limits.
The relative efficiency differences appear quite high for the production of first and second
generation KK quarks, but appear to be considerably less so when one reads the individual
efficiencies. These are shown in Figure 4.22, Figure 4.23, Figure 4.24 and Figure 4.25.
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The MHT analysis has min(mq˜−mχ˜) =150 GeV.
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The MHT analysis has min(mq˜−mχ˜) =150 GeV.
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The MHT analysis has min(mq˜−mχ˜) =150 GeV.
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Figure 4.13: Differences in MHT analysis efficiencies for UED mirror processes. The errors shown are
Monte Carlo errors.
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The αT  analysis has min(mq˜−mχ˜) =150 GeV.
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The αT  analysis has min(mq˜−mχ˜) =150 GeV.
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The αT  analysis has min(mq˜−mχ˜) =150 GeV.
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The αT  analysis has min(mq˜−mχ˜) =150 GeV.
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The αT  analysis has min(mq˜−mχ˜) =150 GeV.
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Figure 4.14: Differences in αT analysis efficiencies for UED mirror processes. The errors shown are
Monte Carlo errors.
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Figure 4.15: Efficiencies for UED-T2 (qDq¯D production with mg1 = 10
5 GeV) compared to SUSY-T2
efficiencies. The errors shown are Monte Carlo errors. Figure from [135].
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Figure 4.16: Efficiencies for UED qDq¯D production with mg1 = 2mq compared to SUSY-T2 efficiencies.
The errors shown are Monte Carlo errors.
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The αT  analysis has min(mq˜−mχ˜) =150 GeV.
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Figure 4.17: Efficiencies for UED qDq¯D production with mg1 = 4mq compared to SUSY-T2 efficiencies.
The errors shown are Monte Carlo errors.
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Figure 4.18: Efficiencies for UED qDqD, qDqS, and qDq¯S production, as well as production of mixed 1st
and 2nd and 2nd generation KK quarks, with mg1 = 4mq compared to SUSY-T2 in the αT analysis. The
errors shown are Monte Carlo errors.
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The αT  analysis has min(mq˜−mχ˜) =150 GeV.
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The αT  analysis has min(mq˜−mχ˜) =150 GeV.
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Figure 4.19: Efficiencies for UED qDqD, qDqS, and qDq¯S production, as well as production of mixed 1st
and 2nd and 2nd generation KK quarks, with mg1 = 2mq compared to SUSY-T2 efficiencies in the αT
analysis. The errors shown are Monte Carlo errors.
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Figure 4.20: Efficiencies for UED qDqD, qDqS, and qDq¯S production, as well as production of mixed
1st+2nd and 2nd generation KK quarks, with mg1 = 4mq compared to SUSY-T2 efficiencies in the MHT
analysis. The errors shown are Monte Carlo errors.
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Figure 4.21: Efficiencies for UED qDqD, qDqS, and qDq¯S production, as well as production of mixed
1st+2nd and 2nd generation KK quarks, with mg1 = 2mq compared to SUSY-T2 efficiencies in the MHT
analysis. The errors shown are Monte Carlo errors.
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Figure 4.22: Efficiencies for mixed first and second generation quark production for a KK gluon of twice
the KK quark mass (top), and efficiencies for SUSY-T2 (bottom) for the αT analysis.
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Figure 4.23: Efficiencies for mixed first and second generation quark production for a KK gluon of twice
the KK quark mass (top), and efficiencies for SUSY-T2 (bottom) for the MHT analysis.
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Figure 4.24: Efficiencies for mixed first and second generation quark production for a KK gluon of and
four times the KK quark mass (top), and efficiencies for SUSY-T2 (bottom) for the αT analysis.
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Figure 4.25: Efficiencies for mixed first and second generation quark production for a KK gluon of and
four times the KK quark mass (top), and efficiencies for SUSY-T2 (bottom) for the MHT analysis.
4.6. BSM MASS LIMIT DIFFERENCES 77
4.6 BSM mass limit differences
In this section it is quantified to what extent the differences between the SUSY-T2 and UED
signal efficiencies propagate to the limits on new particle masses. In order to first see an isolated
spin effect, the limits for the KK gluon-decoupled model UED-T2 for the αT and MHT analyses
are shown in Figure 4.26.
From the SUSY-T2 and UED efficiencies 95% C.L. upper limits σ95%UL on the quark partner
mass are derived with RooStatsCL95 [138]. The contours of σUED/σ
95%
UL = 1 are computed, with
σUED the UED cross section predictions as obtained with MadGraph 5 [94].
If not the most sensitive bin, which is determined assuming that the data are equal to the
background, but instead the bin that gives the strongest exclusion (and hence using the data
from experiment in determining this bin) is used, a slightly stronger and smoother exclusion is
obtained as can be seen in Figure 4.27.
The SModelS [19,20] program can be used to obtain limits from many analyses but also from
certain analyses specified by the user. In SModelS, cross sections of the first generation squarks
were added by hand to an SLHA file containing simplified model masses and decays to obtain
limits for the UED-T2 model.
As SModelS uses CMS simplified model results, for which limits were obtained by combining
different search bin results, it is expected that those limits are stronger and lead to larger
excluded regions than the results obtained here with only results from one single bin (the most
sensitive one based on background prediction). This is true for the limits from the MHT analysis.
The limit for a UED-T2 model from the αT analysis shown in figures 4.26 and 4.27 is, however,
not consistently excluding less than the curve obtained with results from SModelS. This is further
investigated in chapter 5.
The effect on limits from other UED pair production efficiencies on limits in the KK quark
and the lightest KK particle mass plane are shown in Figure 4.28 for a KK gluon mass of twice
the KK quark mass.
4.6.1 A full UED-like model
With a finite KK gluon mass, one obtains what is here called UED-like quark partner production.
A UED-like model was simulated from which the efficiencies were combined scaled with their
cross sections times branching ratios, or Aεcombined =
∑
i
AεiσiBri. As again efficiencies and
cross sections are the same for mirror processes, the efficiency times cross section times branching
ratio for, for instance qDqD can simply be scaled with a factor two. This is not true for doublet
singlet production, or qDq¯S, where the swapping of S and D is already taken into account.
UED-like quark partner efficiencies are then combined according to:
UED− like = 2(qDqD + qDq¯D + qDq¯S) + qDqS. (4.14)
The result for limits from such a combined efficiency is shown by a solid line for a KK gluon
of twice and four times the quark mass in Figure 4.29. For comparison, the dashed line shows
the limit given obtained from the T2 efficiencies (but correct cross sections of UED-like quark
production). Again the T2 simplified model interpretation in the αT analysis gives conservative
limits as in the case of MSSM-like squark production; the T2 simplified model interpretation in
the MHT analysis again overestimates the limits.
The limits from SModelS are more conservative for the UED-like model than those from the
simulations performed here. For results from SModelS, cross section information was added to
an SLHA parameter file for all first two generation squark production processes. As one can see
in Figure 4.29, for the αT analysis the limits obtained from SModelS yield more conservative
exclusions than our own limits. This is surprising because one would expect an experiment that
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Figure 4.26: Limits on a UED-T2 model with a decoupled KK gluon from the real UED-T2 model
efficiencies (solid line) and from the SUSY-T2 model efficiencies from both simulations (dashed line) and
SModelS (dotted line). In all three cases, the correct cross sections of the UED-T2 model were used.
Top: limits for one generation of KK quarks; bottom: limits for 2 generations of KK quarks. Some
figures taken from [135]. The kink appears because of a change in bin sensitivity (see also Figure 4.27).
Note that bin sensitivity depends on background only, not on data (see also 3.8).
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Figure 4.27: Limits on a UED-T2 model from the real UED-T2 model efficiencies (solid line) and from
the SUSY-T2 model efficiencies for one generation of squarks from simulations (dashed line) and from
SModelS (dotted line) for the αT search. In all three cases, the correct cross sections of the UED-T2
model were used. Here, the strongest excluding bin, not the most sensitive bin (see section 3.8), has
been used for exclusion.
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Figure 4.28: Limits derived from efficiencies from the individual KK quark production channels.
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Figure 4.29: Limits on a model of UED-like KK quark production with a finite-mass KK gluon from the
real UED KK quark production model efficiencies (solid line) and from the SUSY-T2 model efficiencies
from both simulations (dashed line) and SModelS (dotted line). In all three cases, the correct cross
sections of the full UED-like KK quark model were used. Top: limits for one generation of KK quarks;
bottom: limits for 2 generations of KK quarks. Some figures taken from [135].
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combines information from different bins to obtain stronger exclusion limits than those obtained
here from simulations, where only the most sensitive bin based on background is used. In the
next chapter a short study of these differences is carried out using MadAnalysis 5 [23].
4.7 Other topologies
In comparing effects of spin, it is actually interesting to investigate simplified models of gluinos
as well, where one would compare spin one half (of gluinos) particles to spin one (KK gluons)
particles. A gluino (KK gluon) decays through a three-body decay, or g˜ → qq¯χ˜01; in a three-body
decay, spin plays a larger role than in a two-body decay like q˜ → qχ˜01.
However, for hadronic states resulting from, for instance, gluino and squark production, jets
can come from anywhere – also from initial state radiation. The spin dependence then tends to
be smeared out in general.
For leptonic searches analyses are generally designed to be sensitive to the distribution of
leptons. Spin dependence will thus be more easily captured in the analyses of leptonic final
states. The differences in limits from leptonic searches from changing the spin assumption
would therefore be interesting to investigate.
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Chapter 5
Quark Partner Limits from MadAnalysis
and SModelS
The limits obtained from tools like SModelS – which use limits from experimental collaborations
– can be expected to be more constraining than those obtained from the results of the simulations
and analyses described in chapter 3 and chapter 4. Experiments typically combine results for
all signal regions, yielding stronger limits than when only one signal region is used. Lacking all
statistical information and a good procedure of combining results for the different bins, in this
work and also in tools like MadAnalysis 5 [23,25] and CheckMATE [139], only the most sensitive
bin or signal region based on background expectation is used.
The discrepancies seen in chapter 4 and chapter 3 between the SModelS MHT limits and
those from the implementation of this analysis in this work was therefore as expected: the results
from experiment (SModelS) yielded stronger exclusions.
For the αT analysis, however, the results from SModelS (originating from CMS) were more
conservative than results in this work. In Figure 5.1 the exclusions from CMS (left) and our
own implementation using limits from RooStats (right) are shown for the UED-like model. A
combination of these results, including the exclusion curves from SModelS, our own T2 efficiencies,
and the ’correct’ efficiencies are shown in Figure 5.2.
The limits from SModelS, the implementation of the MHT analysis here and results obtained
from the same analysis implemented in MadAnalysis 5 are compared for both MSSM- and UED-
like models. Although it would be interesting to make a similar comparison for the αT analysis
as well, this was not further pursued due to lack of validation information for implementation
of the analysis in MadAnalysis 5 (see also [139, p48]).
5.1 Upper limits on event numbers
Using both the RooStats CL95 program [138] and the method of calculating limits as used in
MadAnalysis 5 [23], expected upper limit on the number of events (based on background only)
and observed upper limits on the number of events are calculated for given background and
data. The results are shown in table 5.1.
The method of calculating an upper limit in MadAnalysis 5 is shown in its program
exclusion_CLs.py. The program takes into account the background, data, and error on the
background. In addition to these quantities, RooStats CL95 takes into account the luminosity,
luminosity error, and the Aε and its error.
The outcome of RooStats is an upper limit in cross section units, which was then again
scaled with the luminosity and input Aε to yield an upper limit on the number of events (see
section 3.8).
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Figure 5.1: Upper limits from SModelS for the αT analysis (left) in the UED quark partner and LKP
mass plane mq(1) − mB(1) as compared to the upper limits calculated with RooStats from SUSY-T2
efficiencies from our own implementation of the αT analysis (right).
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Figure 5.2: Upper limits from SModelS (labeled CMS) for the αT analysis in the mq(1) −mB(1) plane as
compared to the upper limits, efficiencies, and the theory prediction for the cross section (two predictions
for two gluino masses) from RooStats, MadGraph 5 @LO, SUSY-T2 efficiencies from our own implemen-
tation of the αT analysis. The limits for mg(1) = 2mq(1) exclude a larger region in paramter space (upper
curves), whereas the limits for mg(1) = 4mq(1) exclude fewer points in parameter space. This is because
the theory cross sectoin decreases with increasing mg(1)/mq(1) . The contours shown here are also shown
in Figure 4.29.
qty/bin bin0 bin1 bin2 bin3 bin4 bin5 bin6 bin7 bin8
bg 6235 2900 1955 558 186 51.3 21.2 16.1 11923
∆bg 100 60 39 15 11 3.8 2.3 1.7 124
data 6232 2904 1965 552 177 58 16 25 11929
N
UL(∗)
obs,RS 261 ± 10.3 177 ± 5.9 138 ± 5.3 55.3 ± 2.2 31.1 ± 1.4 25.7 ± 0.9 8.6 ± 0.8 21.2 ± 0.1 353 ± 12.0
N
UL
obs,MA 245 158 125 50.7 29.2 23.1 7.8 19.4 336
N
UL
exp,RS 269 ± 12.9 173 ± 6.5 135 ± 4.0 58.2 ± 1.5 37.1 ± 1.6 18.5 ± 0.8 12.1 ± 0.5 10.8 ± 0.4 357 ± 12.6
N
UL
exp,MA 252 158 117 56.1 35.9 16.6 11.6 10.3 322
(∗)
✘
✘
✘∆(L, Aε) 258 ±10.2 161 ± 5.8 129 ± 5.0 53.2 ± 2.5 30.6 ± 1.5 24.0 ± 0.5 8.9 ± 1.0 19.0 ± 0.1 345 ± 13.2
Table 5.1: Comparison of upper limits on numbers of events per bin for the αT analysis for bins 0−8 (with
bin8 the union of all bins) between MadAnalysis 5 and RooStats. NULobs and N
UL
exp are the observed and
expected upper limits on the number of events, respectively. MA numbers (blue) are calculated with the
MadAnalysis 5 method; RS numbers (green) are calculated with RooStats. In the last line, observed
limits were calculated again with RooStats, but this time the errors on the luminosity and acceptance
times efficiency (Aε) were set to zero.
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qty/bin bin0 bin1 bin2 bin3 bin4 bin5 bin6 bin7 bin8
bg 6088 2278 418 57.4 777 330 108 54.8 305
∆bg 665 266 66 11.2 107 40 15 9.7 41
data 6159 2305 454 62 808 305 124 52 335
N
UL(∗)
obs,RS 1309 ± 47.2 512 ± 12.7 159 ± 3.3 30.0 ± 0.7 234 ± 8.6 60.5 ± 2.9 52.6 ± 1.4 22.6 ± 0.9 109 ± 2.8
N
UL
obs,MA 1392 564 162 31.3 240 72.2 49.2 23.2 110
N
UL
exp,RS 1262 ± 40.8 532 ± 21.5 118 ± 2.9 24.2 ± 0.6 202 ±6.9 82.7 ± 2.8 37.0 ± 1.4 24.2 ± 1.0 83.9 ± 2.8
N
UL
exp,MA 1283 541 138 27.3 217 85.9 37.4 24.5 89.3
(∗)
✘
✘
✘∆(L, Aε) 1252 ± 43.5 498 ± 18.8 146 ± 2.8 28.2 ± 0.6 213 ± 4.6 59.1 ± 2.6 48.0 ± 0.9 20.1 ± 0.8 105 ± 2.3
Table 5.2: Comparison of upper limits on numbers of events per bin for the MHT analysis for bins 0− 8
between MadAnalysis 5 and RooStats. NULobs and N
UL
exp are the observed and expected upper limits on
the number of events, respectively. MA numbers (blue) are calculated with the MadAnalysis 5 method;
RS numbers (green) are calculated with RooStats. In the last line, observed limits were calculated again
with RooStats, but this time the errors on the luminosity and Aε were set to zero.
qty/bin bin9 bin10 bin11 bin12 bin13 bin14 bin15 bin16 bin17
bg 137 32.3 22.8 109 42.8 17.6 86 29.7 10893
∆ bg 20 6.1 5.2 18 9.5 4.1 17 5.8 731
data 129 34 32 98 38 23 94 39 11091
N
UL(∗)
obs,RS 37.3 ± 1.8 18.9 ± 0.7 25.4 ± 0.6 31.3 ± 1.5 17.3 ± 0.7 18.5 ± 0.5 42.0 ± 0.9 26.2 ± 0.4 1644 ± 53.3
N
UL
obs,MA 41.4 19.2 23.2 34.0 20.4 17.9 45.5 25.0 1556
N
UL
exp,RS 44.4 ± 1.6 16.4 ± 0.6 14.2 ± 0.6 40.2 ± 1.5 21.4 ± 0.7 12.3 ± 0.5 37.0 ± 1.5 14.3 ± 0.4 1456 ± 56
N
UL
exp,MA 45.1 17.6 14.8 41.6 23.2 12.5 38.1 16.2 1444
(∗)
✘
✘
✘∆(L, Aε) 35.3 ± 1.5 17.8 ± 0.6 22.8 ± 0.4 28.3 ± 1.2 17.3 ± 0.8 16.9 ± 0.5 40.7 ± 0.9 24.6 ± 0.4 1510 ± 35.7
Table 5.3: Comparison of upper limits on numbers of events per bin for the MHT analysis for bins
9 − 17 (with bin17 the union of all bins) between MadAnalysis 5 and RooStats. NULobs and NULexp are
the observed and expected upper limits on the number of events, respectively. MA numbers (blue) are
calculated with the MadAnalysis 5 method; RS numbers (green) are calculated with RooStats. In the
last line, observed limits were calculated again with RooStats, but this time the errors on the luminosity
and acceptance times efficiency were set to zero.
As mentioned before, the Aε is merely a required input in RooStats CL95 that is canceled
out when computing upper limits on event numbers, and varying it does not have a large effect
on these upper limits. The error on the Aε Aε was assumed to be 0.2 × Aε. The luminosities
are 11.7 ± 0.5 fb−1 and 19.5 ± 0.5 fb−1 for the αT and MHT analyses, respectively.
In tables 5.2 and 5.3 the data and upper limits on the number of events are shown for the
MHT analysis for bins 0 − 8 and 9 − 17, respectively. One can see that the differences are not
large. A difference in limits is expected to result from differences in efficiencies rather than the
method used for calculating upper limits on event numbers.
5.2 Mass limits for SUSY
To verify that MadAnalysis 5 and the MHT analysis therein worked as expected, the exclusion
curve for the T2 simplified model from CMS was reproduced. This is shown for a grid refined
to 100 GeV squark and LSP masses in Figure 5.3, and a finer grid of 25 GeV squark and LSP
masses in Figure 5.4.
Limits obtained using MadAnalysis 5 efficiencies of the MHT (CMS-SUS-13-012) analysis
are compared to the limits in chapter 3 and limits obtained from SModelS in Figure 5.5 for a
model of MSSM-like squark production with a gluino of 1.1 and twice the squark mass, respec-
tively. Limits obtained from a model including finite-mass gluinos and all squark production
channels (solid lines) and those from the T2 model (dashed lines) were compared with the pre-
diction of the cross section for the former (matched cross sections from MadGraph5_aMC@NLO).
Unfortunately, the results from experiments in the database of SModelS do not go beyond 1 TeV
quark partner masses, as no more was provided by the experiments. For an MSSM-like model
with higher cross sections, the consequence is that there are very few results from SModelS for
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Figure 5.3: Limits on the SUSY-T2 model from CMS (blue) and MadAnalysis 5 (red). The dashed lines
represent the uncertainty in the theoretical prediction for the cross section. Cross sections were taken from
the LHC SUSY Cross Section Working Group. The number of events generated with MadGraph5_aMC@NLO
and Pythia as well as the prediction for the cross section and upper limits from the most sensitive bin
found are displayed on the figure.
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Figure 5.4: Limits on the SUSY-T2 model from CMS (blue) and MadAnalysis 5 (red). The dashed lines
represent the uncertainty in the theoretical prediction for the cross section. Cross sections were taken
from the LHC SUSY Cross Section Working Group.
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Figure 5.5: Limits for a model including all squark production channels for a gluino of 1.1 times the squark
mass (blue, green) and a gluino of twice the squark mass (orange, magenta; own: red, blue). Limits
from SModelS are represented by dotted lines, limits from MadAnalysis and own limits are represented
by solid lines for the full model and dashed lines for the T2 model.
this model.
Squark-gluino associate production The T2 model does not apply to squark-gluino
associate production. Although SModelS can closely reproduce the limit for pp → q˜g˜ for mg˜ =
1.1mq˜, this does not work for mg˜ = 2mq˜, and it should be noted that a separate simplified
model, TGQ, is available for this topology.
5.3 Mass limits for UED
As can be seen in section 5.1, limits from the MadAnalysis 5 program exclusion_CLs.py are not
very different from the limits calculated with RooStats. For a comparison, the limits from UED-
like quark production in the mass plane of a first excitation KK quark (q(1)) and a KK lightest
stable particle (B1) for two generations of quarks is shown in Figure 5.6. The results are very
close. Any differences between limits obtained in this work and those obtained from MadAnalysis
5 or CheckMATE are therefore expected to arise in efficiencies due to the implementation of the
analysis.
Limits obtained using MadAnalysis 5 efficiencies of the MHT (CMS-SUS-13-012) analysis
are compared to the limits in chapter 4 and limits obtained from SModelS in Figure 5.7 for a
model of UED-like KK quark production with a KK gluon of 1.1 and twice the KK quark mass,
respectively. Unfortunately, the results from experiments in the database of SModelS do not
go beyond 1 TeV quark partner masses, as no results beyond this mass were provided by the
experimental collaborations. For a model like UED with high cross sections, the consequence is
that there are very few results from SModelS.
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Figure 5.6: Limits from UED-like quark production on the masses of a first excitation KK quark and
a lightest Kaluza Klein particle for 8TeV LHC data of the αT (left) and MHT analyses (right). Lines
denoted with MA5 are made using upper limits calculated by the MadAnalysis 5 method (orange);
otherwise limits are calculated using RooStats (blue, red) or obtained from SModelS (purple). The
limits derived from SUSY-T2 efficiencies are shown by the dashed (blue and orange, own efficiencies) and
dotted (purple, SModelS results) lines, whereas the solid lines (red and orange) are derived using our own
efficiencies for a UED-like model. Any differences from Figure 4.29 arise from a different interpolation
method used (Delaunay in the previous chapter, here linear interpolation).
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Figure 5.7: Limits for a model including all KK quark production channels for a KK gluon of 1.1 times
the KK quark mass (blue, green) and a KK gluon of twice the KK quark mass (orange, magenta; own:
red, blue). Limits from SModelS are represented by dotted lines, limits from MadAnalysis and own limits
are represented by solid lines for the full model and dashed lines for the T2 model.
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5.4 Limits from the αT analysis
As was discussed in section 5.1, the simplified model results obtained with the αT analysis
excluded unexpectedly large areas of parameter space compared to the excluded areas from
SModelS results. As the upper limits obtained with MadAnalysis did not differ much from those
obtained with RooStats (see Figure 5.6), it is likely that there was a discrepancy in efficiencies
between the implementation of the αT analysis used here and those obtained by CMS.
An agreement with CMS was not pursued from the start as this was not important for the
studies described in chapter 3 and chapter 4. However, it would still be interesting to look at
the results of the previous chapters obtained from efficiencies that agree with those of CMS,
and compare these with results from SModelS. For this reason, it was attempted to implement
the αT analysis in the MadAnalysis 5 PAD (Physics Analysis Database) [25] in order to obtain
efficiencies and limits in agreement with those of CMS. An added value of this is that this
implementation of the αT analysis could then also be used by others in the future. However,
due to a lack of information for validation such as bin by bin efficiencies, the implementaion of
the αT analysis in MadAnalysis 5 was unfortunately not further pursued.
Instead, using that the agreement between simplified and full model exclusion results was
quite good (see Figure 3.27 and Figure 4.29), it was sought to use the available simplified model
results in SModelS to fit instead of only constrain models physics beyond the Standard Model.
This is described in the next chapter.
Chapter 6
Global Fits with Simplified Models
As mentioned in chapter 1, the MSSM can take many forms due to a large number of parameters
that could be varied. Instead of searching for each possible model, one could also scan over such a
parameter space to fit a model to the data. In this way, it is possible to define excluded parameter
space and more interesting non-excluded parameter space of a general or specific model of SUSY.
This in turn could help experiments to define new searches and search areas. In order to perform
fits, the χ2 (a measure of how far predictions of a model are from measured values)1 for each point
in parameter space of a model can be computed using data from simulations and experimental
results.
Fit collaborations such as Fittino [78, 79, 140–142], G-Fitter [143–146], S-Fitter [147],
SuperBayeS [148], and MasterCode [149–158] have performed such fits for a few models of
SUSY. Until now, most fits in, for example, Fittino, have been done in the constrained Minimal
Supersymmetric Standard Model (cMSSM) parameter space of the four parameters m0, m1/2,
A0, and tanβ (see section 1.4 for more on the cMSSM) with one analysis only (one that was
found to be the most sensitive in the large m0, small m1/2 region).
In order to apply fits to models more general than the cMSSM and to use more than one
analysis, for example each in a region where it is most sensitive, the program SModelS [19, 20]
may offer a solution. SModelS is able to exclude or not exclude a model (at a given point in
parameter space) for given matching simplified models. Ideally, SModelS could calculate a χ2
for some most sensitive analysis for every point in parameter space of a general model with 3 to
4 particle masses as parameters.
Including simplified model results from SModelS could help in faster computations of χ2
values and enable one to take into account results from more than one analysis from the LHC.
For this purpose, likelihood functions would need to be calculated in SModelS.
6.1 Likelihoods
In order to derive a limit or a best fit value for some quantity, one needs the likelihood for that
quantity [159, p9] when one wants to combine statistically uncorrelated results. For SModelS,
two uncorrelated results would be, for example, an upper limit from CMS and an upper limit
from ATLAS. If different signal regions used for different simplified models would not overlap,
results for different simplified models from the same experiment could be combined as well. This
is, however, not always the case.
The likelihood for a certain theory given measured data can be expressed as the probability
1 See section C.2 for more details.
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of the data given the theory [160, p6]2
L(theory, data) = p(data|theory). (6.3)
From the likelihood L, a χ2 can be obtained:
χ2 = −2 lnQ = −2 lnL/Lmax, (6.4)
where Q is the so-called test statistic that is normalized to Lmax, or the likelihood maximized
over the theory parameters and prediction (corresponding to a minimum χ2). As mentioned,
combining measurements from different observables, one can also obtain a combined likelihood,
and hence a global χ2 distribution. From this distribution one can perform a fit on a certain
model.
Two possible methods for calculating likelihoods are implemented in SModelS. One, based on
a method described in [159], uses upper limits on cross sections for calculating likelihoods; the
other uses numbers of observed and estimated background events in combination with efficiencies.
These methods are described in section 6.2 and section 6.3 below, respectively.
Example Fittino [141] makes global fits to, for example, the cMSSM model incorporating
indirect constraints from low energy measurements, Higgs boson properties, astrophysical ob-
servations, and direct searches for sparticles and BSM Higgs bosons. It uses public codes to
calculate model predictions, a χ2 function to compare measurements and predictions, an auto-
adaptive Markov Chain to sample the parameter space, and a frequentist interpretation. The
direct particle searches used were the LEP chargino mass limit and an ATLAS jets and missing
transverse energy (0 lepton) search [161].
In Fittino, the χ2 is simply a sum of the individual χ2 of N different measurements of
observables Oi, such as the branching ratio of b→ sγ, that are taken into account [141, p4]:
χ2meas =
Nmeas∑
i=1
(
Oimeas −Oipred(~θ)
σi
)2
. (6.5)
Here the predicted observable is a function of ~θ, which represents a point in the parameter space
of the model fitted.
For upper limits, the only excluded points were attributed a χ2 value; nonexcluded points
received χ2 = 0. One can see a χ2 value as “punishing” a particular point in parameter space of
a theory. Hence, the only nonzero contributing χ2 values are those where the theory prediction
exceeds the upper limit [141, p5].
Using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm, the point ~θ in the parameter space
of the model with the smallest χ2 is identified; this is the best fit point [141, p5].
2 One can also see that using Bayes’ theorem:
p(A|B)p(B) = p(B|A)p(A). (6.1)
Now the posterior probability that a theory is correct after seeing the result of an experiment, or
p(theory|data), can be expressed in terms of the likelihood p(data|theory) of that theory:
p(theory|data) = p(data|theory)× π(theory). (6.2)
Assuming the data is given, the prior probability for the data can be set p(data) = 1. π(theory) represents
the prior probability that the theory is true. This prior is here assumed to be flat.
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Frequentist vs Bayesian When computing a χ2, one could use one of two general methods:
Bayesian (see e.g. [162–164]) and frequentist (see e.g. [165])3. Expressed in a simple way, a pos-
terior obtained from Bayesian inference with a flat prior is proportional to a likelihood obtained
from frequentist inference; more strictly speaking, in Bayesian inference one makes statements
about relative evidence for theory parameters given a data set, whereas frequentist inference
compares the relative chance of data sets for given theory parameters [166]. Both methods have
their downsides, and it may depend on the situation whether one method applies better than
the other.
Fittino found a large dependence on the choice of the priors in Bayesian fits [141, p7], which
is why it uses a frequentist interpretation for the results. In addition, rejected points can also
be taken into account in the frequentist interpretation, and the latter allows for optimization of
proposal density function during the fit whereas in Bayesian fits this function is kept constant.
The proposal density function for the likelihood could be, for instance, a Gaussian likelihood
function like in section 6.2,
6.2 Likelihoods from upper limits
If a likelihood function can be approximated by a Gaussian, a χ2 can be calculated from the
mean and standard deviation of this Gaussian approximation. The contribution to the total χ2
for one theory point with parameters θ (for example, certain masses in the theory parameter
space), would be for certain measured data x:
χ2θ =
(
σtheopred(θ)− σ
ω
)2
, (6.6)
where σ is here defined as the mean4 and ω is defined as the standard deviation that maximize a
Gaussian approximation of the likelihood function of the theory. The procedure to obtain these
is described below. As mentioned above, for statistically uncorrelated measurements one can
simply add the χ2 values. In this case, one should take the χ2 function for the correct number
of degrees of freedom (d.o.f.)5. However, when using only one measurement σULobs , there is one
degree of freedom only.
Known quantities from experiment In SModelS, the known quantities from experiment
are the 95% confidence level observed upper limits on cross sections times branching ratios of
specific simplified model topologies (theory predictions for short), or σULobs, and sometimes the
95% confidence level expected upper limits on these theory predictions, or σULexp, for certain
combinations of BSM particle masses. It is then possible to obtain a likelihood function of a
theory prediction for these given quantities of the form
p(σULobs, σ
UL
exp|σtheopred). (6.7)
In analogy to Equation 6.3, σULobs and σ
UL
exp are the certain outcome for which one would like to
know the likelihood as a function of the theory prediction σtheopred. The remainder of this section
will closely follow the derivation presented in section 3 of [159].
Note that all cross sections, denoted as σ here, indicate a cross section times branching
ratio σ×Br of a specific simplified model topology, which entails one production and one decay
3 See also the Wikipedia articles on the foundations of statistics and Lindney’s paradox for a discussion
of frequentist vs Bayesian methods.
4 It may seem that σ is an odd symbol chosen for the mean that is usually denoted µ; the reason for
this, however, is that this mean will turn out to have units of cross section for practical purposes.
5See also section C.2 in the appendix.
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mode of certain particles. Note also that for simplified models, often one decay with a 100%
branching ratio is chosen6. A model tested in SModelS against simplified model upper limits
would, however, have its predicted production cross section scaled by its branching ratio of the
topology that was used in that same simplified model.
For example, if SModelS finds squark production amounting to a total cross section of 2·10−3
pb and a branching ratio of the squark decay q˜ → χ˜01q of 0.5, this would amount to a weight of
1 · 10−3. This production and decay corresponds to the simplified model T2. This point would
then not excluded by a T2 simplified model upper limit of 1.5 · 10−3 pb.
Poisson distribution of the likelihood The likelihood p(data|theory) in Equation 6.2
can be expressed in terms of countable values. The data can be expressed in terms of the number
of observed events nobs. The theory consists of a certain number of background events b and
a number of signal events s. With these numbers, the likelihood can be modeled by a Poisson
distribution:
p(nobs|s+ b) = 1
nobs!
e−(s+b)(s+ b)nobs . (6.8)
The quantity nobs is in general known only per signal region, and s and b are unknown but
can be estimated per signal region. When upper limits on cross section are given for a cer-
tain (combination of) signal regions, in general these quantities of the number of observed and
background events are generally not given or known. A method of calculating likelihoods when
these quantities are known (and usually the corresponding upper limit is not) is discussed in
section 6.3. The likelihood in Equation 6.8 will now be approximated by a Gaussian that can
than be parametrized by the known upper limits on cross sections instead.
Gaussian approximation of the likelihood For a large number of observed events
nobs ≫ 1 the relative statistical error √nobs/nobs becomes small and the Poisson distribution in
Equation 6.8 tends to a Gaussian distribution [160, p145]:
p(nobs|s+ b) ∝ e−(s+b)(s+ b)nobs → e−(s+b−nobs)2/2nobs . (6.9)
This is a good approximation from nobs = 10 [159, p11]. The likelihood can then be modeled
by a normal distribution as follows:
p(σULobs , σ
UL
exp | σtheopred) ∝ e−(σ
theo
pred−σ)2/(2ω2). (6.10)
Here the mean σ of the normal distribution is defined to be the cross section that maximizes
the likelihood (hence the choice of symbol):
σ =
nobs − b
L , (6.11)
and the width of this normal distribution is defined to be, in units of cross section:
ω =
√
nobs
L , (6.12)
with L the luminosity, and b the number of background events, which is the number of events
according to the null hypothesis (i.e. the Standard Model). An estimate of b is generally
unknown for a combination of different signal regions. Recall that the quantities σ and ω are
defined such that they maximize the likelihood and hence by Equation 6.4 yield the minimum
of a simple χ2 distribution function with this likelihood as a test statistic. The mean σ (in
units of cross section) and standard deviation ω of this normal distribution can now be found
numerically as described in the following.
6 See section 2.3 for examples of simplified models.
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Evaluating the likelihood parameters The mean and variance of Equation 6.10 can
be found by demanding that they reproduce the 95% confidence level observed and expected
upper limits on the cross section σULobsand σ
UL
exp, respectively. This yields two equations. First,
demanding that the mean σ and standard deviation ω that describe the Gaussian approximation
of the likelihood reproduce the known 95% C.L. observed upper limit σULobs yields [159, p11]:
0.95 =
∫
dx p(x|σULobs) =
∫ σULobs
0 dx e
− (x−σ)2
2ω2
obs∫∞
0 dx e
− (x−σ)2
2ω2
obs
. (6.13)
A second equation is obtained by demanding the same for the expected upper limit σULexp. Using
a pure background hypothesis, where nobs = b and hence σ = 0, one obtains:
0.95 =
∫
dx p(x|σULexp) =
∫ σULexp
0 dx e
− x2
2ω2exp∫∞
0 dx e
− x2
2ω2exp
=
√
2
πω2exp
∫ σULexp
0
dx e
− x2
2ω2exp = Erf
(
σULexp√
2ω
)
. (6.14)
Here Erf is the error function. The above can be evaluated giving the simple expression
ωexp =
σULexp
1.96
. (6.15)
For small deviations from the background
nobs − b
b
≪ 1, one will have that b ∼ nobs, and
hence the error for the background is similar to the error for the observed number of events, so
that ωexp ∼ √nobs. The error on the observed events can then be approximated to be:
ωobs ∼ ωexp. (6.16)
Equation 6.13 can now be solved numerically to find σ. For this purpose it would be useful to
write Equation 6.13 in terms of error functions:
0.95 =
∫
dx p(x|σULobs) =
Erf
(
σULobs−σ√
2ωobs
)
+ Erf
(
σ√
2ωobs
)
1 + Erf
(
σ√
2ωobs
) . (6.17)
A Gaussian distribution with two parameters σ and ω ≡ ωobs = ωexp determined from σULobs and
σULexp can now be used to describe the likelihood in a certain point of parameter space
~θ of a
certain theory using its predicted cross section times branching ratio for that point σtheopred(
~θ):
L(~θ) = e−(σ
theo
pred(
~θ)−σ)2/(2ω2). (6.18)
A χ2 for this same parameter point can be calculated using χ2 = −2 ln(L/Lmax), with Lmax = 1
the maximum likelihood where σtheopred = σ.
Domain of validity In order to obtain a more accurate likelihood, nuisance parameters
could be included if the σULobs± 1σ were published so that they can be included in SModelS ; this
is however not (yet) the case7 . Furthermore, the following constraints must be satisfied in order
to safely use the Gaussian approximation of a likelihood [159, p14]:
7 What is published is usually the lines indicating the observed and expected exclusions, including
±1σ lines, assuming a model with simplified model cross sections. These lines, however, unlike the grid
of upper limits in BSM partner mass planes, are not applicable to realistic models of new physics as they
have already been constructed using a model dependent cross section.
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1. A large number of events nobs ≫ 1;
2. Small fluctuations compared to background
nobs − b
b
≪ 1;
3. Small systematic errors on background
∆b
b
≪ 1 and theory signal ∆s
s
≪ 1;
4. Overall small
∆s
s
nobs − b√
(∆b)2 + nobs
≪ 1.
If one of these constraints does not hold, another approximation of the likelihood should be
used.
Since upper limits on cross sections for simplified models are in general a result of combina-
tions of different bins of an analysis, the numbers nobs and b for this combination are usually
not published by experiment; in general, they are published for individual bins, and methods of
combining bin information and their correlations are generally not disclosed. In some cases one
could estimate if one of these conditions is violated if mostly one signal region is used or the
conditions hold for the several signal regions used.
It is also possible to use the definitions of the mean σ as in Equation 6.11 and standard
deviation ω as in Equation 6.12 to approximate these numbers. The approximation is then
invalid when condition (1) above is translated to:
nobs = ω
2 · L2 ≤ 10. (6.19)
The number ten is used since the Gaussian approximation of the Poisson distribution is a good
one from n = 10 [159, p11]. The condition (2) above can be approximated in a similar way.
Requiring fluctuations compared to the background of at most twenty percent (see the paragraph
on the accuracy of the mean on page 98), with b = −σ · L+ nobs one can rewrite this as
nobs − b
b
=
σ
ω2L − σ
=
1
ω2L
σ − 1
≤ 0.2. (6.20)
A warning is issued in SModelS when ω2L2 < 10 or when 1
ω2L
σ − 1
> 0.2. Systematic errors are
not always published or easy to recover, in which case conditions (3) and (4) can therefore not
be verified.
For more accuracy than that given by the approximation of simplified model results it is also
desirable to have another method of calculating likelihoods for a given theory expectation of the
signal λs directly from the given experimental data; that is, from the number of observed events
nobs, the number of estimated background events nb and the estimated error on the background
σb. This method, as is used already in tools like MadAnalysis 5 and CheckMATE is described in
section 6.3. In the next section, the method of obtaining likelihoods from upper limits will be
tested.
In order to verify the validity of the Gaussian approximation of the likelihood obtained from
upper limits, several tests of this method have been designed. To recapitulate the above, a
likelihood is approximated with a Gaussian with a mean σ and a standard deviation ω computed
from the observed and expected upper limits. As described in section 6.2, one can find the
width ω with Equation 6.15 and then solve for the mean σ numerically using Equation 6.17.
The distribution of the likelihood is then:
L(θ) ∝ exp−(σtheopred(θ)− σ)2/(2ω2). (6.21)
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Figure 6.1: Solutions for the mean σ in Equation 6.17 for several values of σULexp, which determines the
width by ω = σULexp/1.96.
with θ the parameters of the theory for which the likelihood is sought. Below, the Gaussianity
of the approximation for the likelihood is tested and deviations from expected values and results
for exclusions in BSM mass planes are shown.
Continuity of the solutions for the mean In order to see whether solutions to Equa-
tion 6.17, or:
0.95 =
∫
dx p(x|σULobs) ≃
Erf
(
σULobs−σ√
2ωobs
)
+ Erf
(
σ√
2ωobs
)
1 + Erf
(
σ√
2ωobs
) , (6.17)
are finite solutions and form a smooth curve, this function is shown for a few values of an
expected limit in Figure 6.1. The integral evaluating to 0.95 is solved numerically using the
fsolve [167] from the SciPy [168] Optimize library. When more than one result is returned,
results are cycled until one returning the observed and expected limits were reproduced with an
inverse method. It is verified that when using the result in the error function in Equation 6.13
produced a value between 0.94 and 0.96. Similar solutions are obtained for a mean from upper
limits on the cross section scaled with a theory prediction for the cross section.
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The accuracy of the mean The actual value of the mean σ in the Gaussian approximation
of the likelihood obtained from upper limits should be
σactual =
nobs − b
L , (6.22)
and the actual value of the standard deviation is
ωactual =
√
nobs/L. (6.23)
The approximated mean and standard deviation, σapprox and ωapprox, are computed using Equa-
tion 6.17. Deviations from the real values may demonstrate the validity of the approximation.
The difference between the actual and approximated mean is quantified as follows. Keeping
b fixed, n′obs is taken to be a random variable from a Poisson distribution with mean s+ b. With
a luminosity of 20 fb−1, and σULobs and σ
UL
exp calculated from solving a simple Poisson CLs method
for a 95% C.L. limit on s [160, p140]:
0.95 = CLs+b/CLb, (6.24)
with CLλ a cumulative distribution function of a Poisson discrete random variable with shape
parameter λ:
CLλ =
n∑
k=1
exp(−λ)× λk
k!
. (6.25)
Here the upper limit on s is divided by the luminosity to obtain an upper limit on the cross
section. For the expected upper limit n = b, for the observed upper limit n = n′obs. The difference
σapprox − σactual was studied, where means of distributions were calculated using NumPy [169].
The pull, or the change of the estimated mean from the real mean with respect to the actual
width is shown in Figure 6.2. It can be seen that the distribution of these values neatly follows
a Gaussian of width 1 (one standard deviation) and mean zero. The same results are obtained
for the pull with respect to the estimated width. Though the mean shifts from negative values
for low signal-to-background ratios to positive values for high signal-to-background ratios, the
behavior for s/b ∼ 5−10% is Gaussian. The mean shifts to -0.0305 for a signal of -10 events, and
is -0.0138 for 0 signal events. The width ω is within 10 percent of 1. The number of observed
events used for the approximated mean was drawn from a Poisson distribution around a fixed
number that was used for computing the actual mean. Using the same Poisson-drawn value for
both the actual and approximated means yielded similar results.
The width The difference between the actual width ωactual (6.23) and the estimated width
ωapprox (6.15) is a fixed number for every background. This is because the background is not
drawn from a Poisson distribution, but taken to be fixed; from this, the expected upper limit
is also fixed, determining the width. The estimated width ωapprox was computed after drawing
a number of observed events n′obs from a Poisson distribution around s + b, but n
′
obs has no
influence on the estimated width. This is because the latter, which amounts to ωobs ≃ ωexp,
is calculated with background only. For the real width ωactual, nobs = s + b was fixed. For
a background b = 300, the difference ωestimated − ωactual ranged from 0.0592 for s = −10 and
0.0304 for s = 10 to -0.0893 for s = 100. It changes sign between s = 30, where it is 0.0024, and
s = 40, where it is -0.0113.
Small backgrounds For small backgrounds, the Gaussian approximation of the likelihood
does not work as well for larger backgrounds. This is shown in Figure 6.3. The failed instances
were due to an absent upper limit when the observed data, which are drawn from a Poisson
distribution around s+ b, fluctuated to 0 or below. The approximation for the likelihood seems
not to resemble a Gaussian for very low values of events nobs as is expected. For backgrounds
lower than about 10 events the Gaussian approximation of the likelihood seems not to be valid
anymore.
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Figure 6.2: The pull, or the difference between the real mean (Equation 6.22) and the estimated mean
(Equation 6.17) with respect to the real width (6.15), or the pull. The estimated mean was computed
with a number of observed events n′obs drawn from a Poisson distribution around the number of observed
events nobs = s+ b that was used for the real mean.
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Figure 6.3: The pull, or the difference between the real mean (Equation 6.22) and the estimated mean
(Equation 6.17) with respect to the real width (6.15) for different numbers of background events. The
estimated mean was computed with a number of observed events n′obs drawn from a Poisson distribution
around the number of observed events nobs = s+ b that was used to compute the real mean.
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Figure 6.4: Distribution of χ2/(1 d.o.f.) as calculated from real mean σactual from Equation 6.22 (left)
and as calculated from the estimated mean σestimated from Equation 6.17 (right).
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Figure 6.5: Distribution of χ2/(1 d.o.f.) from an estimated mean with a systematic error on the Pois-
son distributed observed number of events n′obs. This changes the shape of the distribution for larger
systematic errors, which then does not look like a cumulative χ2 distribution anymore.
The χ2 distribution Take n′obs to be a random variable from a Poisson distribution around
s + b. One can compute from a number of such samples of n′obs an equal number of χ
2 values
(with only one degree of freedom) from σactual and ωactual using
χ2 = (σtheopred − σ)2/ω2. (6.26)
These χ2 should then resemble a real χ2 distribution with 1 d.o.f. That means that their
cumulative distribution function should correspond to a uniform distribution between zero and
one. The result is shown for σactual in Figure 6.4. The same result is expected for a χ
2 calculated
from a mean σestimated estimated as in Equation 6.17 is shown on the right in the same figure.
As can be seen, there are no sharp peaks, as desired.
Systematic errors In order to see the effect of a systematic error on the observed number
of events nobs, the χ
2 distributions are also shown using a new number of observed events n˜obs
with systematic errors of 0.05, 0.02, and 0.01 in Figure 6.5. A systematic error of 0.05 is large
enough to distort the χ2 CDF distribution; systematic errors of 0.02 or lower have a smaller
effect.
Approximation of σULexp = σ
UL
obs In most cases, only observed upper limits are given by the
experiments8; in this case the expected limits are taken to be equal to the observed. To test
8 Often, expected limits are given, but only in terms of a line in a two-dimensional mass grid of BSM
particle masses. This line is model dependent; that is, it can only be drawn based on the predicted cross
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Figure 6.6: Difference in mean σ χ2 when changing the observed upper limit with a systematic error.
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Figure 6.7: Difference in χ2 calculated from the estimated mean σapprox when changing the observed
upper limit with a systematic error (left). The cumulative χ2 distribution from the latter is shown on
the right.
whether σULexp= σ
UL
obs is a good approximation, the difference in the estimated mean σ and χ
2 from
these numbers and from upper limits with a systematic error on σULobs is shown in Figure 6.6 and
on the left in Figure 6.7. An error of 20% was chosen, which is a typical value for a systematic
error. The width is actually smaller than that of a Gaussian centered at zero with width one.
Also, the difference in χ2 is small. In addition, the cumulative χ2 distribution function is more
or less uniform between 0 and 1 without any peaks, as shown on the right in Figure 6.7. The
approximation of σULexp= σ
UL
obs thus still gives the desired results.
Application To test the method of calculating χ2 from expected and observed upper limits,
an exclusion line in the
(
mq˜, mχ˜
)
mass plane was computed using both the contour of χ2 = 2.71,
or a χ2 per degree of freedom corresponding to a p-value of 0.05, and the contour of σULobs/σ
pred
theo=
1, where the observed limit equals the predicted theory cross section. This was done using results
from the MHT analysis [4] for which the expected upper limits are given9. Results are shown
in Figure 6.8 in steps of 20 GeV in the
(
mq˜, mχ˜
)
mass plane. Five contours are shown. Two
contours are drawn for a χ2 values corresponding to a p-value of 0.05 for distinct values of σULobs
and σULexp (orange) and one for which the assumption σ
UL
exp = σ
UL
obs was made, for the case that only
sections of a certain model. The model independent expected upper limits on the cross section for each
point in this grid of BSM particle masses were often not provided.
9 See https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsSUS13012/SUS13012_XsecLimits_T2qq.root
for the ROOT file with this content.
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the observed limits are known (green). The other contours indicate where the theory prediction
for the cross section at NLL (for a T2 simplified model) starts to exceed the observed upper limits
on the cross section for SModelS (red) and CMS-SUS-13-012 (blue) results. Both χ2 lines and
the red exclusion line coincide with the CMS observed upper limit in the
(
mq˜, mχ˜
)
mass plane.
Numbers displayed are the χ2 values found using the real expected limits. The blue dashed
line corresponds to the CMS expected exclusion. Theory predictions for the cross section are
calculated at next to leading log with NLLFast [88, 100–106], the same cross sections used as
CMS10.
The value through which the contour for the χ2 corresponding to a p-value of 0.05 is drawn
depends on whether a two-sided or one-sided limit is taken. In this case, the χ2, which is just
the log likelihood −2 logL, is a symmetric, unbounded distribution, so a limit obtained from it
should be treated as two-sided. If there were a constraint on the χ2 distribution, for example,
that it is zero for σtheopred < σ, or a theory prediction lower than the mean obtained from upper
limits, a limit calculated from a χ2 distribution would be a one-sided limit. If both sides of the
tail of the Gaussian are taken into account, a two-sided limit is taken, meaning a p-value of 0.05
on both sides, resulting a χ2 = 2.71. For this one would have, however, a lower limit as well as
an upper limit.
The upper limits used for calculating the mean are themselves one-sided limits. If the χ2 is
taken to yield a one-sided limit, the p-value of 0.05 corresponds to about χ2 = 3.84. Sometimes,
also two-sided limits are given instead, though usually only in case of a signal or discovery. A
contour through χ2 = 3.84 does not a make a large difference in this case (the line would be
very close to the χ2 = 2.71 contour), since the χ2 drops very sharply around the area where
σtheopred ∼ σULobs, or there from where the theory is not excluded anymore.
The darker lines seen in Figure 6.8 occur where the theory prediction is (almost) equal to the
calculated mean. These do not occur when taking σULobs=σ
UL
exp, as is also shown on the bottom in
Figure 6.8. The reason that the χ2 distribution drops and rises again is that even beyond where
theory parameter points can be excluded, a χ2 is calculated, and the theory is “punished” with a
higher χ2 value when it drops to very low predictions compared to the calculated mean11. When
it then approaches the mean again, the χ2 drops, and so on; hence the lines in the temperature
plot shown on top in Figure 6.8.
Likelihoods from upper limits in fits The approximation of the likelihood using upper
limit results is a rough and fast estimate. Since it is fast, it could be used for fast fits that yield
rough estimates of interesting areas of parameter space of a model.
The method unfortunately loses its power when, as was often the case, no expected upper
limits are published. In addition, when no simplified model results are available for topologies
important in the model that is fitted, it can be that upper limits are underestimated and hence
interesting areas can be found in a fit that are actually excluded12. Alternatively, a likelihood can
be calculated from the given numbers nobs, nb, and σb provided by experiments if the efficiencies
for the corresponding signal region can be produced for the model for which the likelihood is
desired. This approach, as used by for example MadAnalysis 5 and CheckMATE, is discussed in
the next section.
10 In this case a direct comparison can be made with the exclusion line in the (mq˜, mχ˜) mass plane
provided by CMS, as the exact same cross sections σtheopred as CMS were used for the theory prediction,
namely those for a simplified T2 model of squark production.
11 See also section C.1 and section C.6 for a discussion of this problem.
12 This is also discussed in section 6.4.
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Figure 6.8: χ2 for a simplified squark model T2 in steps of 25 GeV masses in the (mq˜, mχ˜)mass plane.
The χ2 was calculated with the Gaussian approximation as described in section 6.2 using the expected an
observed upper limits (top) and observed limits only (bottom) of the MHT analysis [4]. Three contours
are shown. Two contours are for a χ2 value (dashed) from observed and expected limits (purple) and
from observed upper limits only (orange) corresponding to a p-value of 0.05. The third contour (red,
solid) shows where the theory prediction for the cross section at NLL (for a T2 simplified model) starts
to exceed the observed upper limits on the cross section. All three lines coincide with the CMS observed
upper limit (blue, solid) in the (mq˜, mχ˜)mass plane.
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6.3 Likelihoods from efficiencies
As mentioned above, a likelihood can also be computed from the observed events nobs and the
estimated number of background events nb ± σb. For this, one would need the corresponding
efficiencies for that signal region in order to correctly scale the theory prediction for comparison
with the measured number of events. A given number of observed events nobs (data) from an
experimental analysis can be written as the sum of the number of events of the signal and
background:
nobs = s+ b. (6.27)
In general, the number of signal events s and the number of background events b are unknown.
There is, however, an estimate of the number of background events nb from experiment (from
Monte Carlo simulations of Standard Model backgrounds), with an estimated error σb, which
can be taken to follow a normal distribution
nb ∼ normal(λb, σb). (6.28)
Here λb is the expected background; similarly, one can define an expected signal λs. The
unknown quantities b and s are both assumed to be Poisson distributed [160, p139]:
b ∼ poisson(λb) (6.29)
s ∼ poisson(λs). (6.30)
Probability density function of the background Equation 6.28 can be rewritten as
the likelihood
λb ∼ normal(nb, σb), (6.31)
with nb and σb known quantities given by experiment. The probability of a background b given
the expected background λb can be written as the Poisson probability:
p(b|λb) =
λbbe
−λb
b!
. (6.32)
The probability density of the unknown background b is then the integral over this quantity
smeared by a normal distribution with mean nb and standard deviation σb:
p(b) =
∫ ∞
0
dλb√
2πσb
λbb
b!
e−λbe−
1
2
(λb−nb)2/σ2b . (6.33)
Likelihood Since the sum of the background and signal is fixed, that is, nobs = s + b with
nobs a known quantity, one can write
p(s)ds = p(b)db, (6.34)
so that one can define
g(s) = p(nobs − s)dp
ds
= p(nobs − s) = p(b). (6.35)
The likelihood of the expected theory signal λs, given the unknown number of signal events s,
is
L(λs|s) = (λs + λb)
(s+b)e−(λs+λb)
(s+ b)!
, (6.36)
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which leads to the desired likelihood:
L(λs) =
∫ nobs
0
L(λs|s)g(s)ds, s ≥ 0. (6.37)
From this, using Equation 6.33 and Equation 6.35, the χ2 can then be obtained using
χ2 = −2 logL(λs, nobs, nb, σb)
L(λˆs, nobs, nb, σb)
. (6.38)
where λˆs maximizes the likelihood for the given measurement, respectively
13. The likelihood
now yields values with respect to a minimum χ2 corresponding to the maximum likelihood.
Simplification In order to simplify the likelihood in Equation 6.37, one can write the prob-
ability of the background as
p(b) = e
− 1
2σ2
b
(2nbσ
2
b+σ
4
b )
∫ ∞
−∞
dλb√
2πσb
λbb
b!
e
− 1
2σ2
b
(λb+σ
2
b−nb)2
, (6.39)
where the square was completed. Here the integral from Equation 6.33 was not truncated from
below at 0, but was taken over the range (−∞,∞). This is possible for a small relative error in
the background, or σb ≪ nb. This can be tested as follows. The background b and and estimated
background λb can be approximated with normal distributions:
b ∼ normal(λb, λb) (6.40)
λb ∼ normal(nb, σ2b ), (6.41)
so that one can write
b ∼ normal(nb; nb + σ2b ). (6.42)
The errors
√
nb and σb are added here. This can be recovered from the variance of the back-
ground. The expected background is
E(b|λb) = λb (6.43)
E(b) =
∫
dλbf(λb)λb = nb. (6.44)
The expectation of the background squared b2 can be found in a similar way:
E(b2|λb) = λ2b + λb (6.45)
E(b2) = E(λ2b + λb) = n
2
b + σ
2
b + n
2
b . (6.46)
This yields the variance:
var(b) = n2b + σ
2
b + nb − n2b
= nb + σ
2
b . (6.47)
In other words, the error squared of the Gaussian approximation for the background b is nb+σ
2
b .
13 In principle one also maximizes the likelihood (both for λs and λˆs) with respect to the nuisance
parameters, such as the background and errors. This is usually done in experiment. See also section C.8.
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Figure 6.9: Cumulative χ2 distribution function from likelihoods calculated as described at the beginning
of section 6.3 (left). The 100,000 samples of data n′obs were taken from a Poisson distribution with mean
300; the mean number of background events was taken fixed at λb = 280 as was the number of signal
events λs = 20. For comparison, a cumulative χ
2 distribution from a sample of 100,000 χ2 random
variables is shown on the right.
Efficiencies In order to calculate a χ2, one needs efficiencies. In Equation 6.38, the value
from theory λs is defined to be
λs = L × σtheopred ×Aε, (6.48)
with L the luminosity, σtheopred the predicted cross section of the theory, and Aε the efficiency in
the corresponding signal region or bin. For a given mass point ~θ, one has several efficiencies from
several simplified models. A signal region can correspond to one certain bin or a combination
of several bins. Several bins may be optimized for one simplified model, but it is not given that
these are exactly overlapping. One has to make a choice of which signal region data (number
of observed events and number of background events) will be used for which simplified model
efficiency (or vice versa). Alternatively, as is commonly done (like in MadAnalysis 5 [23–25] and
CheckMATE [139]), one calculates the efficiency for the given theory mass point with a simulation
and implementation of the analysis.
In order to examine the validity of the likelihood approximation from efficiencies, again the
behavior of the χ2 distribution is tested as well as limit results obtained from the χ2.
The χ2 distribution The cumulative χ2 distribution function that is calculated from χ2
from experimental data and efficiencies shows no peaks, as it should. This is shown on the left
in Figure 6.9; for comparison, a cumulative χ2 distribution of random variables is shown on the
right in Figure 6.9.
Behavior of the likelihood and log likelihood Again by drawing Poisson values around
nobs for the number of observed events, a distribution of the likelihood is obtained for a fixed
background λb = 280, background error δb = 2, and number of signal events λs = 20. The
likelihood (reduced by the maximum likelihood, which is maximized with respect to the signal
λs) and log likelihood distributions for both signal plus background and background only is
shown in Figure 6.10. The resulting confidence levels, CLs and CLs+b, respectively, are shown
in Figure 6.11.
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Figure 6.10: Distribution of the likelihood (left) and log likelihood (right) for both signal plus background
and background only. The distributions were obtained with fixed background λb = 280, background error
δb = 2, and signal λs = 20.
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Figure 6.11: The confidence levels for both signal plus background (CLs+b) and signal (CLs). The
distributions were obtained with fixed background λb = 280, background error δb = 2, and signal
λs = 20.
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Figure 6.12: χ2 for a simplified squark model T2 calculated from efficiencies and the observed number of
events as described in section 6.3, using the estimated background b and background error δb as well as
efficiencies to compute a theory prediction of the number of events in the corresponding signal region.
Two dashed contours (yellow and green) are shown for a χ2 value corresponding to a p-value of 0.05
computed with the methods in section 6.2 and section 6.3, respectively. Two more dashed contours (pink
and purple) indicate the 95% confidence level of these χ2 values as computed with Equation C.18. The
solid, red contour indicates where the theory prediction for the cross section at NLL (for a T2 simplified
model) starts to exceed the observed upper limits on the cross section. The lines are close to the CMS
observed upper limit (solid, blue) in the (mq˜, mχ˜)mass plane.
Application A test of the second method of calculating χ2 as described in section 6.3 is
shown in Figure 6.12 for a SUSY-T2 model using results from CMS-SUS-13-012. The result
from χ2 values calculated from upper limits as well as the contours of the 95% C.L. (confidence
level) exclusions computed with Equation C.18, are also shown. All lines are close.
6.4 χ2 for the cMSSM
As a test, SModelS will be used for computing χ2 values for the cMSSM. There is thorough
knowledge of this model and widespread availability of fits and exclusion limits for it that can
be used for comparison. Ultimately, SModelS could then be used to perform fits for more general
models of SUSY and perhaps also same-spin models.
The most sensitive analyses for the cMSSM are shown and exclusions are compared to
cMSSM exclusions from ATLAS-SUSY-2013-02 [170], which is are ATLAS results used by the
Fittino collaboration in their fits of the cMSSM.
The most sensitive analyses for the cMSSM A scan of the cMSSM parameter space
was made using SPheno 3.2.1 [74,75] to generate SUSY particle masses in SLHA [99] format and
SModelS [19, 20] in order to find the most sensitive analysis for each point. The most sensitive
analysis is defined to be the one with the largest ratio
most sens. = max
(
σtheo
σUL
)
, (6.49)
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Figure 6.13: The most sensitive analyses and their strongest excluding topologies (highest ratio of
σtheo/σUL) in cMSSM parameter space in the variables m0 and m1/2 using SModelS. The parameters in
the cMSSM assumed to be fixed are A0 = −2m0, tanβ = 30, and sign(µ) = +1. Cross sections were
calculated at NLL using NLL Fast [88,100,101,103–106]. The red line indicates a ratio of σtheo/σUL = 1;
the orange, dashed line indicates a χ2/d.o.f. = 2.71. The purple, dotted line is the 95% C.L. contour, with
the confidence level computed from the χ2 values. Numbers shown are χ2 calculated with σULexp = σ
UL
obs
because expected upper limits were not available.
where σUL is the upper limit on the cross section for a given topology from experiment (from the
SModelS database), and σtheo is the cross section for the given point in cMSSM parameter space
as calculated by NLLFast. Ideally, σUL = σULexp in this case, but this was often not available;
instead, σUL = σULobs was (wrongly) used. The scan was performed in (m0,m1/2) space in steps of
100 GeV. The parameters in the cMSSM assumed to be fixed are A0 = −2m0, tanβ = 30, and
sign(µ) = +1. The results are shown in Figure 6.13. Each analysis can have different results
(upper limits) for different topologies. The topology for which the upper limit of the analysis
was used is indicated after a colon for each analyses.
Deficiency In Figure 6.13 one can see that in particular places (in particular, in the region
700 GeV < m0 < 1300 GeV), the exclusion limit from the ATLAS-SUSY-2013-02 search (that
is also shown in the same figure) is much stronger than exclusions obtained from SModelS. This
can be explained in part by the fact that the ATLAS search combines results from different
signal regions, whereas from SModelS only one simplified model result per point in parameter
space is used. In the region with the largest gap between the SModelS exclusion and that of
ATLAS, g˜q˜ associate production dominates; no results were included in SModelS 1.0 for unequal
pair production branches and decays like those in the TGQ model for squark-gluino production.
Results for the TGQ simplified model do exist, but limited; for instance, ATLAS-CONF-2013-047
has these only for one fixed mg˜/mq˜ ratio with mg˜ ≃ mq˜. This can be ignored, but the fact that
this simplified model is for squarks and gluinos decaying to light quarks cannot be ignored; in
reality, gluinos decaying to tops dominate, and a model with mq˜ > mg˜ resulting in tops and a
jet that one could name TGQttttj would be needed14.
14 See also the simplified model list as published by SModelS at smodels.hephy.at/wiki/SmsDictionary.
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Figure 6.14: Combined χ2 from several analyses. The χ2 values are computed from upper limits in
SModelS. A green, dashed contour is drawn through a combined p-value (here called survival function)
to indicate the function used in SciPy) of 0.1. Several values are displayed in each parameter point:
the p-value (value of the survival function), computed from the combined χ2; the number of degrees of
freedom (D), which is the number of analyses used; and the total χ2 (Σ) which is simply the sum of the
χ2 of the individual analyses used. Only a set of 6 strongly excluding analyses is used.
In Figure 6.13, the approximation σULexp = σ
UL
obs was used, as no expected upper limits were
available. One could, however, choose certain signal regions that are important for an analysis
and estimate the expected upper limit based on the given number of observed and estimated
background events for that region. This is done for the ATLAS-SUSY-2013-02 search below.
A χ2 grid for the cMSSM was computed internally using some results from an older SModelS
database that included some expected upper limit grids. The analyses for which these limits
were available, however, were not covering enough of the cMSSM collider signature to reach
exclusion limits as strong as shown in Figure 6.13.
Combining results In principle one would like to use the χ2 of a model to find interesting
regions of parameter space that are still allowed. In non-excluded regions one could make the
mistake that this region is interesting. Excluding more regions could possibly be achieved by
combining different simplified model results15, but this is not possible in principle because of
a lack of information such as the correlations between different signal regions. It could be
instructive, however, to study exclusions from naively added results. Such a naive addition of
χ2 values computed from upper limits in SModelS is shown Figure 6.14. A contour through a
p-value of 0.1 in a grid of confidence levels computed from added χ2 values for different degrees
of freedom. Here, only a subset of strongly excluding analyses was used; including all others had
a negligible effect on limits from the χ2. The exclusion lines from combined χ2 values shown in
Figure 6.14 are not much different from those in Figure 6.13. Further studies would be needed
in order to be able to properly combine results.
15 In principle it is also possible to add results from different non-overlapping signal regions if the
statistical error is much smaller than the systematic error. In this case, however, simplified model results
are already combinations of different signal regions themselves.
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Figure 6.15: χ2 and exclusion line from ATLAS-SUSY-2013-02 results (from SModelS) for CMSSM with
A0 = −2m0 and tanβ = 30.
Fittino’s ATLAS search One strongly excluding search for the cMSSM is, as shown above
in Figure 6.13, the ATLAS-CONF-2013-047 [161] and its following publication ATLAS-SUSY-
2013-02 [170]. This ATLAS search was used by Fittino for fits of the cMSSM model. In
Figure 6.15 the exclusion line from upper limits of this search, as well as a calculated χ2 for
this search, are shown. On the left side, an estimate for the expected upper limit was used as
described below; on the right side it was assumed that σULexp = σ
UL
obs.
ATLAS-CONF-2013-047 Since no expected upper limits were available for the simplified
model topology T2 from this search, these were calculated using the upper limits on events
search region that applied most to the T2 topology. Specifically, the so-called region A medium
for squark pair production with q˜ → χ˜01 was chosen, which has a lower number of jets for
squark production and shorter decays; this would apply to the T2 model. Here, 135 events were
observed, 122 events expected from background, and the observed upper limit on the number
of events is sULobs = 51.3. The expected upper limit on the number of events was s
UL
exp = 42.7;
observed upper limits on the cross section (which include efficiencies) were scaled to obtain an
estimate of the expected upper limit with
σULexp =
sULexp
sULobs
σULobs. (6.50)
Exclusions in SModelS using results from this conference note are similar to those obtained in
SModelS using the published results shown in Figure 6.15.
ATLAS-SUSY-2013-02 Exclusion limits from the published ATLAS search SUSY-2013-02
are also shown in the same Figure 6.15. Here, also the simplified model T1 was important (that
is, has larger σtheopred/σ
UL
obs) for masses of m0 > 1040 GeV. For T1, a search region corresponding
to four jets and missing transverse energy for gluino pair production was chosen. In this, the
loose region was chosen due to its higher number of observed events, which is criterion for the
Gaussian approximation of the likelihood. Here, sULobs = 91 and s
UL
exp = 103; see [170, table 5].
For expected limits, Equation 6.50 was again used.
For other scalar masses m0, the simplified model T2 is important. Here, the search region
for two jets and missing transverse energy was used, specifically, the medium region for a tighter
selection but still a large enough number of events. Here, sULobs = 90 and s
UL
exp = 110; see [170, table
5]. The results for this ATLAS analysis are shown in figures Figure 6.15. As can be seen in the
figures, the χ2 distributions yield limits that underestimate the actual limit, and hence would
wrongly point to allowed regions that are actually already excluded.
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6.5 Missing topologies
As mentioned in section 6.4, Figure 6.13 it can be seen that a large part of the m0–m1/2
parameter space of that cMSSM model cannot be excluded by SModelS, although it has been
excluded in the ATLAS-SUSY-2013-02 search. A large gap between the SModelS and ATLAS
exclusion lines is visible in the area where mq˜ ≃ mg˜, where squark-gluino associate production
becomes important.
Below, important production and decays are discussed for the non-excluded cMSSM param-
eter point m0 = 1000 GeV, m1/2 = 500 GeV. One important production and decay is then
studied in more detail and the simplified model limits are used in the developing version of
SModelS (preliminary!) to study changes in exclusions. Other important topologies, as found
with SModelS 1.0, are also discussed.
Important signatures for m0 = 1000GeV, m1/2 = 500GeV Using SPheno 3.2.1, one
can compute the decays of the squarks and gluinos. For m0 = 1000 GeV and m1/2 = 500 GeV,
for example, the light-flavor squark masses mq˜ ≈ 1400 GeV, q˜ ∈ {u˜, d˜, s˜, c˜} and mg˜ = 1211
GeV (so actually here the squark is heavier than the gluino, unlike in Equation 6.51 above). The
lightest neutralino is here mχ˜ = 211 GeV, and the stop is mt˜1 = 694 GeV.
Using NLLFast, one can see that squark pair production and squark-antisquark production
have cross sections of the order of 10−5− 10−4 pb (for example, 9.01× 10−4 for pair production
of 1000002, or pp→ u˜u˜ at the 8 TeV LHC), whereas gluino pair (one channel) and gluino-squark
production (for each squark channel) are of the order of 10−3 pb (for example, 2.66 × 10−3 pb
for production of 1000021 and 1000002, or pp→ g˜u˜).
The gluino decays in this mass point to quark-antiquark pairs and first and second neutralinos
with branching fractions of the order of 10−4, such as 2.06 × 10−4 for g˜ → u¯uχ˜01, but the most
important decays are g˜ → t˜1t¯ and g˜ → t˜∗1t with each a branching fraction of 4.02 × 10−1,
respectively. The stop then decays mainly to tops and bottoms, or t˜1 → tχ˜01 with a branching
fraction 6.46×10−1, followed by t˜1 → bχ˜+1 with a branching fraction of 2.28×10−1. The squark
in gluino squark production decays dominantly to a chargino/second neutralino and quark, or
to a gluino and quark, with, for example Br(u˜L → g˜) = 3.26× 10−1. An important signature is
then four tops and a jet, as shown in Figure 6.16 for a so-called TGQttttj simplified model.
The TGQttttj simplified model It is possible that in order to more accurately reproduce
the cMSSM exclusion curve of ATLAS-SUSY-2013-02 it would help to include results for the so-
called TGQttttj simplified model, as shown in Figure 6.16. This possibility can be investigated by
producing own upper limits for such a simplified model of squark-gluino production with the help
of CheckMATE [139] or MadAnalysis 5 [23], for example. The parameters of such a TGQttttj
model could be the gluino, squark, stop, and LSP masses, with an approximation of mq˜ ∈
{1.02, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5} ·mg˜. In general, upper limits from the TGQttttj model can improve
exclusions for several parameter points of this particular cMSSM model, as shown in Figure 6.18.
Details of the simplified model and simulation are given in Appendix H. For implementation of
the simplified model limits for TGQttttj, a developing version of SModelS is used to handle the
unequal pair-produced particle branches that are present in squark-gluino production. Using the
same experimental results as the public version of SModelS, this developing version of SModelS
reproduces the cMSSM exclusion line obtained from SModelS 1.0. In Figure 6.18, the developing
version of SModelS was only used for obtaining TGQttttj results; all other results are from the
public version of SModelS.
The ATLAS-SUSY-2013-02 search had published simplified model results for the TGQ model
for gluino-squark production in the gluino-LSP mass plane with a fixed relation between the
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Figure 6.16: TGQttttj, a simplified model of
squark-gluino production with the squark de-
caying to a gluino and a jet and the gluino
decaying to tops and an LSP. On the left, a
dominant topology for the cMSSM model point
(m0 = 1000 GeV and m1/2 = 500 GeV) as de-
scribed in the text.
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Figure 6.17: A simplified TGQttttj topology
to exclude the stop mass as a parameter. This
may not be a good approximation for small
stop-neutralino mass splittings mt˜ −mχ˜.
gluino and squark masses16
mq˜ = 0.96mg˜. (6.51)
Although in the cMSSM this relation holds approximately in the area where gluino-squark
production is important, this TGQ model assumes g˜ → q¯qχ˜01, with q ∈ {u, d, s, c} so that only
light quarks are included, resulting in jets and missing transverse energy. The more important
decay of a gluino to top quarks via a stop, or g˜ → t¯t˜→ t¯tχ˜01, which results in tops and missing
transverse energy, is not covered by this simplified model.
Several new results were found when including the TGQttttj simplified model, but only
slightly more was excluded. Moreover, the important points excluded in this case, namely the
mass points m1/2 = 400 GeV, m0 ∈ {800, 900, 1000, 1100} GeV, have also been found to be
already excluded (albeit with slightly lower ratios) with results for T5tttt results, from CMS-
SUS-13-007 [171]. The T5tttt model consists of pp→ g˜g˜ production, with each gluino decaying
as g˜ → t˜t¯ and its mirror process, and the stop decaying to a top and LSP: t˜ → tχ˜01. One may
conclude that these TGQttttj limits did not add any turf to the dike17.
An interesting question is whether (or when) the stop mass can be excluded as a parameter
and the model can be approximated by the diagram in Figure 6.17. This simplified topology,
where the stop is excluded from the model, leads to stronger upper limits, sometimes twice as
strong, but due to the rapid falling ratios of theory prediction to upper limits, this leads to
exclusions very similar to the red line in Figure 6.18.
Other important topologies A remaining question is what other important topologies
are missing, not just for the cMSSM but also for more general models of SUSY like the pMSSM.
SModelS 1.0 and the developing version of SModelS were used to find out which important
topologies lacked experimental results for the cMSSM with A0 = −2m0, tanβ = 30, and
sign(µ) = +1.
The main excluding topologies without TGQttttj in the developing version of SModelS (pre-
liminary!) are T2 for squark production (for m0 ≤ 1000 GeV) and T5tttt for gluino production
16 See, for example, figure 8b in the auxiliary material on the search’s website:
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/SUSY-2013-02/figaux_08b.png.
17 From the Dutch proverb “het zet geen zoden aan de dijk ”; that is, it did not make an important
contribution.
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Figure 6.18: Change in limits in the m0–m1/2 plane from SModelS 1.0 for the cMSSM (orange, dashed
line) when adding limits for the TGQttttj topology obtained from CheckMATE 1.2.1 [139] to SModelS
(preliminary!) (red, solid line). The numbers shown are the ratios σULobs/σ
pred
theo , in parentheses for results
from SModelS 1.0 proper only, and bold-face when the result is from CheckMATE for the TGQttttj
topology. All TGQttttj results shown up for m1/2 ≤ 500 GeV are from ATLAS-CONF-2013-061; all
other TGQttttj results for m1/2 = 600 are from ATLAS-CONF-2013-047.
(for m0 ≥ 800 GeV and m1/2 = 400 GeV) and in a few points T2tt for this cMSSM parameter
space.
With newer analysis results, a large increase in the ratios σpredtheo/σ
UL
obs for m1/2 = 400 GeV,
m0 >= 800 GeV was found to come from T5tttt simplified model results from CMS-SUS-13-007.
The ratios σpredtheo/σ
UL
obs from these results were much stronger compared to the ratios obtained
with previously excluding limits from T2tt from among other analyses CMS-SUS-13-011 [172].
Most notably, the mass points m1/2 = 400 GeV, m0 ∈ {800, 900, 1000, 1100} GeV that were
not excluded before but were excluded when including the TGQttttj topology results, were also
already excluded with these T5tttt results from CMS-SUS-13-007. This shows the importance
of taking into account the gluino decaying through a stop, or g˜ → t˜t¯→ tt¯χ˜01, instead of only the
direct decay to tops g˜ → tt¯χ˜01.
In Figure 6.19, the contribution of the most strongly excluding topology for the cMSSM
to the total cross section times branching ratio of all simplified models found by SModelS 1.0
in the given parameter point is shown in a temperature plot. The largest ratios of theory
prediction to upper limit, as well as the contributions in percent of the excluding topologies and
the topologies for which results exist are also shown. The topologies yielding the highest ratio of
theory prediction to upper limit (strongest exclusion) were two final-state jets from direct squark
decays18, or [[[jet]],[[jet]]], in most of the region m0 ≤ 800 GeV and two final-state tops
from direct decay of the pair-produced sparticles, or [[[t+]],[[t-]]], in most of the region
m0 > 800 GeV, as shown in Figure 6.20. These result from squark pair production with q˜ → χ˜01j
18 The outermost bracket here is an unordered list of the branches occurring (two branches in case of
pair production). Each branch is in turn an ordered list of its vertices, and each vertex is an unordered list
of final-state particles originating from that vertex. See also the so-called bracket notation of SModelS:
http://smodels.hephy.at/docs/v1.0.3/manual/build/html/TheoryDefinitions.html#bracketnotation.
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Figure 6.19: Contribution of topologies with highest ratio of theory prediction to upper limit. The
largest ratios of theory prediction to upper limit, as well as the contributions in percent of the excluding
topologies and the topologies for which results exist are also shown.
(T2) and stop pair production with t˜→ tχ˜01 (T2tt).
The topologies with the largest fractional contributions to the total weight of all topologies
regardless of results found in the SModelS database are still these same two topologies in the
same regions, so that one expects that these already cover the most important parts of the
cMSSM model used here.
The number of analyses that yield a result with a ratio of theory prediction to upper limit
larger than a tenth of the largest ratio found is shown in Figure 6.20.
The missing topologies (that is, topologies for which no result was found in the SModelS database)
with the largest fractional contribution to the total weight (cross section times branching ratio)
of all topologies found by SModelS are shown in Figure 6.21. One important topology here is
what one could call T2tbW, or stop pair production with one stop decaying to a top and LSP
(t˜ → tχ˜01) and the other to a bottom and chargino (t˜ → bχ˜±1 ), resulting in a bottom and W
boson through χ˜±1 →W±. This is shown in Figure 6.22.
A variation of TGQttttj where the squark mass is smaller than the gluino mass resulting
in direct squark decay q˜ → qχ˜01, as shown in Figure 6.23 was found not to be very important.
Limits obtained with CheckMATE after a simulation of this model in a coarse grid in m0, m1/2
yielded no results in SModelS; that is, only very low σtheopred/σ
UL
obs were obtained.
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Figure 6.20: Number of analyses yielding a ratio larger than or equal to a tenth of the maximum ratio
(theory prediction to upper limit) found. Topologies yielding the highest such ratios are also shown.
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Figure 6.21: The largest (cross section times branching ratio) contributing missing topologies in SModelS
(that is, no results found in the database).
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Figure 6.22: One important topology for the
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Figure 6.23: A less important topology for the
cMSSM model described in the text, which is
a variant of the one shown in Figure 6.16 for
mq˜ < mg˜.
Chapter 7
Discussion and Outlook
A multitude of models of physics beyond the Standard Model are waiting to be tested against
results from the experiments at the Large Hadron Collider. Since it is impossible to simulate
and search for each of these models individually, it is desirable to use methods of searching for
more general models and for reinterpreting data.
Simplified models can provide a quick way for reusing experimental search results on a
range of models. With tools for comparing models against experimental simplified model results
like SModelS [19, 20], FastLim [21], and XQCAT [22] it is possible to obtain fast exclusions and
likelihoods for fitting models. Limits obtained from simplified models can be quite accurate
for both more general SUSY models (see Figure 7.1) and same-spin models (see Figure 7.2) as
described in chapter 3 and chapter 4.
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Figure 7.1: 95% C.L. exclusion limits at the 8 TeV LHC derived from the full finite-mass gluino model
(here called T2mg˜ ), as shown by the red solid curves, and from the efficiencies for the T2 simplified model
(here called T2∞), as shown by the blue dashed curves. The shaded regions around the curves denote
the uncertainties due to scale variation (µ = mq˜/2, 2mq˜). Figure taken from [89].
However, as simplified models do not always cover all of the kinematically important regions
of a new model as described in section 6.5, it is sometimes still necessary to carry out a full
simulation in order to obtain efficiencies for calculating likelihoods as described in section 6.3.
This last technique is used by CheckMATE [139] and MadAnalysis 5 [24], for example.
Instead of using simplified models, another way of reusing experimental results for models
other than those searched for is through Monte Carlo reweighting. In this method, fully simulated
Monte Carlo samples generated for specific models can be reused for other models provided
generator-level information has been stored [173, p20]. Standalone matrix element calculating
code could be used for reweighting [173, p10]. However, the model in question should contain
the events that were simulated, and final state particles and intermediate resonances should have
masses equal to the masses of these particles in the simulated model.
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Figure 7.2: Limits for a model of UED-like quark production at the 8 TeV LHC from the simplified
SUSY-T2 model (blue dashed line) and from a simulation of the full model (red solid line). Same-spin
quark partners are denoted q(1); the lightest KK particle is denoted B(1). Figure taken from [135].
Figure 7.3: The very first collisions seen with the CMS experiment’s detector at a center of mass energy√
s = 13 TeV. Image credit: CERN.
In performing fits, slices of parameter space attractive for various reasons (for example, to
accommodate certain experimental results or fulfill naturalness constraints) are often used to
reduce the parameter space. This resulting parameter space is then sampled using Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods. A faster way of sampling a (complete) parameter space is, for
example, through the application of machine learning techniques [174,175].
Instead of mapping models to data, ideally one would also be able to map data or signal to
theories. Future studies of interpretation of experimental results could investigate how to obtain
a Lagrangian that most accurately describes the data directly from experimental results.
Since June 3rd, 2015 collisions at an unprecedented energy of 13 TeV have started taking
place at the LHC (see Figure 7.3)1. As many are eager to see whether or what form of their
favorite model of new physics can describe the upcoming results, it is worth pursuing further
various ways of quickly answering this question for a range of models at once.
1 Note that in Figure 7.3 all tracks are straight. This was a result of a malfunctioning magnet, which
is an indispensable tool for measuring the momentum of a particle.
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Appendix A
The Hierarchy Problem
The Standard Model cannot explain all phenomena that we see, and above all does not describe
gravity. It is therefore very likely that there is physics at scales other than those of the Standard
Model. However, with physics beyond the Standard Model at these new scales, the Standard
Model itself cannot explain why the Higgs mass is the way it is. More precisely, it cannot explain
why huge corrections to the Higgs mass, that should be there from new physics, seem to have
all disappeared to amount exactly to 125 GeV. This mass is not what one would predict when
estimating the Higgs mass from the Standard Model with corrections from new physics at the
Planck mass, or the scale where gravity would become important.
A.1 Naturalness and the hierarchy problem
If what has been discovered in 2012 by ATLAS and [7] and CMS [8] really is the Higgs, then
the Higgs mass should be around a 125 GeV. From quantum mechanics one knows that any
interaction between particles that is allowed will happen, and will contribute to the self-energy
and hence (since E = mc2) to its mass1. The Higgs mass should then be
µ2eff = µ
2
0 + δµ
2
0 ≈ 125 GeV, (A.1)
where µ0 is the so-called bare mass of the particle (which we do not know), and δµ0 are the
corrections to this. If one now takes the Standard Model to be correct up to the Planck scale,
the corrections would be of order δµ20 ∼ Λ2 ∼ M2Planck ∼ 1028M2EW. This is very large; in
other words, virtual corrections would make the Higgs really heavy. One solution would be to
insert a factor or parameter into our current Standard Model so that the corrections will be very
small; this parameter would then not be of order 1, but very tiny. This is also called unnatural.
The “unnaturalness” can be depicted by a pencil sitting up straight on a table: it would seem
unnatural for it to not yet have fallen over unless some mechanism (a string?) is holding it up
straight. Such a “mechanism” that gives a more natural explanation of the Higgs mass when one
takes into account that there is new physics at other scales is proposed by supersymmetry.
An elegant solution posed for the so-called hierarchy problem is that the corrections to the
Higgs mass are exactly canceled by some symmetric partners of the Standard Model with an
opposite sign – that is, fermions for bosons and bosons for fermions. An example of the top quark
correction to the Higgs mass being canceled by a supersymmetric scalar top (‘stop’) correction
is shown in Figure A.1. This is part of the theory of supersymmetry, the symmetry with an
operator Q that works on bosons to create fermions and vice versa:
Q |boson〉 = |fermion〉 Q |fermion〉 = |boson〉
1 This section is based on [13], section III.3, and [176].
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Figure A.1: The supersymmetric solution to the hierarchy problem. The scalar and hence bosonic su-
persymmetric top (stop) loop contribution exactly cancels the fermionic top quark correction, as fermion
loops have an extra minus sign. Figure by VermillionBird, taken from Wikimedia Commons.
Just like the momentum operator P generates translations in space (x), the generator Q gen-
erates translations in superspace (x, θ, θ˙), which has in addition to spatial also Grassmann
coordinates.
The dot in θ˙ is nothing more than a symbol for keeping track of which symmetry group one
is talking about. Recall that the three angular momentum operators for the Lorentz algebra
that can be written as two generators ∼ J1,J2, J3 → J+, J− (see also section B.1). This can be
said in a fancier way, namely that the SO(3, 1) symmetry can be written as an SU(2) × SU(2)
symmetry (that is, they are isomorphic). If we then have objects that change separately under
each of these SU(2) groups, we would need something to keep track of which SU(2) group or
object we are working with. Hence the dots. One can picture it like this:
(xµ, θα, θ¯β˙ )
SO(3,1) ≈ SU(2) × SU(2)
Concretely, supersymmetry implies that each Standard Model particle has a superpartner with
the same mass. We build so-called supermultiplets in superspace, which are combinations of the
Standard Model multiplets and its superpartner multiplets:(
νeL
eL
)
partnered with
(
ν˜eL
e˜L
)
spin-1/2 spin-0
No such sparticles (as they are called) exist within the Standard Model, nor have they been
found in nature with the exact same masses as the Standard Model particles2 Supersymmetry
must then be broken and the Standard Model particle spectrum be more or less doubled as in
Figure A.23.
2 These new particles must also obey the Standard Model symmetries SU(3)color× SU(2)L×
SU(1)hypercharge, as SUSY is a symmetry incorporated into the Standard Model Symmetry.
3 This picture is not completely correct as it misses, for example, more Higgs bosons; see section 1.4
in chapter 1. The photino γ˜, zino Z˜ (both from the mixing of the bino and neutral wino), and neutral
higgsinos H˜0u and H˜
0
d mix to the mass eigenstates of the four neutralinos [58, p104]. The wino W˜
± and
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Figure A.2: In supersymmetry, a new superpartner exists for each Standard Model particle. Figure
credit: Jan Heisig and DESY Hamburg.
A.2 An old hierarchy problem: electromagnetism
The hierarchy is not a very new problem4 , nor is posing a new symmetry a novel solution.
A similar problem of the electron mass existed before. In electromagnetism, the electron self-
energy due to interactions with virtual electrons (virtual particle pairs can pop into and out of
existence in the vacuum but which are not directly detectable) was known to be
ECoulomb =
1
4πε0
e2
re
. (A.2)
Since E = mc2, the effective mass of the electron is then
meffc
2 = m0c
2 +
1
4πε0
e2
re
,
where m0 is again the bare mass of now the electron, and re is the radius of the electron. Since
from experiment it was known that re ≤ 10−17 cm, this would amount to:
meff = 511 keV
= m0c
2 + 10, 000, 000 keV
Is there an exact cancellation cancellation here? If there were not, then classical electrodynamics
could not be valid at length scales shorter than e2/(4πε0mec
2) ∼ 2.8× 10−13 cm [176, p4].
Dirac had a solution: he merged quantum mechanics and special relativity into a new space-
time symmetry. From this new symmetry emerged new particles, which he called antiparticles.
These antiparticles would then act to screen the virtual electrons and cancel the huge amount
of energy that would otherwise be generated by the interaction with these virtual electrons; this
is shown in Figure A.3. In other words, due to quantum mechanical fluctuations of the vacuum,
charged higgsinos H˜+u and H˜
−
d mix to the mass eigenstates of the two charginos. Also, in the MSSM, the
left- and right-handed stop and sbottom quarks mix to the t˜1, t˜2 and b˜1, b˜2 mass eigenstates, respectively.
The same holds for staus.
4 See also quantumdiaries.org, 2012-07-01, “The Hierarchy Problem: Why the Higgs has a snowball’s
chance in hell”.
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Figure A.3: Virtual positrons act to shield the electron from the other virtual electrons, and hence
exactly cancel out the self-energy of the electron from interactions with virtual electrons. Figure taken
from Quantum Diaries.
pairs of electrons and anti-electrons called positrons would pop into and out of existence and
change physics below a scale of c∆t ∼ ~c/(2mec2) ∼ 2× 10−11 cm [176, p4]5.
Weisskopf first calculated the contribution of positron-electron pairs to the self-energy of
electron [177] and found that it exactly cancels the Coulomb self energy. The leading contribution
in the limit of a vanishing electron radius re → 0 is then
Eelectron = ECoulomb + EWeisskopf
=
1
4πε0
e2
re
− 1
4πε0
e2
re
+
3α
4π
mec
2 log
~
mecre
. (A.3)
The total mass is then
(meffc
2) = (m0c
2)
[
1 +
3α
4π
log
~
mecre
]
. (A.4)
This is a mere 9% increase in the bare mass of an electron if it were the size of the Planck distance
re = 1/MPlanck = 1.6 × 10−33 cm, since it is a correction that depends only logarithmically on
the size of the electron.
The new symmetry mentioned above is a so-called chiral symmetry, where left- and right-
handed Dirac fields transform independently. For this symmetry to be exact, the electron is to
be massless; in this case no self-energy corrections would be acquired [176, p5]: in this case we
would have meff = m0.
A.3 The supersymmetric solution
The vacuum expectation value of the Higgs potential
V = µ2|H|2 + λ|H|4 (A.5)
5Recall that the units of mass used here are often given in electron volt, or eV, where the speed of
light is set to unity: c = 1. Restoring c, units of mass are eV/c2.
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is v2 = 〈H〉2 = µ2/(2λ) = (176 GeV)2. The self-energy corrections to the parameter µ2, or the
mass squared parameter of the Higgs doublet, are, however, quadratically dependent6 on the
cutoff parameter [176, p6]. Because of perturbative unitarity7 , λ . 1, from which it follows in
turn that −µ2 is of the order of (100 GeV)2. A Higgs boson splitting into a top pair and coming
back to a Higgs boson, as depicted in the first diagram in Figure A.1 yields
∆µ2top = −6
h2t
4π2
1
r2H
, (A.6)
with rH the Higgs boson “size”
8, and ht ≃ 1 the top quark Yukawa coupling. The minus sign
comes from the fermion loop. In analogy to the argument for classical electromagnetism in
section A.2, to avoid huge cancellations of the above in order to obtain the correct Higgs mass,
then, the Standard Model is not applicable below scales of 10−17 cm [176, p6]. This scale is
about 1/100th the size of a proton; it is the Compton wavelength h/mHc associated with a mass
of 125 GeV.
By again doubling the degrees of freedom as in the previous section, the Higgs-top-loop
self-energy is exactly canceled by a supersymmetric top loop, as depicted in the second diagram
in Figure A.1:
∆µ2stop = 6
h2t
4π2
1
r2H
, (A.7)
The correction to the Higgs mass parameter is then
∆µ2 = −6 h
2
t
4π2
(m2
t˜
−m2t ) log
1
r2Hm
2
t˜
. (A.8)
where the leading pieces shown in equations A.6 and A.7 were canceled. Note that in order for
this to be of the order of the tree level value µ2 described above, the stop mass should not be
too far above this scale of a hundred GeV: this is the so-called naturalness constraint, which is
briefly described below.
Natural supersymmetry A model can be considered natural when it has dimensionless
ratios of parameters of the order 10−3 to 103, or of “order unity” [51, p404]. ’t Hooft formulated
“naturalness” as follows: a small parameter would be natural if a symmetry emerges when this
parameter goes to zero [178]. In this respect, small fermion masses are natural as the chiral
symmetry emerges when their mass approaches zero. No symmetry emerges when we set the
mass of a scalar field such as the Higgs field to zero, as mentioned in section A.2; this is called
the hierarchy problem.
In order to have natural supersymmetry, the couplings should be of order unity and the terms
corresponding to the diagrams in Figure A.1 should still cancel each other. This means that
the fermion masses, especially the mass of the supersymmetric top quark should not be much
more than a TeV. For more on supersymmetry and naturalness, see for example [179–187]. For
more on a completely different naturalness problem called the cosmological constant problem in
cosmology, see [46].
6 Here it is often said that the corrections are ’quadratically divergent’. Historically, this is what
one would call what is actually a quadratic dependence on the cutoff parameter, but this is not very
accurate [13, p175].
7 To ensure that the sum of probabilities of all possible outcomes of any event is always one, operators
describing the progress of a physical system, like the S-matrix that describes the relation between an
initial and final state in a scattering process, must be unitary [13, p215]. As a consequence, amplitudes
and cross sections cannot increase too much with energy, which could in turn be used to put bounds on
masses and couplings.
8The Higgs boson is a resonance: the moment it is created, it almost immediately decays into other
particles. Unlike a proton that does not decay (or has an at least an average lifetime of the order of 1029
years) it does not really have a size.
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Appendix B
The Algebra of Supersymmetry
The algebra of supersymmetry relates bosons to fermions, so that these can transform into each
other1. Originally, Coleman and Mandula postulated that the only possible Lie algebra consists
of generators Pµ of translations and Jµν of homogeneous Lorentz transformations, together
with possible internal symmetry generators that commute with Pµ and Jµν [188, p12]. This
so-called no-go theorem only took into account commutation (not anticommutation) relations
where bosons transformed into bosons and fermions in to fermions, and was later shown to have
an exception that transformed bosons into fermions and vice-versa.
Here this exception, which is the algebra of supersymmetry, is introduced. First, an analogy
with the Lorentz group is made below for clarity. Then, the necessary ingredients for building
a SUSY action are introduced in section B.1-section B.5. Finally in section B.7 a SUSY action
is presented.
B.1 The Lorentz group
A group consists of a set of elements with an operation satisfying a certain algebra or structure.
Its generators can be said to generate the elements of the group as all elements can be expressed
under a combination (under the group operation) of these generators. A representation of a
group can be used to describe the abstract algebra in terms of linear transformations of vector
spaces, so that the group operation can be represented by matrix multiplication. The Lorentz
group, or SO(3, 1), consists of an algebra that breaks up into two pieces of algebra that are
each isomorphic2 to the algebra of SU(2) [13, p541] (see also section A.1. This can be seen as
follows: The Lorentz algebra consists of the following commutation relations of the generators
of the rotation group Ji, i ∈ 1, 2, 3 or x, y, z, and the generators of boosts3, Ki [13, p115]:
[Ji, Jj ] = iεijkJk (B.1)
[Ji,Kj ] = iεijkKk (B.2)
[Ki,Kj ] = −iεijkJk. (B.3)
1 This appendix is based on [13], appendix E and sections VIII.4 and II.3, and [57].
2Two groups are isomorphic if there is a one-to-one correspondence between the groups; in other
words, their elements can be mapped onto the other group with a bijective function [6, p32].
3A boost is a rotation-free Lorentz transformation. A Lorentz transformation relates measurements
of space and time in different reference frames in accordance with special relativity. Together with
translations, the Lorentz group forms the Poincare´ group.
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By forming combinations J±i ≡ 1
2
(Ji ± iKi). This then gives the commutation relations
[J+i, J+j ] = iεijkJ+k (B.4)
[J−i, J−j ] = iεijkJ−k (B.5)
[J+i, J−j ] = 0. (B.6)
The last relation shows that J+ and J− form two separate SU(2) algebras [13, p116]. Two Weyl
spinors each transform separately under one of the SU(2) groups mentioned above; to keep track
of which one, dots will be used. This is explained below.
B.2 Spinor representations
The elements of SU(2) can be represented by 2j+1 objects ψm withm = −j, −j+1 . . . , j−1, j,
with j = 0,
1
2
, 1,
3
2
. . . from the definition of angular momentum in quantum mechanics, where
the ψm transform into each other under SU(2). Let now the group of SO(3, 1) be represented by
objects
(
j+, j−
)
. Then (0, 0) is a Lorentz scalar, and
(
1
2
,
1
2
)
a four-dimensional representation
of the Lorentz four-vector, which is the defining representation of the Lorentz group [13, p116].
The representation
(
1
2
, 0
)
:= ψα (with α ∈ 1, 2 and := meaning represented by) means that J+i
acting on ψα is represented by
1
2
σi (with σi a Pauli matrix) and J−i acting on ψα is represented
by 0. This gives Ji :=
1
2
σi and iKi :=
1
2
σi. Taking
(
0,
1
2
)
:= χ¯α˙ will give Ji :=
1
2
σi and
iKi := −i1
2
σi [13, p117]. Both χ¯
α˙ and ψα have two degrees of freedom and are called Weyl
spinors. They can be stacked on top of each other to form a Dirac spinor with four degrees of
freedom:
Ψ =
(
ψα
χ¯α˙
)
. (B.7)
In the rest frame the two spinors are equal; however, both are needed in the Dirac spinor, as
they are not invariant under parity4. Under parity
(
1
2
, 0
)
↔
(
0,
1
2
)
[13, p117].
B.3 Notation
The indices α˙ and α are not interchangeable. To see whether boosts act oppositely on
(
1
2
, 0
)
and
(
0,
1
2
)
, one can look at the Lorentz transformations of these objects. With that, a vast
amount of notation will be introduced. The Dirac spinor Ψ under a Lorentz transformation
becomes Ψ′ = e
1
2
ωµνΣµνΨ. In this expression, ωµν = −ωνµ is an antisymmetric tensor with
4 · 3/2 = 6 components5 corresponding to three boosts and three rotations. Σµν = 1
4
[γµ, γν ]
with γ the Dirac matrices represented by
γµ :=
(
0 σµ
σ¯µ 0
)
, (B.8)
4Under a parity transformation, a space coordinate flips sign (or all three in three dimensions). The
determinant of a matrix representation P of this transformation a has determinant -1 (unlike for rotations
that have determinant +1).
5 One can show that an antisymmetric tensor of rank 2 with n indices has
n(n− 1)
2
components.
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where σµ = (I, ~σ) and σ¯µ = (I,−~σ) with I the identity matrix and σi the Pauli matrices.
Since these γ-matrices now act on two different kinds of Weyl spinors with two different kinds of
indices, we should label the above objects (σµ)αα˙ and (σ¯
µ)α˙α. We can again form a combination
of these to separate the two types of indices:
σµν ≡ 1
4
(σµσ¯ν − σν σ¯µ) (B.9)
σ¯µν ≡ 1
4
(σ¯µσµ − σ¯νσµ). (B.10)
These objects now carry indices as follows: (σµν) βα and (σ¯
µν)α˙
β˙
. The generators of the Lorentz
transformation can now be defined as:
Σµν =
(
σµν 0
0 σ¯µν
)
. (B.11)
With this definition, the two Weyl spinors in the Dirac spinor transform separately [13, p462]:
ψα → (I + 1
2
ωµνσ
µν) βα ψβ (B.12)
χ¯α˙ → (I + 1
2
ωµν σ¯
µν)α˙
β˙
χ¯β˙ . (B.13)
This means that boosts act oppositely on ψα and χ¯
α˙, which represent
(
1
2
, 0
)
and
(
0,
1
2
)
,
respectively.
B.4 The SUSY generators
In order to obtain a Lagrangian that is symmetric under the interchange of bosons and fermions,
we need a supersymmetry generator taking us, for example, from a simple bosonic field, like a
complex scalar field ϕ, to the simplest fermion field, or a two-component Weyl spinor ψα. This
generator Qα, called the supercharge, works on the scalar ϕ to make it a Weyl spinor, so Qα
must transform as a Weyl spinor. This means [13, p462]:
[Jµν , Qα] = −i(σµν) βα Qβ , (B.14)
with Jµν the generators of the Lorentz group. The supercharge should also be independent of
space-time, as all it should do is transform fermions to bosons and vice-versa:
[Pµ, Qα] = 0. (B.15)
With the conjugate of the supercharge Q¯α˙ that transforms as
[Jµν , Q¯α˙] = −i(σ¯µν)α˙
β˙
Q¯β˙ , (B.16)
one can derive the anticommutation relation between the two Grassmann objects Qα and Q¯β˙ .
This relation defines the supersymmetry algebra:
{Qα, Q¯β˙} = 2(σµ)αβ˙Pµ. (B.17)
This must be the case, as the only object carrying both indices α and β˙ is a Pauli matrix, and the
vector µ of the Pauli matrix must be contracted with another vector. The factor 2 normalizes
the supercharge.
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B.5 Superfields and superspace
Translations in space-time are generated by the momentum operator Pµ ≡ i(∂/∂xµ). Equation
B.17 suggests that a supersymmetry transformation Qα, followed by its conjugate Q¯β˙ , generates
a translation Pµ. Qα, then, generates a translation as well, but in a Grassmannian coordinate
θα, and Q¯β˙ generates a translation in θ
β˙ . This constitutes superspace with bosonic and fermionic
coordinates {xµ, θα, θβ˙}.
Taking Qα and Q¯β˙ to be operators similar to Pµ, or similar to ∂/∂θ
α and ∂/∂θβ˙ , and
demanding that Equation B.17 holds, one could work out that in fact the supercharges are [13,
p464]:
Qα =
∂
∂θα
− i(σµ)αα˙θ¯α˙∂µ (B.18)
Q¯β˙ = −
∂
∂θ¯β˙
+ iθβ(σµ)ββ˙∂µ. (B.19)
This shows that a translation in the fermionic (θ, θ¯) direction is also a small translation in the
bosonic (xµ) direction.
A superfield is just a field Φ(xµ, θα, θβ˙) in superspace, where one can define combinations
like the supersymmetric charges orthogonal to the SUSY charges:
Dα =
∂
∂θα
+ i(σµ)αα˙θ¯
α˙∂µ (B.20)
D¯β˙ = −
[
∂
∂θ¯β˙
+ iθβ(σµ)ββ˙∂µ
]
. (B.21)
A chiral superfield is one for which the condition D¯b˙Φ = 0 holds. In this case, the infinitesimal
supersymmetric transform of this chiral superfield Φ′ = (1 + iξαQα + iξ¯α˙Q¯α˙)Φ also satisfies
the same condition. A superfield Φ(yµ, θ), for example, not depending on θ¯, is such a chiral
superfield [13, p464].
If we expand a chiral superfield Φ in θ, recalling that θ is a two-component object, but
Grassmannian6, we obtain:
Φ(yµ, θ) = ϕ(yµ) +
√
2θψ(yµ) + θθF (yµ). (B.22)
One can show that Φ contains a Weyl fermion field ψ and two complex scalar fields ϕ and F by
performing a Taylor expansion y around x.
B.6 An auxiliary field
The path integral of quantum field theory (that sums over an infinity of possible trajectories) con-
tains the action S in an exponent eiS , so the action should be a dimensionless quantity [13, p169].
Since the action is given by S ≡
∫
d4xL, a supersymmetric action ideally has a Lagrangian L
with terms of mass dimension four (see footnote 6 on page 3). Knowing that the momentum op-
erator has mass dimension one, or [Pµ] = 1, we see from the SUSY algebra (the anticommutator
in B.17) that then the supercharges Q must have mass dimension one half, or [Q] = [Q¯] =
1
2
.
This in turn fixes the mass dimension of the bosonic coordinates by Equation B.19 so that
6For a Grassmann number η, η2 = 0. In the case of the bosonic coordinate θ, that means that the
highest power in the bosonic coordinates is θ¯θ¯θθ, or θ¯1˙θ¯2˙θ1θ2 since the coordinates are two-component
fields that transform as spinors.
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[θ] = [θ¯] = −1
2
. The scalar field, as in the Standard Model Lagrangian, has mass dimension 1:
[ϕ] = 1. From this, one can use Equation B.22 to find that [ψ] =
3
2
, as it should be from the
Standard Model Lagrangian term ψ∂µψ.
The field F has mass dimension 2, as can be seen from Equation B.22. This means it cannot
have a kinetic term, since the product has mass dimension four, or [F †F ] = 4 and a derivative
would increase the mass dimension. This means that F does not propagate so that it is just an
auxiliary field.
Taking the square of Equation B.22 gives (2Fϕ − ψψ) as a coefficient for θθ (the highest
possible power in θ), or a mass term for the Weyl fermion ψ; cubing it gives the coupling of this
Weyl fermion field to the scalar ϕ, or 3(Fϕ2 − ϕψψ).
B.7 The supersymmetric action
To obtain the Lagrangian density L(x) for SUSY, one integrates over the Grassmann coor-
dinates. One can then obtain so-called F - and D-terms: [Φ]F =
∫
d2θ Φ|θ¯=0 and [V ]D =∫
d2θ d2θ¯ V (x, θ, θ¯). Under supersymmetry transformations δ([Φ]F ) and δ([V ]D) are merely
total divergences [13, p465,466] so that Equation B.23 is invariant under supersymmetry.
With theseD-terms and F -terms one can form a kinetic term and the so-called superpotential
W for constructing a supersymmetric action:
SSUSY =
∫
d4x {[Φ†Φ]D − ([W (Φ)]F + h.c.)}. (B.23)
Here the object Φ†Φ is a so-called vector superfield7, D indicates the D-terms which are co-
efficients of the object θ¯θ¯θθ, and F denotes the F -terms that are coefficients of the θθ object.
Kinetic terms (those with derivatives) are not explicitly contained in
∫
d4x[Φ†Φ]D (also called
the Ka¨hler potential [58, p46]), but can be obtained from the expansion of Φ(y, θ) around x:
Φ(y, θ) = ϕ(x) +
√
2θψ(x) + θθF (x)
+iθσµθ¯∂µϕ(x)− 1
2
θσµθ¯θσν θ¯∂µ∂νϕ(x) +
√
2θiθσµθ¯∂µψ(x). (B.24)
For example, multiplying the first term of Φ† with the fifth term of Φ yields a term with∫
d4xϕ†∂2ϕ in the action.
Then with a choice of the superpotential W (Φ) =
1
2
mΦ2 +
1
3
gΦ3 we have the explicit
supersymmetric action:
SSUSY =
∫
d4x {∂ϕ†∂ϕ+ iψ¯σ¯µ∂µψ+F †F − (mFϕ− 1
2
mψψ+ gFϕ2− gϕψψ+h.c.)}. (B.25)
The auxiliary field F can be integrated out of the path integral using
∫
DF †DFeiS .
B.8 N > 1 supersymmetry
The above describes a SUSY action for N = 1 supersymmetry, or for one supercharge Q only.
Nothing forbids one to have more charges. However, since a supercharge changes the spin states
7A superfield V (x, θ, θ¯) is a vector superfield if V † = V .
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of a supermultiplet from the spin component state Sz = m to spin component state Sz = m+
1
2
,
one would obtain particles with spin ≥ 1 for N > 4. For supergravity, one could have a
maximum of N = 8 [13, p467]. For example, for N = 1 supersymmetry, one has the following
multiplets [189, p441]:
Chiral multiplet : (0, 1/2),
Vector multiplet : (1/2, 1),
Gravitino multiplet : (1, 3/2),
Graviton multiplet : (3/2, 2).
Each multiplet also has a CPT conjugate; for example, for the chiral multiplet that would be
(−1/2, 0). For N = 8 supersymmetry, only one representation is possible. One would just have
the supergravity multiplet:
Supergravity multiplet : (−2,−3/2,−1,−1/2, 0, 1/2, 1, 3/2, 2),
with 28 = 256 states [189, p447], so the above come in multiples that add to 1 + 2 + 28 + 56 +
70 + 56 + 28 + 2 + 1 = 256, respectively. Larger algebras would require particles with a spin
larger than 2, which is believed to be impossible [189, p448].
Appendix C
Statistics
The general goal of an experiment like the Large Hadron Collider is to test hypotheses by
analyzing data of detected particles produced in a collision of protons. Not all particles that
are produced can be detected, and measurements are not perfect. In order to obtain a correct
picture, statistical fluctuations must be kept to a minimum by gathering a large amount of
data1. Refined statistical procedures are then used to correctly interpret results from analyzing
these data.
C.1 Testing hypotheses
In order to make a statement about how well data is in agreement with different hypotheses, one
can create a so-called test statistic as a function of the measured variables that yields a certain
probability density function (pdf) for each hypothesis Hi [160, p46]. Typically, one tests two
hypotheses: the so-called null hypothesis H0, which in our case could be the Standard Model
background of jets and missing transverse energy; and an alternative hypothesis H1, which could
be, for example, a SUSY signal of jets and missing transverse energy. A typical test statistic is
one constructed from (maximum) likelihoods. Likelihoods are explained in section C.3.
If the measured value of the test statistic falls into a predefined critical region, one would
reject the null hypothesis; if this is not the case, the test statistic falls into the so-called ac-
ceptance region and the alternative hypothesis H1 is rejected. A certain cut value of the test
statistic divides the two regions [160, p47], as shown in Figure C.1.
With a type II error, one fails to reject a false null hypothesis, e.g. the Standard Model
background. This happens when, for example, a distribution of a test statistic q constructed
for the null, or background hypothesis, lies beyond a similar distribution constructed for the
alternative, or signal plus background hypothesis; this is shown on the right in Figure C.2 (see
also section C.3 and section C.7). If these two distributions overlap, one would falsely assume
that the background is correct and signal is insignificant when this signal is covered by the
distribution of the test statistic for the background hypothesis2 . A solution for this is to use
the so-called CLs method instead of the CLs+b method for calculating limits (see section C.6).
Another possible error is a type I error, or the incorrect rejection of a true null hypothesis.
For example, when zero signal is expected, and there is an underfluctuation in the data (which
happens every once in a while), the background would exceed the data and hence be excluded.
An example is shown on the left in Figure C.2. A solution using so-called profile likelihood ratios
(see Equation C.5) can be used to avoid this.
1 Actually, most of the data from the LHC is thrown away. From up to 600 million collisions per
second, only about a hundred ’most interesting’ events are kept for analysis. (source: cern.ch).
2See also a presentations by A.L. Read on limit setting and fitting and profile likelihoods given at the
Statistics and BSM Physics Workshop in Bonn on 2012-08-20,21.
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Figure C.1: Probability densities for the test statistic t under the assumption H0 (blue) and H1 (green).
H0 is rejected if t is observed in the critical region, in this case if t > tcut.
C.2 χ2 test
A rough measure of the agreement between the observed distribution of measurements and the
expected (Gauss) distribution we expect our measurements to follow is the χ2 value [190, p265],
which is for the number of observations Ok and the number of expected measurements Ek in
bin k for n bins defined as ( [190, p266])
χ2 =
n∑
k=1
(Ok − Ek)2
Ek
, (C.1)
or, more generally, since here the standard deviation was just
√
Ek [190, p268]:
χ2 =
n∑
k=1
(
observed value− expected value
standard deviation
)2
. (C.2)
The expected value is the value obtained from the theory for which one would like to know how
well it fits the data.
If the agreement between the observed and expected values is good, χ2 will be of order n.
A better comparison, however, is with the number of degrees of freedom d instead of with the
number of bins n [190, p269]. The number of degrees of freedom is the number of data minus
the number of parameters calculated from the data; in the specific case of C.1, the number of
bins minus the number of constraints, or d = n− c. The expected average value of χ2 is exactly
d, the number of degrees of freedom [190, p270]. From this, the reduced χ2 can be defined:
χ˜2 = χ2/d. (C.3)
The agreement between observed and expected distributions is then good when χ˜2 . 1.
One can calculate the probability of obtaining a χ˜2 larger than the originally measured χ˜20
using the following expression for d degrees of freedom [190, p293]:
P (χ˜2 ≥ χ˜20) =
2
dd/2Γ(d/2)
∫ ∞
χ0
xd−1e−x
2/2dx. (C.4)
Here Γ is the gamma function, which for positive integers n is Γ(n) = (n− 1)! and for complex
numbers with a positive real part Γ(t) =
∫ ∞
0
xt−1e−xdx. When we set a boundary at the 5%
significance level, we could say that we reject our expected distribution if the probability above
is less than five percent [190, p272].
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C.3 Likelihoods
For a given theory, one can compute the likelihood of measuring certain data in order to quantify
how well the theory fits the data. The likelihood is then written as L(d|µ, θ), with d the data, µ
the parameter for which a likelihood is sought such as an estimate of the theory prediction λs in
section 6.3, and θ the nuisance parameter(s), which could include an estimated background nb
or expected background λb as used in section 6.3. θ is a nuisance parameter that one can either
eliminate by marginalizing over it (integrating out) as was done in section 6.3, or by profiling
as it is done here and by the ATLAS experiment. In profiling, that θ which best fits the data,
or θˆ, is used. When computing a χ2, which goes like −2 logL, one is interested in the χ2 of
a likelihood compared to the maximum likelihood, which is written as L(d|µˆ, θˆ), where both µ
and θ were chosen such that they maximize the likelihood. One would then have a χ2
χ2 = −2 logL(d|µ, θˆµ)
L(d|µˆ, θˆ) , (C.5)
with θˆµ the likelihood-maximizing nuisance parameter
3 for a given µ. When one has multiple
signal regions with each a χ2 value, one could choose the most sensitive bin based on the
maximum “expected” χ2 values, or χ2 values calculated for data equal to background, or d = b
instead of d = s+ b. χ2 values from efficiencies were calculated using maximum likelihoods; see
Equation 6.38.
C.4 Standard error
Results of experiments are often reported with statistical errors expressed in terms of numbers
of standard deviations σ, also called standard errors [160, p118]. This can be used, for example,
when the estimator probability density function (pdf) g(θˆ) is a Gaussian function centered
around an unknown true value of θ with a true standard deviation σθ which are estimated with
an observed θˆobs and σˆθˆ. One would then report the measurement of θ as θˆobs± σˆθˆ. When a pdf
is not Gaussian, however, confidence intervals are often reported instead of standard errors.
C.5 Confidence Intervals
Suppose a parameter θ is to be measured in an experiment. The true value of θ is not known,
but suppose the pdf g(θˆ; θ) is known for a given value of θ. One can then one can determine
values θˆαlower(θ) and θˆ
β
upper(θ) so that there are fixed probabilities α and β to observe θˆ greater
than these lower and upper values, respectively [160, p119]:
α = p(θˆ ≥ θˆαlower(θ)) =
∫ ∞
θˆαlower(θ)
g(θˆ; θ)dθˆ = 1−G(θˆαlower(θ); θ), (C.6)
and
β = p(θˆ ≥ θˆβupper(θ)) =
∫ θˆβupper(θ)
−∞
g(θˆ; θ)dθˆ = G(θˆβupper(θ); θ). (C.7)
G is the cumulative distribution function (cdf) corresponding to the pdf g. One can then define
the probability for the estimator to be inside the so-called confidence belt to be [160, p120]:
p(θˆβupper(θ) ≤ θˆ ≤ θˆαlower(θ)) = 1− α− β. (C.8)
3 The parameter θˆµ is written as
ˆˆ
θ by the ATLAS experiment.
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This can, using inverse functions, be translated to the probability to have the true value of θ be
in a so-called confidence interval [a, b]:
p(a(θˆ) ≤ θ ≤ b(θˆ)) = 1− α− β. (C.9)
A one-sided confidence interval or limit is the lower or upper limit on θ so that a ≤ θ with
probability 1 − α or θ ≤ b with probability 1 − β, respectively. One can also choose a central
confidence interval with probability 1 − γ = 1 − α − β with α = β and θˆαlower(θ) = θˆβupper(θ) =
θˆobs [160, p122]. A central confidence interval with 1−γ = 0.683, or the 68.3% central confidence
interval, is then usually used in a similar way to the “standard error” above. A two-sided limit
(with both a and b specified) cannot be uniquely determined from the central confidence interval.
Two-sided limits are usually used only in case of discoveries. In case nothing is seen, only one-
sided upper limits are provided. For a two-sided limit, to calculate the confidence level one
would replace the lower limit of −∞ in the integral in the numerator of Equation 6.13 with the
given lower limit σLLobs, often such that α = β, or the probabilities at both ends of the pdf are
the same: that is, the areas under pdf curve are the same. This does not mean that a and b are
equidistant from the center of the curve.
C.6 The CLs technique
For a test statistic X that discriminates signal-like outcomes from background-like outcomes,
CLs+b is defined as [191, p2]
CLs+b = Ps+b(X ≤ Xobs), (C.10)
where a 95% confidence level is demanded, or a p-value of Ps ≤ 0.05, and a Poisson distribution
of the data is assumed so that [191, p2]
Ps+b(X ≤ Xobs) = e
−(s+b)∑nobs
n=0(s+ b)
n
n!
. (C.11)
Here b is the number of background events given by the experimental analysis, nobs are the data
(the number of observed events) given by the experimental analysis, and s (hereafter sULobs) is the
upper limit on the number of signal events calculated by demanding a CLs p-value of 0.05, or,
equivalently, that CLs < 0.05. The CLs technique [192, 193] was invented to prevent exclusion
of models that one is not sensitive to using the CLs+b technique
4. The p-value of the latter is
scaled by the CLb in order to correct for this possible error. The problems of using CLs+b in
case of no clear signal are shown in Figure C.2.
The method of CLs < 0.05 [191, p9] is defined as [191, p3]
CLs = CLs+b/CLb. (C.12)
In the case of a simulation yielding efficiencies Aε, for a certain point in parameter space the
value stheopred/s
UL
obs is calculated. Here s
theo
pred is the number of events seen according to the simulation
stheopred = Aε× L× σtheopred, (C.13)
with L the luminosity of the analysis and σtheopred the theory cross section prediction at that point.
This is then divided by the upper limit on the number of events from experiment sULobs obtained
from equations C.12 and C.11. A grid containing values stheopred/s
UL
obs can then be interpolated and
a contour can be drawn through the value of 1.0 so as to obtain an exclusion line.
The CLs method is only used in cases of no clear signal as shown in Figure C.2. In case of
a clear signal, CLs+b is used instead. For fitting models, χ
2 distributions are calculated; these
correspond to signal plus background distributions.
4 I thank Christian Autermann and Philip Bechtle for detailed discussions and explanations. The
figures in Figure C.2 were also inspired by those found in talks by Christian Autermann at the Terascale
Statistics School at DESY, Hamburg in 2015.
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Figure C.2: The distributions of a test statistic Q for signal plus background (blue) and background only
(green), and the test statistic for a given number of observed events d (red). The incorrect rejection of a
new theory happens when the area CLs+b is too small (<=0.05, or 5%). For cases as shown above where
the data are still compatible with the background but almost exclude the signal (left) or tend to exclude
the signal even though the signal is almost similar to the background (right), the CLs method is used.
C.7 Limits from χ2 distributions
In section 6.2, a χ2 was calculated from upper limits. These upper limits are, in turn, obtained
by the experiments using the CLs method described above. When one then wants to obtain a
similar contour limit from a grid of χ2 values (see previous paragraph), one could draw a line
through χ2 = 2.71, which corresponds to a p-value of 0.05 for a χ2 of one degree of freedom for
a two-sided limit (see section C.5). The χ2 in question, however, has been calculated from a
Gaussian distribution with a mean including both signal and background. A limit from such a
distribution would then correspond to a CLs+b limit. As mentioned before, it is then possible
to exclude a theory for zero signal prediction when the data fluctuates under the background
expectation. To prevent this, one can divide by CLb to obtain CLs. On average, however, CLb is
about 50%, so that one would only have a limit with a factor two different.
L(λs|s) = (λs + λb)
(s+b)e−(λs+λb)
(s+ b)!
.
A correct way to obtain a CLs limit is as follows: Take the χ
2 as a test statistic, which is a
function of the data:
q(d) = χ2 = −2 logL(d|µ, θˆµ)
L(d|µˆ, θˆ) . (C.14)
One could use Monte Carlo generated toy experiments in order to construct a probability
density function ftoy(q) for this test statistic q, both for signal plus background and background
only:
CLs+b =
∫ ∞
qobs
f
(s+b)
toy (q)dq (C.15)
CLb =
∫ ∞
qexp
f
(b)
toy(q)dq, (C.16)
where one then varies the theory parameter µ until
CLs =
CLs+b
CLb
= 0.05. (C.17)
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This would then yield a correct 95% C.L. upper limit from the CLs method. One can also roughly
obtain this limit is by using a more correctly defined χ2 [140, p2], [194, p11], [195, p299]:
χ2 = 1− 2[Erf−1(1− 2CLs+b)]2, (C.18)
where the confidence level for signal plus background is calculated from the original χ2 value.
If one can obtain a χ2 distribution for zero signal, such as −2 log L(0, nobs, nb, δb)
L(λˆs, nobs, nb, δb)
, one could
obtain CLb values, from where one could correctly calculate a CLs limit with the CLs+b values
from Equation C.18. Note that the exact functions in Equation C.16 cannot be constructed
and the exact integrals not be carried out; so-called pseudo-experiments could help calculate the
confidence level. This is described in the next section.
C.8 Confidence levels from pseudo-experiments
One could also calculate confidence levels from toy events without the need to integrate [196,
197]5. Take the likelihood of a nuisance parameter θ = θb given the signal µ · s = λs to be a
product of a Poisson and a Gaussian distribution as follows:
L(θ|µ) = L(θb|µ) = poisson(nobs|nexp) · p(θ˜|θ), (C.19)
where the Poisson distribution is defined by a product of Poisson probabilities to observe ni
events in bin i [196, p4],
poisson(nobs|nexp) = Πinexp
ni
ni!
enexp . (C.20)
The expected number of events nexp is given by the expected number of signal events and an
estimate of the number of background events:
nexp = λs + nb · e
(
σbθb
nb
)
≈ λs + nb + θb · σb. (C.21)
where the given estimate of the background nb was smeared with its error and a parameter of
systematic errors θb. The last term in Equation C.19 comes from the systematic error pdf of a
true value of a nuisance parameter θb with a best estimate [196, p13] θ˜b (this value reflects our
degree of belief of the true value θ) [196, p4]:
ρ(θ|θ˜) = p(θ˜|θ) · πθ(θ), (C.22)
with πθ a prior that is kept flat [196, p4]. A normal distribution (or log normal distribution) can
be used to describe the probability distribution p(θ˜b|θb). Initially one assumes θ˜b = 0 so that one
is exactly at the expected background nb plus an error σb smeared with a nuisance parameter
θb; that is, the normal distribution:
normal(θb, θ˜b) = e
(
(θb − θ˜b)2
2
)
, (C.23)
is sharply peaked. The test statistic qµ ≡ qλs is taken to be the profiled log likelihood ratio:
qλs = −2 log
(
L(θˆb,λs , λs)
L(
ˆˆ
θb, λˆs)
)
, λs ≥ λˆs ≥ 0. (C.24)
5 I thank Daniel Schmeier for detailed discussions.
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Here θˆb,λs is found for a fixed λs such that it maximizes the likelihood in the numerator (profiling)
that is in turn normalized by the global maximum likelihood with respect to the nuisance
parameter θ and the expected signal λs. The condition excludes unphysical events with negative
signal, and ensures a one-sided confidence interval [196,197, p5]. If the condition does not hold,
the test statistic is zero.
One can now generate a pseudo-signal from a large number (say 10,000) of random variables
distributed according to the Poisson and normal distributions above, and a pseudo-background
with λs = 0 yielding θˆb,0. For each pseudo-event with n˜obs observed events and a smearing θ˜b, the
test statistic qλs is calculated. The difference between the pseudo-signal and pseudo-background
events is only in the samples of n˜obs and θ˜b:
• For a pseudo-signal event, a new θ˜b drawn from a normal distribution with mean θˆb,λs
and a new number of observed events n˜obs drawn from a Poisson distribution with mean
λs + nbe
(
σbθb
nb
)
;
• For a pseudo-background event, a new θ˜b drawn from a normal distribution with mean
θˆb,0 and a new number of observed events n˜obs drawn from a Poisson distribution with
mean nbe
(
σbθb
nb
)
.
For both pseudo-signal and pseudo-signal events, the test statistic q˜λs(n˜obs, θ˜b) is calculated with
the two drawn quantities for the given number of signal events λs (note that λs is not set to
zero when calculating the test statistic for a pseudo-background event).
One then counts the number of events that is greater than the observed test statistic qobs,λs
(again, λs 6= 0 when comparing pseudo-background events) computed with the original initial
value θ˜b = 0 and the real number of observed events nobs. For the number of signal events where
this holds, this count normalized to the total number of events then yields the confidence level
CLs+b. For the number of background events with a test statistic greater than qλs one obtains
1−CLb. The confidence level is then obtained by
CLs =
CLs+b
1− CLb . (C.25)
The error on CLs+b is taken to be the statistical fluctuation:
∆CLs+b =
√
#pseudosignal events with q > qobs,λs
#pseudosignal events
. (C.26)
On 1−CLb a similar error is defined.
C.9 Monte Carlo errors
In the analyses done for simplified models (see chapter 3), events were generated per point in
parameter space until a certain maximum relative Monte Carlo error in the acceptance times
efficiency was achieved. The arithmetic mean of elements of a sample of size N is defined
by [160, p66]:
x¯ =
1
N
N∑
i=1
xi (C.27)
The sample in question is the number of event N that is generated by a Monte Carlo generator.
Here xi is either 0 when an event does not pass the cuts of an analysis, or 1 when it does pass.
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The so-called sample variance s is defined as follows [160, p67]:
s2 =
1
N − 1
N∑
i=1
(xi − x¯)2
=
1
N − 1
 N∑
i
x2i −
1
N
(
N∑
i
xi
)2 . (C.28)
The factor
1
N − 1 is used to make sure that the expectation value of s
2 comes out equal to the
real variance σ2. The final acceptance times efficiency (Aε) is a mean s of many (N) experiments
(many events). For all N events, the sum of the xi above amounts to∑
i
xi =
∑
i
x2i = Aε×N ≡ p, (C.29)
with p the number of events that passed all cuts. The sum of squares is the same since the xi
are either 1 or 0. The mean s can then be expressed as:
s =
1√
N − 1
√
p
(
1− p
N
)
. (C.30)
The error on the mean s that is an estimator for the acceptance times efficiency Aε, or σs ≡ σAε,
is then for N events:
σAε ≡ σs = s√
N
=
1√
N(N − 1)
√
p
(
1− p
N
)
. (C.31)
This means that the error on the number of passed events p is
σp ≃
√
p
(
1− p
N
)
, (C.32)
or the standard deviation of a binomial distribution with parameters N and p. For p≪ N the
error is that of a Poisson distribution with σPoisson =
√
p. Then the desire that the maximum
percent mean standard deviation does not exceed 5 percent can be expressed as:
σAε
Aε×N < 0.05. (C.33)
After a certain amount of events was generated, this expression was not sought to be satisfied
anymore; the maximum amount of events generated was taken to be 200k = 200,000. Generation
of events for the sense of obtaining limits was also stopped when the most sensitive bin had 3000
events that passed all cuts for that bin.
In order to compare numbers of one topology or source (1) to those of another (2), the
following expression in terms of numbers of standard deviations (σ) was used:
∆
σ∆
≡ |Aε1 −Aε2|√
σ2Aε1 + σ
2
Aε2
. (C.34)
For obtaining σ∆, the error propagation for non-correlated quantities was used [160, p21]:
σ2∆ ≃
(
∂∆
∂Aε1
)2
σ2Aε1 +
(
∂∆
∂Aε2
)2
σ2Aε2
= σ2Aε1 + σ
2
Aε2 . (C.35)
Sometimes, the difference was expressed in percent:
|Aε1 −Aε2|
Aε1
. (C.36)
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C.10 Data binning
In order to study measurements more closely, it can be useful to divide measurements into
intervals or bins [190, p124]. In choosing the width of the bins, one needs to be careful not to
make them too wide (resulting in most measurements falling in one bin) nor to make them too
narrow (resulting in numerous bins containing the same amount of data) [190, p125]. In general,
one can decrease bin widths with increasing amounts of data.
For both continuous and discrete variables, one can choose bins such that the expected
number of measurements Ek falling into bin k is ’not too small’, probably not less than five [190,
p266].
One way to choose bins is, for example, to put one bin at the mean of all measurements and
choose the width of the bins to be the standard deviation of e.g. 10 averages of the measurement
(or all measurements) [190, p160].
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Appendix D
The Large Hadron Collider
In a hadron collider like the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), shown in Figure D.1, hadrons such
as protons are collided at very high energies, producing rather messy events that are not easy
to measure. Below, the process from collisions to measurements at the LHC at the European
Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN)1 is very briefly described. The LHC is the world’s
most largest and most powerful particle collider. It lies in a tunnel of 27 kilometers in circumfer-
ence, located 175 meters below the Franco-Swiss border near Geneva. The protons at the LHC
are currently collided at the current world record of 13 TeV.
D.1 A collision
Most collisions at the LHC are rather uninteresting: the two protons barely touch each other
and not much momentum exchange takes place. The inelastic scattering events where large
momentum transfers take place are called hard scattering events. Before one would produce, for
example, a W boson at the LHC that is produced in some of such hard scattering events, one
would have to observe about 2 million collisions. Cross sections (or how abundantly production
of certain particles takes place) at the Tevatron and LHC are shown in Figure D.2. These
proton-proton collisions, however, are actually collisions between particles that constitute the
protons.
Parton distribution functions At the LHC, when two protons collide, in reality two
particles, one from each proton, collide. The proton is made up of quarks that are held together
1 CERN originally stood for Conseil Europe´en pour la Recherche Nucle´aire. In 1954 the name was
changed to Organisation Europe´enne pour la Recherche Nucle´aire, but the acronym was kept. CERN is
sometimes also called the European laboratory for particle physics.
Figure D.1: Section of the LHC (left) and aerial view of the collider with the sites of the experiments
(right). Image credit: CERN.
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Figure D.2: Production cross sections of various particles at different energies of the order of the center
of mass energies of Tevatron and LHC. Figure taken from [198,199].
by a sea of gluons. How does one then know which particles collided? Indeed one cannot know
for sure which particles were in the collision, but there are many more gluons than quarks,
and the chances of two up quarks colliding are much greater than the chances of two bottom
quarks colliding2. The distribution of these particles that make up the proton are modeled
by so-called parton distribution functions (pdfs), which are probability density functions for
finding a certain particle with a longitudinal (along the beamline) momentum fraction x of the
proton’s momentum at a resolution scale Q2. In Figure D.3 one can see parton distributions as
modeled by MSTW (there are many groups modeling parton distribution functions; this is just
one example).
When two protons collide, because of the various parton distribution functions (pdf) for
different quarks and the rather large pdf of gluons, a very likely collision is that of gluon pairs.
Consider now top pair production from a gluon pair. These tops then decay into a bottom
quark and a W boson; since their expected lifetime is only of the order of 10−25s, tops do not
hadronize.
A W+(−) boson decays into up-type and a down-type quark or into a lepton and a neutrino;
for example, it can decay into a positron (electron) and a(n) (anti)neutrino. Since the W boson
2 Although the proton is a bound state of two up quarks and a down quark, other quarks can come
out as well; this is quantum mechanics. The up and down quarks are merely what is called the ’valence
quarks’; at low energies, only these particles would scatter: , but at high energies, a parton
model is used to describe the proton [200]: this is a sea of quarks and gluons is seen (due to the full
quantum mechanical wave function of the proton) and any quark from the virtual quark-antiquark pairs
and any virtual gluon could collide: .
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Figure D.3: Parton distribution functions (also called parton density functions) that show the probability
density to find a given quark or gluon inside a give proton at a momentum transfer scale Q as a function
of the fraction x of the proton momentum that is carried by that parton. Figure taken from the MSTW
collaboration at UCL.
has a mass of about 80 GeV and has been boosted by the top quark, it can be expected that
each of the e+νe and e
−ν¯e pairs carries the 40 GeV from the W mass and a certain amount
of energy from the boost. Taking this into account, one would expect a certain amount of
missing transverse energy in a measured event due to the neutrinos escaping undetected (see
also Figure D.4).
Naively, then, at an 8 TeV (two protons with each an energy of 4 TeV) hadron collision,
one would expect the distribution of missing transverse energy to tail at around 180 GeV. In
reality, it does not, due to quantum effects. Because many particles are radiated in a collision,
especially many photons due to quantum electrodynamics, or QED, many of these photons and
also leptons that cannot be precisely measured because they are not isolated (that is, another
particle is detected within a certain cone of space around them) are discarded (simply not
measured) and hence add to all other missing transverse energy. Even more important than
Figure D.4: A collision in a particle collider resulting in jets and missing transverse energy. Credit:
FNAL.gov.
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Figure D.5: The Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) in France at the Large Hadron Collider. Image credit:
CERN.
photons is the production of many gluons due to quantum chromodynamics, or QCD. QCD is
an order of magnitude larger and more important at the LHC than QED; the strong coupling
is αS(mZ) = 0.118 at the scale
3 of the Z boson mass4 and the electroweak coupling is defined
to be αEW(mZ) = 0.008 at this same scale [69].
Luckily, the huge amount of hadrons appearing in a collision (and that are subsequently
clustered into jets) is suppressed by a factor of the QCD coupling αS , which appears in a matrix
element calculation of a process for each vertex (interaction). Similarly, photon radiation is
suppressed by the electromagnetic coupling, which is 1/127 at the scale of the Z boson mass of
about 90 GeV. A certain amount of missing transverse energy can be expected to come from
Standard Model background processes resulting in neutrinos. A cut is usually placed at this
expected value in searches with missing transverse energy as a signal. In [4], for example, a cut
is placed at 200 GeV for missing transverse momentum.
D.2 CMS
When a particle is measured in an experiment of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), for example
in the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) shown in Figure D.5, certain data are reconstructed
immediately. A detector does not measure four-vectors of particles; it cannot even measure the
effective jets seen by the end-users in their data, which are nonetheless important objects in
analyzing data. What can be measured are for example tracks of charged particles and deposits
of energy in a so-called calorimeter, which give a measure of the energy of a particle and the
location where it arrived. With many particle tracks and activities detected in these calorimeters
in an event, the interaction vertex of an event can be reconstructed. In case of multiple vertices,
the main interaction vertex is chosen to be the one with the highest scalar sum of transverse
momenta p2T of all associated tracks in for example [2, p5].
The CMS detector, as shown in Figure D.6, has two calorimeters, of which the inner is an
electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) for electromagnetically interacting particles like photons,
electrons, and positrons. It is made of lead tungstate crystals that scintillate and produce light
proportional to the energy of the particle. One is not able to identify the particle by only using
3 Note that the value of a coupling varies due to the so-called running of the coupling: it has different
values at different energies due to the various probabilities of allowed interactions. Indeed the term
‘coupling constant’ is misleading, as the coupling is not constant.
4 This has been calculated in the so-calledMS scheme: the exact value depends on the renormalization
scheme that one uses. In the minimal subtraction scheme, or MS scheme, one absorbs the divergent parts
of radiative corrections into counterterms; in the modified minimal subtraction scheme, or theMS scheme,
one absorbs the divergent part and a universal constant that always arises along with the divergence in
calculations.
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Figure D.6: The different parts of the CMS detector. Image credit: CERN.
information from the ECAL; one cannot, for example, distinguish a photon from an electron.
One can identify particles from the information of all subdetectors of CMS. A shower, or a
cascade decay of particles, is produced when a high-energy particle interacts with dense matter.
The calorimeter is the dense matter that causes the shower. An electromagnetic shower occurs
for example when a high-energy photon converts to a an electron-positron pair. Each of these
then emits a photon (Bremsstrahlung), and so on, until no energy is left to produce a e+e− pair.
Around the ECAL is a hadron calorimeter (HCAL), that measures energies of hadrons,
or particles containing quarks, like pions, protons, and neutrons5. Jets, which are clusters of
particles, are complicated objects and can be reconstructed in many ways; in the αT analysis, for
example, they are reconstructed from the energy deposits in the hadronic calorimeter towers [2,
p4]. Each deposit has a location, from which the direction of the particle can be measured,
and a certain amount of energy measured. These particles, or jets, are then clustered by a
jet algorithm. In CMS there are three different algorithms to reconstruct jets; they are called
anti-kT , kT , and Cambridge-Aachen (CA) (see also Appendix E).
In a hadronic shower, which takes place when a high-energy particle strongly interacts with
the hadronic calorimeter, part of the hadron (for example, a proton) energy is passed on to the
so-called daughter particles. These can be hadrons, muons, and pions. A neutral pion π0 for
example, can decay again into two photons.
The solenoid in CMS is a cylindrical superconducting coil that generates a magnetic field of
3.8 Tesla (O(106) that of the earth’s magnetic field). CMS is a cylinder of 15m in diameter and
22m long, and weighs 1.25×104 tonnes6. Tracks of particles are measured by the inner silicon
tracker. Muon chambers are located on the outer layers of the detector.
5 Part of the brass used for the layers in the HCAL was recovered from over a million World War
II artillery shells from the Russian Navy under an agreement concerning the conversion of military
industrial sites into non-military factories (source: cern.ch).
6This is twice the weight of ATLAS, even though the volume of this other experiment at the LHC is
8 times that of CMS. CMS contains twice as much iron as the Eiffel tower (source: cern.ch).
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Figure D.7: The relationship between pseudorapidity η and the angle with the beam axis θ (see Equa-
tion D.2). Figures from Wikimedia Commons by JabberWok and Mets501, respectively.
D.3 Kinematic observables
After reconstruction of jets with a jet algorithm, the new jet energy is given by the sum of the
tower energies, and a raw jet momentum is given by the vector sum of the tower momenta,
resulting in a nonzero jet mass since the energy of a particle is given by
E =
√
m2inv + p
2
T + p
2
z, (D.1)
with p2T = ~p
2
x+~p
2
y the transverse momentum of the particle, the direction of which is described by
the angle φ. The variable that is used to characterize the angle θ of the particle with the beam
axis is the pseudorapidity η. Pseudorapidity is a very convenient variable for measurements,
because differences in pseudorapidity ∆η are invariant under boosts and thus independent of
the reference frame. Pseudorapidity is defined as:
η = − ln
[
tan
(
θ
2
)]
, (D.2)
which means that for small angles, the pseudorapidity tends to infinity; see also Figure D.7.
Particles with very high pseudorapidities escape undetected along with the beam. The CMS
detector is so compact, because the LHC was built with a high interest in electroweak symmetry
breaking and heavy new particles. Heavy particles are produced more centrally (one can show
that x1,2 ≃ M√
s
e±y with y ≈ η for light final-state particles), so a focus was on small rapidities
of |η| < 2.5. Lepton reconstruction and precision tracking takes place up to |η| . 2.5, and jet
and missing transverse energy reconstruction up to |η| . 5. In terms of the momentum, the
pseudorapidity can be written as:
η =
1
2
ln
( |~p|+ pz
|~p| − pz
)
. (D.3)
Recalculating, this gives a beam momentum pz:
pz = pT sinh η. (D.4)
One variable to characterize a particle in an event is the transverse energy ET . This is not
to be confused with the transverse momentum pT
7:
ET =
√
E2p2T
p2T + p
2
z
. (D.5)
7See the ROOT [90] documentation for the definition of transverse energy:
http://root.cern.ch/root/html/src/TLorentzVector.h.html#EkDxdD
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If one starts with only the variables φ, η, minv, and the scalar pT , one can use equations D.1,
D.3, D.4, and D.5 above to obtain an expression for the transverse energy. Using the definition
of the invariant mass8 m2inv = E
2 − ~p2, one obtains:
ET =
√
m2inv
cosh η2
+ p2T . (D.6)
For this purpose one can also use yet another definition of the pseudorapidity9:
η =
1
2
ln
(
minv + pz
minv − pz
)
. (D.7)
In the review of particle physics of 2012 [43, sec43:p8,9] of the Particle Data Group in the
section on kinematics one way to obtain a different expression for the rapidity (but not the
pseudorapidity, unless this is the massless limit, see also description below Equation 3.3 on page
150) is using the transverse mass
M2T = m
2 + p2T , (D.8)
which can also be written as M2T = E
2 − p2z. One can now write the rapidity in terms of the
transverse mass:
η = ln
(
E + pz
MT
)
, (D.9)
which can be shown to be η = tanh−1
(pz
E
)
. In this same review on the same pages, we find a
definition of the transverse energy when only one particle is assumed:
ET =
√
|~pT |2 +m2. (D.10)
The observable αT The kinematic observable αT was designed to separate signal events
from QCD, as it was found that background events tended to drop where supersymmetry events
with invisible decay products have a larger αT [93, p2]. This happens at about αT ≈ 0.5, where
the missing transverse energy in QCD events disappears. Its original form was
α =
pT2
mjj
(D.11)
with mjj the invariant mass of the two hardest, or highest-pT , jets. This variable tends to be
large in events where jets are not back to back.
In the CMS αT analysis [2], the variable αT is for dijet events defined as:
αT =
ET2
MT
(D.12)
with the transverse energy defined as in Equation D.510:
ET =
√
E2p2T
p2T + p
2
z
. (D.13)
8See also the definitions used in ROOT: http://root.cern.ch/root/html/src/TLorentzVector.h.
html#VkghgC
9See the ROOT [90] documentation for this definition:
http://root.cern.ch/root/html/TVector3.html#TVector3:PseudoRapidity
10See the definition of ET2 in ROOT: http://root.cern.ch/root/html/src/TLorentzVector.h.
html#EkDxdD
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This is roughly equal to the transverse momentum, or ET ≈
√
p2T , for negligible pz, or pT ≫
pz = pT sinh η. The transverse mass is defined as:
MT =
(∑
i
ETi
)2
−
(∑
i
pxi
)2
−
(∑
i
pyi
)2
(D.14)
where the transverse momenta for two mother particles can be rewritten as:(∑
i
pxi
)2
−
(∑
i
pyi
)2
= [pT1 cosφ1 + pT2 cosφ2]
2 + [pT1 sinφ1 + pT2 sinφ2]
2
= p2T1(c
2
1 + s
2
1) + p
2
T2(c
2
2 + s
2
2) + 2pT1pT2 [c1c2 + s1s2]
= p2T1 + p
2
T2 + 2pT1pT2 cos |φ1 − φ2|. (D.15)
Here in the second line cosφi and sinφi were abbreviated ci and si, respectively, and in the third
line the relations
cosx cos y =
1
2
[cos(x− y) + cos(x+ y)]
sinx sin y =
1
2
[cos(x− y)− cos(x+ y)],
yielding
2[cosx cos y + sinx sin y] = 2 cos(x− y),
were used.
Appendix E
Jet Matching
Quarks and gluons are never detected directly. Soon after they are produced, they fragment and
hadronize, leading to a collimated spray of energetic hadrons called a jet [201, p4]. As with the
concept of ’parton’, a ’jet’ can be ambiguous. Jet objects need to be defined by a set of rules
that groups the objects of a jet and assigns a four-momentum to the resulting object. There are
different sets of rules to achieve this, and one must be careful to be consistent in using these.
Models of physics beyond the Standard Model often include new strongly interacting particles
that are expected to be abundantly produced at the LHC [202, p1]. The signatures of these
productions are then missing transverse energy and hard jets [202, p1]. The hard jets can be
a problem, however, as they may not always all be a result of the decay of these new strongly
interacting particles. In initial state radiation, partons emit other particles [203, p94]. For
instance, gluons are radiated off the colored particles in the protons before a collision at the
LHC. When heavy and strongly interacting particles are produced in the collision, the initial
state radiation can give a boost to the heavy particles. Subsequently, in addition to the jets
resulting from the decay of those heavy particles, other jets can be produced [202, p2]. This
makes it difficult to reconstruct a collision. Final state radiation can be expected to be small
for production of heavy QCD particles at hadron colliders [202, p4].
E.1 From matrix elements to parton showers
The jets that are produced in addition to the jets resulting from decays of strongly interacting
particles produced in a collision can be simulated using a parton shower Monte Carlo program
like Pythia [82], which has no exact expression for the entire matrix element of the process but
instead approximates it with Sudakov factors. For example, when a 2→ 2 process is showered,
the matrix element for the 2 → 2 process is known and multiplied by a factor to approximate
the three-body matrix element for the 2→ 3 process, approximately like |M2→3|2 ∼ |M2→2|2 ·
elog |m/Q
2|, with the last factor a Sudakov form factor in which the scale Q2 is approximately the
pT of the particle (these are the logs that appear in removing collinear divergences; the first two
terms in a series of these are used in NLL calculations). This approximation used by Pythia
is less accurate for radiated jets of higher pT , which typically occurs with production of more
massive particles.
The radiated jets can also be described by exact matrix elements which are computed using
the QCD Feynman rules; this can be done by a program like MadGraph [84], [204, p6], [202, p1].
MadGraph can model final and initial state radiation well when a minimum particle pT cut is
imposed. For softer partons below such a cut, however, the calculation of the matrix element
diverges and an approximation is needed.
Both the matrix element method and that used by Pythia break down in some limit: when
partons become soft or collinear, the matrix element (ME) description diverges; when partons
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become hard and widely separated, the parton shower (PS) description breaks down [202, p2].
For this reason, the parton shower only fills phase space up to a maximum transverse momentum
pT < µF [205, p102], with µF the factorization scale that arises from infrared regularization of
the phase space integral [205, p75]. Both the soft and hard scale areas in phase space must
be covered, so both the ME and PS descriptions should be used in simulating collisions. The
two descriptions must be combined, or ‘matched’, in such a way that double-counting or gaps
between different numbers of partons per event are minimized.
E.2 Jet merging
To ensure that only clusterings are allowed which correspond to the diagrams of the gener-
ated matrix element, in e.g. MadGraph the Feynman diagram information can be used [202,
p3]. In MadGraph one can set the smallest allowed transverse momentum QMEcut in the run card
(run_card.dat) with the parameter xqcut; any events containing radiated jets with a transverse
momentum below this value will be rejected. The coupling αs is reweighted using a renormal-
ization scale equal to that of the transverse momentum kT of each clustering [202, p4].
The event is passed to Pythia for showering. For events of samples with a lower jet multi-
plicity, the event is rejected if QPShardest > Qmatch, or if the scale of the hardest emission in the
shower QPShardest exceeds that of a matching scale Qmatch given to Pythia. This matching scale
can be set in the Pythia run card (pythia_card.dat) by entering e.g. QCUT=40; this is then the
scale below which Pythia will start showering.
One way to merge jets is the so-called ‘shower kT scheme’. In this scheme, the kT jet
algorithm is used to reconstruct jets; this algorithm uses the transverse momentum, or kT , and
azimuthal angle and rapidity of each parton. There are many other algorithms to reconstruct
jets. If one uses this scheme, in addition one must indicate if the shower kT scheme is used by
setting the variable SHOWERKT=T in the same card.
Events from higher multiplicity samples are rejected when the hardest emission in Pythia
exceeds the softest emission in the Matrix Element process, or PShardest >
ME
softest [202, p4]. The
shower kT scheme allows for setting the matrix element cut-off scale equal to the parton shower
matching scale, or QMEcut = Qmatch, which means setting the variables xqcut = QCUT.
Double counting from resonances Consider the state g˜q˜+ j, or a gluino, a squark, and
a jet. Various subprocesses contribute to this, such as
gg → g˜q˜q¯. (E.1)
Some diagrams resulting from these subprocesses give, when integrated over phase space, gg →
g˜g˜ or gg → qq¯, which are already taken into account by the original Born-level diagram from the
matrix element level (one can easily see all diagrams generated using MadGraph [84], for example).
This could be solved by rejecting events containing a resonance at the parton shower level, or
the level when Pythia is used1. In the MLM2 scheme, events that are simulated incorrectly after
the matrix element and parton shower schemes have defined a complete set of events are vetoed.
Events generated with n jets in the matrix element description that also appear as n− 1 jets in
the parton shower are not double-counted [205, p106].
E.3 Implementation in MadGraph
In order to turn on matching in MadGraph, one should alter some settings in the MadGraph
run_card.dat and, if Pythia is used, in pythia_card.dat. For the shower-kt scheme, the
1For more on this, see https://cp3.irmp.ucl.ac.be/projects/madgraph/wiki/IntroMatching .
2MLM is a type of jet matching scheme. For a comparison of matching schemes, see [206].
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alterations will look as follows (unaltered lines are skipped) in the run_card.dat
#∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
# Matching − Warning ! ickkw > 1 i s s t i l l beta
#∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
1 = ickkw ! 0 no matching , 1 MLM, 2 CKKW matching
1 = highestmult ! f o r ickkw=2, h i ghe s t mult group
1 = ktscheme ! f o r ickkw=1, 1 Durham kT, 2 Pythia pTE
1 = a l p s f a c t ! s c a l e f a c t o r f o r QCD emiss ion vx
F = chc l u s t e r ! c l u s t e r only accord ing to channel d iag
T = pdfwgt ! f o r ickkw=1, perform pdf r ewe ight ing
#∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
# Automatic p t j and mjj cuts i f xqcut > 0
# ( turn o f f f o r VBF and s i n g l e top p ro c e s s e s )
#∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
T = auto_ptj_mjj ! Automatic s e t t i n g o f p t j and mjj
#∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
. . .
#∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
# Standard Cuts
#∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
#
#∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
# Minimum and maximum pt ’ s ( f o r max , −1 means no cut ) ∗
#∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
40 = pt j ! minimum pt f o r the j e t s
40 = ptb ! minimum pt f o r the b
10 = pta ! minimum pt f o r the photons
10 = pt l ! minimum pt f o r the charged l ep ton s
0 = misse t ! minimum miss ing Et (sum of neutr ino ’ s momenta)
0 = ptheavy ! minimum pt f o r one heavy f i n a l s t a t e
1 . 0 = ptonium ! minimum pt f o r the quarkonium s t a t e s
−1 = ptjmax ! maximum pt f o r the j e t s
−1 = ptbmax ! maximum pt f o r the b
−1 = ptamax ! maximum pt f o r the photons
−1 = ptlmax ! maximum pt f o r the charged l ep ton s
−1 = missetmax ! maximum miss ing Et (sum of neutr ino ’ s momenta)
. . .
#∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
# Minimum and maximum DeltaR d i s t anc e ∗
#∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
0 .0 = d r j j ! min d i s t anc e between j e t s
0 = drbb ! min d i s t anc e between b ’ s
0 . 4 = d r l l ! min d i s t ance between l ep tons
0 .4 = draa ! min d i s t anc e between gammas
0 = drbj ! min d i s t anc e between b and j e t
0 . 4 = dra j ! min d i s t ance between gamma and j e t
0 . 4 = d r j l ! min d i s t anc e between j e t and lepton
0 = drab ! min d i s t anc e between gamma and b
0 = drb l ! min d i s t anc e between b and lepton
0 .4 = dra l ! min d i s t anc e between gamma and lepton
. . .
#∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
# Jet measure cuts ∗
#∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
40 = xqcut ! minimum kt j e t measure between partons
#∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
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Note that the xqcut is changed to a value appropriate to the type of particle, in this case a
Z boson. The minimum distance between jets and b quarks, drjj, drbb, and drbj, should
be set to zero. For the shower-kT scheme xqcut = ptj = QCUT (though this can also be done
automatically; also set ptb = xqcut when 5 = maxjetflavor instead of 4), where QCUT is the
matching scale set in the Pythia card pythia_card.dat:
. . .
! . . . Read decay tab l e from f i l e
IMSS(21)=24
IMSS(22)=24
! . . . Mul t ip l e i n t e r a c t i o n s on or o f f
MSTP(81)=21
! . . . Use shower−kt scheme
SHOWERKT=T
! . . . Cuto f f in j e t measure f o r matching
QCUT = 40
Note that the part ensuring that the decay table is read from the file param_card.dat is only
necessary for processes involving supersymmetry (so not for Standard Model background). This
is necessary because Pythia will not read the decay table unless told to do so. Note also that
MSTP(81) is set to 21; for the shower-kT scheme one must have MSTP(81) ∈ {20,21}. In most
of the work in this thesis, the shower-kT scheme is not used, but MLM matching is (of which
this is a variant).
Appendix F
Simulation of Flat Matrix Elements
In this section the Monte Carlo generator settings used in chapter 2 are described.
F.1 mUED masses and MadGraph
In order to obtain a simplified universal-extra-dimensions model, one cannot easily decouple
particles by setting their masses very high as the main factor in changing masses is the radius R
of the extra dimension. In the parameter card of MadGraph, for example, the masses are defined
as follows:
###################################
## INFORMATION FOR MASS
###################################
Block mass
. . .
## Not dependent paramater .
## Those va lue s should be ed i t ed f o l l ow i n g the
## ana l y t i c a l exp r e s s i on . MG5 ignore those va lue s
## but they are important f o r i n t e r f a c i n g the output o f MG5
## to ex t e rna l program such as Pythia .
. . .
5100001 597.568154 # dd1 : mQ2 + 1/R
5100002 597.568154 # du1 : mQ2 + 1/R
. . .
5100021 640.489611 # g1 : cmath . s q r t (R∗∗(−2) − (0 .0011569056214749236∗
gmass__exp__2) /R__exp__2 + (23∗gmass__exp__2∗log__LR__exp__2) /(32 . ∗
cmath . p i ∗∗2∗R__exp__2) )
5100022 500.893135 # a1 : cmath . s q r t (−Delta + MM11 + MM22) /sqrt__2
5100023 535.492283 # z1 : cmath . s q r t ( Delta + MM11 + MM22) /sqrt__2
5100024 535.169118 # w1+ : sqrt__MM22
5100030 490.186872 # h1 : cmath . s q r t ( cH2 − MH__exp__2 + R∗∗(−2) )
6100001 584.424487 # sd1 : md2 + 1/R
6100002 586.241222 # su1 : mu2 + 1/R
. . .
. . .
###################################
## INFORMATION FOR MUEDINPUTS
###################################
Block muedinputs
1 2.000000 e−03 # R
2 2.000000 e+01 # LR
###################################
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Here the corrections to the masses are also taken into account. But as can be seen, the parameters
are not read, and only the radius R (R) and the cutoff Λ (included in LR) can change the masses.
For this reason, a modified version of mUED was used for a same-spin toy model where masses
could be set manually.
F.2 Flat Matrix Elements in Pythia
In an update of Pythia 6.41, namely the one of 6.4.24 from 21 Oct 2010, there was a new
’generic’ process introduced which could be used to represent simplified models:
Introduced "generic" processes of the kind 2 → 1 → 2 and 2 → 2, with pro-
cess codes 481 and 482, respectively. These rely on reading and interpreting an
SLHA file. The process initial and final state is defined through the SLHA decay
table of a new particle KF=9900001. This particle should have only two decays
modes, the first specifying the initial state of Standard Model partons and the sec-
ond the final state, which may include particles defined through the SLHA file.
The QNUMBERS definition of particle KF=9900001 determines the color flow, and
the charge and color must be consistent with the two decay modes. For process
482, the cross section is determined by a flat matrix element. For process 481, a
Breit-Wigner propagator for particle KF=9900001 is included. The reported cross
section includes no couplings or branching ratio factors, and is determined only by
the parton distribution functions and particle masses.
Using this new process (481 and 482), the ’flat matrix element’ data for the transverse
momentum distributions in Figure 2.5 were created2. The Breit-Wigner propagator is used for
short-lived particles; this is briefly described in the paragraph below.
Breit-Wigner propagator The Breit-Wigner probability density function, also called the
Cauchy pdf, is defined by [160, p36]
f(x) =
1
π
1
1 + x2
. (F.1)
This is a special case of the Breit-Wigner distribution that is used in particle physics, which is
f(x,Γ,m) =
1
π
Γ/2
Γ2/4 + (x−m)2 , (F.2)
with m the mass of the resonance particle and Γ the decay width of the resonance particle. .
This can be used only for narrow resonances, as explained below.
An unstable atomic state in non-relativistic quantum mechanics can be seen as a resonance
in scattering experiments. Its scattering amplitude near the resonance energy Eres is then given
by the Breit-Wigner formula:
f(E) ∝ 1
E − Eres + iΓ/2 , (F.3)
1See update notes on http://www.hepforge.org/archive/pythia6/update_notes-6.4.25.txt under
6.4.24 : 21 Oct 2010 .
2 For instructions on how to use Pythia 6, please consult the manual [82] and the examples
on http://pythia6.hepforge.org/examples/ . The installation of the STDHEP-library is necessary:
http://cepa.fnal.gov/psm/stdhep/getStdHep.shtml .
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where the decay rate Γ is the ratio of the number of decays per unit time to the number of the
particle type present [1, p101]. The lifetime τ of such a particle is the inverse of the sum of its
decay rates to all possible states. The width of the resonance peak seen is equal to the decay
rate of the unstable state [1, p101]. In relativistic quantum mechanics, the unstable particle can
be viewed as an excited state of the vacuum and the Breit-Wigner formula can be generalized
to give the scattering amplitude for particles that combine to form an unstable particle which
then decays:
1
p2 −m2 + imΓ ≈
1
2E~p(p0 − E~p + i(m/E~p)Γ/2) . (F.4)
With time dilation the decay rate of the unstable particle is then (m/E~p)Γ in a general frame [1,
p101].
A particle’s real mass, or physical mass m, which is the mass that is measured, is related to
its bare mass m0, or the parameter in the Lagrangian, and its self-energy Σ, or all one-particle
irreducible insertions into the particle’s propagator, evaluated at the physical mass:
m2 = m20 +ReΣ(~p)|~p2=m2 . (F.5)
The reason the real part is taken of the self-energy is that for an unstable particle that can
decay into two or more lighter particles, the self-energy acquires an imaginary part [1, p236].
The propagator of the particle then looks like
iZ
p2 −m2 − iZImΣ2(p2) [1, p237], from which the
cross section in the s-channel close to the pole
σ ∝
∣∣∣∣ 1s−m2 − iZImΣ2(s)
∣∣∣∣2 (F.6)
where Z = |〈λ0|ϕ(0)|Ω〉|2 is the probability for ϕ(0) to create a given state from the vacuum [1,
p215]. This looks very much like the left-hand-side of Equation F.4, and will be equal to it for
small ImΣ2(m2) so that the resonance is narrow and ImΣ2(s) ≈ ImΣ2(m2) resulting in [1, p237]
Γ = −Z
m
ImΣ2(m2). (F.7)
For broader resonances, the cross section in the s-channel will deviate from the Breit-Wigner
shape.
Implementation of flat matrix elements in Pythia 6.4 In order to generate output
from the Pythia event generator, one typically executes a command like
g f o r t r an sms_gogo . f pythia −6 .4 . 26 . o −L/path/ to / stdhep−5−06−01/ l i b −l s tdhep
−lFmcf io
Here sms_gogo.f would be similar to the main83.f file, which is the SHLA-BSM file3 in the
examples provided on the web page named in footnote 2 on page 158. What is important
and contains changes are the following parts (the lines consisting of only C... indicate omitted
parts):
PROGRAM sms_gogo
C . . .
C======================================================================
3See https://pythia6.hepforge.org/examples/main83.f .
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C
C . . . I n i t i a l i z a t i o n
C
C . . . Teach pythia the new p a r t i c l e s
C . . . At t h i s po int they w i l l be mass l e s s and have no decays .
CALL PYGIVE( ’IMSS(21)=23 ’ )
CALL PYGIVE( ’IMSS(22)=23 ’ )
OPEN(23 ,FILE=’ sms_gogo . spc ’ ,STATUS=’OLD’ )
C CALL PYSLHA(0 ,0 , IFAIL )
MSEL=0
C use 2−>2 gene r i c p roce s s
MSUB(482)=1
C turn ISR on/ o f f
MSTP(61)=0
C turn FSR on/ o f f
MSTP(71)=0
C turn mul t ip l e i n t e r a c t i o n s on/ o f f
MSTP(81)=0
C turn hadron i za t i on on/ o f f
MSTP(111)=0
C . . . I n i t i a l i z e pythia
CALL PYINIT( ’CMS’ , ’p ’ , ’ p ’ ,14000D0)
C . . . Allow more e r r o r s
CALL PYGIVE( ’MSTU(22)=10000 ’ )
C . . . Book histogram .
c a l l PYBOOK(1 , ’pT ’ , 100 , 0D0 , 600D0)
C c a l l PYBOOK(2 , ’pT2 ’ , 50 , 0D0 , 600D0)
C . . .
C======================================================================
C
C . . . Main Program :
C
C . . .
C . . . Arg 1 : number o f events
NEV=100000
C . . .
c a l l stdxend ( i s t r s t d ) ! c l o s e output stream
CALL PYSTAT(1)
c CALL PYHIST !
c Note : PYHIST se rv e s to p r i n t a l l h i s tograms that have been f i l l e d ,
and
C th e r e a f t e r r e s e t s t h e i r bin contents to 0 .
C This anything wr i t t en to a f i l e w i l l then be zero .
c wr i t e h istograms to d i sk
p l o t s (1 ) = 1
C p l o t s (2 ) = 2
open ( 111 , f i l e=’ sms_gogo . dat ’ , i o s t a t=s t a t )
i f ( s t a t . eq . 0 ) then
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c a l l PYDUMP(3 ,111 ,1 , p l o t s )
end i f
c l o s e (111)
Notice that 1) a file called sms_gogo.spc is opened, 2) that the new generic 2→ 2 process 482
has been called with MSUB(482)=1, and 3) that in order to write data (in this case transverse
momenta bins) to a file, the command CALL PYHIST is commented out and the file sms_gogo.dat
is opened. The file sms_gogo.spc contains important definitions of our particles. It is similar
to the file main83.spc provided with the examples4 and looks like this:
#===========================================================
# QUANTUM NUMBERS OF NEW STATE(S)
# ( see below f o r masses and decay t ab l e s )
#===========================================================
BLOCK QNUMBERS 9900001 # P1
1 0 # 3 times e l e c t r i c charge
2 3 # number o f sp in s t a t e s (2S+1)
3 8 # co lour rep ( 1 : s i n g l e t , 3 : t r i p l e t , 8 : o c t e t )
4 0 # Pa r t i c l e / An t i p a r t i c l e d i s t i n c t i o n (0=own ant i )
BLOCK QNUMBERS 9900004 # g~
1 0 # 3 times e l e c t r i c charge
2 3 # number o f sp in s t a t e s (2S+1)
3 8 # co lour rep ( 1 : s i n g l e t , 3 : t r i p l e t , 8 : o c t e t )
4 0 # Pa r t i c l e / An t i p a r t i c l e d i s t i n c t i o n (0=own ant i )
BLOCK QNUMBERS 9900003 # LSP
1 0 # 3 times e l e c t r i c charge
2 6 # number o f sp in s t a t e s (2S+1)
3 1 # co lour rep ( 1 : s i n g l e t , 3 : t r i p l e t , 8 : o c t e t )
4 0 # Pa r t i c l e / An t i p a r t i c l e d i s t i n c t i o n (0=own ant i )
#===========================================================
# MASS INFORMATION (may be r e c a l c u l a t e d i n t e r n a l l y )
#===========================================================
BLOCK MASS
9900001 700 .0 # P1 mass
9900003 200 .0 # LSP mass
9900004 200 .0 # g~ mass
#===========================================================
# DECAY INFORMATION
#===========================================================
# 6.4 .11+: decay channe l s d e s i r ed o f f f o r the pre sent run
# can be commented out us ing "#"
#DECAY 9900004 1.000000E+00 # g~ decay
# 1.00000000E+00 3 9900003 2 −2 # br
DECAY 9900001 1.000000E+00 #! SPECIAL PROCESS PARTICLE
# BR NDA ID1 ID2 ID3
0.50000000E+00 2 21 21
0.50000000E+00 2 9900004 9900004
#
#=========================================================
# END OF SLHA FILE
#=========================================================
4See https://pythia6.hepforge.org/examples/main83.spc .
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One can see that three new particles were added here: P1 (or ’the blob’, 9900001), which is an
electrically neutral but color octet spin 0 particle; the g~, or gluino (here 9900004), which is just
such a particle; and the LSP, or neutralino (here 9900003): an electrically neutral color singlet
particle with spin 1. Their masses and the decay ratios are also specified here. The blob or P1
particle decays to gluons and gluinos, and the gluino decays to the neutralino.
F.3 Delphes 2
In an LHCO file produced by Delphes 2 [85], several particles are written down twice, both as a
jet and as the particle as which it was reconstructed 5 As a result, taus are written down as a
3 (tau) and 4 (jet), missing transverse energy as a 6 and a 4, and photons as a 0 and 4. This
has as a result that for a UED model, where the lightest KK particle is photon-like, naively
one finds many more jets than expected compared to a SUSY model where the lightest stable
particle is a spin one half particle. For the purposes of this research Delphes 3 [92] was used.
5See also footnote 5 on page 31.
Appendix G
Simulation of Finite-mg˜ SUSY Models
In this appendix, the settings used in Monte Carlo generators for simulating the T2 and SUSY
models used in chapter 3 are described.
G.1 MadGraph squark production cards
In order to obtain efficiencies for the T2 simplified model as well as MSSM-like and UED-like
(s)quark production, MadGraph, Pythia, and Delphes were used for simulation. For production
level event files, MadGraph 1.5.12 was used. For supersymmetry, five production channels were
used to obtain T2 and MSSM-like efficiencies. For T2, the process card is as follows:
s e t group_subprocesses Auto
s e t ignore_six_quark_processes Fa l se
s e t gauge un i tary
s e t complex_mass_scheme Fal se
import model mssm
de f i n e p = g u c d s u~ c~ d~ s~
de f i n e j = g u c d s u~ c~ d~ s~
de f i n e l+ = e+ mu+
de f i n e l− = e− mu−
de f i n e v l = ve vm vt
de f i n e v l~ = ve~ vm~ vt~
# Def ine mu l t i p a r t i c l e l a b e l s
d e f i n e p = g u c d s u~ c~ d~ s~
de f i n e j = g u c d s u~ c~ d~ s~
de f i n e l+ = e+ mu+
de f i n e l− = e− mu−
de f i n e v l = ve vm vt
de f i n e v l~ = ve~ vm~ vt~
# Spec i f y p roce s s ( es ) to run
de f i n e s q l = ul d l
d e f i n e s q l~ = ul~ d l~
generate p p > sq l s q l~ @1
add proce s s p p > sq l s q l~ j @2
# Output p r o c e s s e s to MadEvent d i r e c t o r y
output qLqLbar
Here the model MSSM was the model included in MadGraph 5. A process with one extra jet was
added; two extra jets would not make a large difference in efficiencies but would vastly increase
simulation times.
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For other processes similar cards were produced. For pp → q˜Lq˜L, the following was used
(leaving out the first lines, similar to above):
. . .
# Spec i f y p roce s s ( es ) to run
de f i n e s q l = ul d l
generate p p > sq l s q l @1
add proce s s p p > sq l s q l j @2
# Output p r o c e s s e s to MadEvent d i r e c t o r y
output qLqL
For pp→ q˜Lq˜R:
. . .
# Spec i f y p roce s s ( es ) to run
de f i n e s q l = ul d l
d e f i n e sqr = ur dr
generate p p > sq l sqr @1
add proce s s p p > sq l sqr j @2
# Output p r o c e s s e s to MadEvent d i r e c t o r y
output qLqR
and for pp→ q˜Lq˜∗R:
. . .
# Spec i f y p roce s s ( es ) to run
de f i n e s q l = ul d l
d e f i n e sqr~ = ur~ dr~
generate p p > sq l sqr~ @1
add proce s s p p > sq l sqr~ j @2
# Output p r o c e s s e s to MadEvent d i r e c t o r y
output qLqRbar
Finally, taking into account both generations, the following process was used:
. . .
# Spec i f y p roce s s ( es ) to run
de f i n e sq2 = c l s l c r s r c l ~ s l ~ cr~ s r~
de f i n e sqboth = c l s l c r s r c l ~ s l ~ cr~ s r~ u l d l ur dr u l~ d l~ ur~ dr~
generate p p > sq2 sqboth @1
add proce s s p p > sq2 sqboth j @2
# Output p r o c e s s e s to MadEvent d i r e c t o r y
output q1q2
G.2 Matching settings (run_card.dat)
For the run card in MadGraph, the matching settings were changed, as well as the energies. A
diff with the default MadGraph 1.5.12 run card gives:
d i f f ~/mg5/qLqLbar/Cards/ run_card_default . dat ~/matching/ s r c /run_card_mlm .
dat
33 ,34 c33 ,35
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< 10000 = nevents ! Number o f unweighted events reques ted
< 0 = i s e ed ! rnd seed (0=as s i gned automat i ca l l y=de f au l t ) )
−−−
>
> numberofevents = nevents ! Number o f unweighted events reques ted
> randomnumber = i s e ed ! rnd seed (0=as s i gned automat i ca l l y=de f au l t ) )
42 ,43 c43 ,44
< 7000 = ebeam1 ! beam 1 t o t a l energy in GeV
< 7000 = ebeam2 ! beam 2 t o t a l energy in GeV
−−−
> ha l f s q r t s = ebeam1 ! beam 1 t o t a l energy in GeV
> ha l f s q r t s = ebeam2 ! beam 2 t o t a l energy in GeV
65 c66
< 0 = ickkw ! 0 no matching , 1 MLM, 2 CKKW matching
−−−
> 1 = ickkw ! 0 no matching , 1 MLM, 2 CKKW matching
102 ,103 c103 ,104
< 20 = pt j ! minimum pt f o r the j e t s
< 0 = ptb ! minimum pt f o r the b
−−−
> xqcutvalue = pt j ! minimum pt f o r the j e t s
> xqcutvalue = ptb ! minimum pt f o r the b
140 ,141 c141 ,142
< 0 .4 = d r j j ! min d i s t anc e between j e t s
< 0 = drbb ! min d i s t anc e between b ’ s
−−−
> 0.001 = d r j j ! min d i s t anc e between j e t s
> 0.001 = drbb ! min d i s t anc e between b ’ s
233 c234
< 4 = maxje t f l avor ! Maximum j e t pdg code
−−−
> 5 = maxje t f l avor ! Maximum j e t pdg code
237 c238
< 0 = xqcut ! minimum kt j e t measure between partons
−−−
> xqcutvalue = xqcut ! minimum kt j e t measure between partons
The value xqcut was set to 30 and halfsqrts to 4000 GeV. The number of events generated per
time nevents was taken to be 10000, and the iseed (random number) was generated using the
random module in python. The latter was done in order to generate multiples of 10000 events
for similar masses without using the same random number that MadGraph uses for each unique
directory that is generated.
G.3 Example of a simplified model SLHA file
The simplified model used for SUSY squark production is the Standard Model with in addition
squarks (u˜L, d˜L, s˜L, c˜L), a gluino (g˜) and an LSP (χ˜). This was achieved through a regular
MSSM model in MadGraph 5, where all other sparticle masses are of the order 105 GeV and all
unwanted decays are set to zero. As an example, the model of a direct squark decay as depicted
in Figure 2.6, here again in Figure G.1, is shown below in the format of an SLHA1-file with masses
mgluino, msquark, and mneutralino as input.
1SLHA, or SUSY Les Houches Accord, defines a definite form of writing the spectrum and decays for
a specific supersymmetric phenomenology. See [207] for more details.
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~ 0q~
q
Figure G.1: The direct decay s1, or u˜L → uLχ0, of the squark for mg˜ ≥ mu˜L .
MadGraph takes as input parameter card (param_card.dat) an SLHA file. Since in the
process a gluino could be radiated, the gluino decays, although not present in the simplified
model T2, are also included in the parameter card. For SUSY, the following was mass block was
used (showing only relevant particles):
#
BLOCK SMINPUTS # Standard Model inputs
1 1.27934000E+02 # alpha_em^−1(M_Z)^MSbar
2 1.16637000E−05 # G_F [GeV^−2]
3 1.17200000E−01 # alpha_S (M_Z)^MSbar
4 9.11876000E+01 # M_Z pole mass
5 4.25000000E+00 # mb(mb)^MSbar
6 1.73300000E+02 # mt po le mass
7 1.77700000E+00 # mtau po le mass
. . .
#
BLOCK MASS # Mass Spectrum
# PDG code mass p a r t i c l e
5 4.87884433E+00 # b−quark po le mass c a l c u l a t ed from mb(mb)
_Msbar
6 1.73300000E+02 # t−quark po le mass ( not read by ME)
24 7.98290131E+01 # W+
25 1.24722187E+02 # h
35 4.50009820E+03 # H
36 4.49999812E+03 # A
37 4.50154761E+03 # H+
1000001 msquark # ~d_L
2000001 msquark # 1.00000000E+05 # ~d_R
1000002 msquark # ~u_L
2000002 msquark # 1.00000000E+05 # ~u_R
1000003 msquark # 1.00000000E+05 # ~s_L
2000003 msquark # 1.00000000E+05 # ~s_R
1000004 msquark # 1.00000000E+05 # ~c_L
2000004 msquark # 1.00000000E+05 # ~c_R
1000005 1.00000000E+05 # ~b_1
2000005 1.00000000E+05 # ~b_2
1000006 1.00000000E+05 # ~t_1
2000006 1.00000000E+05 # ~t_2
1000011 4.53159214E+03 # ~e_L
2000011 4.54296359E+03 # ~e_R
1000012 4.53325278E+03 # ~nu_eL
1000013 4.53159214E+03 # ~mu_L
2000013 4.54296359E+03 # ~mu_R
1000014 4.53325278E+03 # ~nu_muL
1000015 3.50232833E+03 # ~tau_1
2000015 3.50565191E+03 # ~tau_2
1000016 3.50360653E+03 # ~nu_tauL
1000021 mgluino # ~g
1000022 mneutral ino # ~chi_10
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1000023 −3.61056168E+03 # ~chi_20
1000025 3.64127949E+03 # ~chi_30
1000035 7.35561129E+03 # ~chi_40
1000024 4.50000000E+03 # ~chi_1+
1000037 7.34960121E+03 # ~chi_2+
#
The mass values of the three particles msquark, mgluino, and mneutralino are altered for each
input (note the assumption of degenerate squark masses). The mixing blocks were unaltered
and are not shown.
The relevant parts of the decay table were altered for gluinos as follows:
. . .
# PDG Width
DECAY 1000021 gluino_width # g lu ino decays
# BR NDA ID1 ID2
1.25000000E−01 2 1000001 −1 # BR(~g −> ~d_L db)
1.25000000E−01 2 −1000001 1 # BR(~g −> ~d_L∗ d )
1.25000000E−01 2 2000001 −1 # BR(~g −> ~d_R db)
1.25000000E−01 2 −2000001 1 # BR(~g −> ~d_R∗ d )
1.25000000E−01 2 1000002 −2 # BR(~g −> ~u_L ub)
1.25000000E−01 2 −1000002 2 # BR(~g −> ~u_L∗ u )
1.25000000E−01 2 2000002 −2 # BR(~g −> ~u_R ub)
1.25000000E−01 2 −2000002 2 # BR(~g −> ~u_R∗ u )
and for squarks:
# PDG Width
DECAY 1000002 width_uL # sup_L decays
# BR NDA ID1 ID2 ID3
1.00000000 e+00 2 1000022 2 # BR( sq −> N1 u)
#
# PDG Width
DECAY 2000002 width_uR # sup_R decays
# BR NDA ID1 ID2 ID3
1.00000000 e+00 2 1000022 2 # BR( sq −> N1 u)
#
# PDG Width
DECAY 1000001 width_dL # sdown_L decays
# BR NDA ID1 ID2 ID3
1.00000000 e+00 2 1000022 1 # BR( sq −> N1 d)
#
# PDG Width
DECAY 2000001 width_dR # sdown_R decays
# BR NDA ID1 ID2 ID3
1.00000000 e+00 2 1000022 1 # BR( sq −> N1 d)
##
# PDG Width
DECAY 1000004 width_uL # scharm_L decays
# BR NDA ID1 ID2 ID3
1.00000000 e+00 2 1000022 4 # BR( sq −> N1 c )
#
# PDG Width
DECAY 2000004 width_uR # scharm_R decays
# BR NDA ID1 ID2 ID3
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1.00000000 e+00 2 1000022 4 # BR( sq −> N1 c )
##
# PDG Width
DECAY 1000003 width_dL # sstrange_L decays
# BR NDA ID1 ID2 ID3
1.00000000 e+00 2 1000022 3 # BR( sq −> N1 s )
#
# PDG Width
DECAY 2000003 width_dR # sstrange_R decays
# BR NDA ID1 ID2 ID3
1.00000000 e+00 2 1000022 3 # BR( sq −> N1 s )
:
Note also that the neutralino1 decay was set to zero (as were all other BSM particle decays):
# PDG Width
DECAY 1000022 0.00000000E+00 # neut ra l i no1 decays
The widths in the above were calculated as follows [208, p4]:
gluino_width =
0.795
log(mg˜/0.22)
× (m
2
g˜ −m2q˜)2
m3g˜
, (G.1)
where
αs(k) =
1
β0 log(k2/Λ
(G.2)
was evaluated at k2 = mg˜. Here Λ ≈ 0.22 GeV is the QCD scale and β0 a constant. The width
of the squarks was computed as follows:
width_sq = prefactor_sq×
(m2q˜ −m2χ˜01)
2
m3q˜
, (G.3)
where the prefactors are
prefactor_uL = prefactor_cL = 0.00013930
prefactor_uR = prefactor_cR = 0.00222873
prefactor_dL = prefactor_sL = 0.00013930
prefactor_dR = prefactor_sR = 0.00055719 (G.4)
When both generations are included (see last SUSY process card in section G.3), the gluino
decays were altered to:
# PDG Width
DECAY 1000021 gluino_width # g lu ino decays
# BR NDA ID1 ID2
6.2500000E−02 2 1000001 −1 # BR(~g −> ~d_L db)
6.2500000E−02 2 −1000001 1 # BR(~g −> ~d_L∗ d )
6.2500000E−02 2 2000001 −1 # BR(~g −> ~d_R db)
6.2500000E−02 2 −2000001 1 # BR(~g −> ~d_R∗ d )
6.2500000E−02 2 1000002 −2 # BR(~g −> ~u_L ub)
6.2500000E−02 2 −1000002 2 # BR(~g −> ~u_L∗ u )
6.2500000E−02 2 2000002 −2 # BR(~g −> ~u_R ub)
6.2500000E−02 2 −2000002 2 # BR(~g −> ~u_R∗ u )
6.2500000E−02 2 1000003 −3 # BR(~g −> ~s_L sb )
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6.2500000E−02 2 −1000003 3 # BR(~g −> ~s_L∗ s )
6 .2500000E−02 2 2000003 −3 # BR(~g −> ~s_R sb )
6.2500000E−02 2 −2000003 3 # BR(~g −> ~s_R∗ s )
6.2500000E−02 2 1000004 −4 # BR(~g −> ~c_L cb )
6.2500000E−02 2 −1000004 4 # BR(~g −> ~c_L∗ c )
6.2500000E−02 2 2000004 −4 # BR(~g −> ~c_R cb )
6.2500000E−02 2 −2000004 4 # BR(~g −> ~c_R∗ c )
G.4 Pythia Settings
The pythia card in MadGraph is set such that the initial state radiation, set through MSTP(61)=1
(see [95, p176]), is turned on (see e [95, p253]). Final state radiation is turned on with
MSTP(71)=1. Multiple interactions are turned on with MSTP(81)=1 ( [95, p253], and jet frag-
mentation is turned on with MSTJ(1)=1 ( [95, p485]). Pythia can have many errors; execution is
not stopped even if there are errors. When setting masses of a(n) (un)known model to Pythia
by hand, one must make sure that Pythia reads these and the decays from the parameter card
where those are set [95, p274]. The Pythia card then looks as follows:
! . . . Parton showering on or o f f
MSTP(61)=1
MSTP(71)=1
! . . . Fragmentation/ hadron i za t i on on or o f f
MSTJ(1)=1
! . . . Mul t ip l e i n t e r a c t i o n s on or o f f
MSTP(81)=1
! . . . Cuto f f in j e t measure f o r matching
QCUT = qcutva lue
! . . . Don ’ t stop execut ion a f t e r 10 e r r o r s
MSTU(21)=1
! . . . Remove in te rmed ia t e on−s h e l l g l u i no s in the product ion
EXCRES=1000021
! . . . Make sure to load the decay tab l e to pythia
IMSS(22)=24
IMSS(21)=24
The last line, however, is not necessary. The qcutvalue is necessary for matching (see also
Appendix E). The value used was QCUT = 46 for both SUSY and same-spin models. Also
for the purpose of matching, the EXCRES variable was set to remove on-shell gluinos in the
production.
G.5 Delphes
For detector simulation, Delphes 3.0.11 was used. For CMS settings, from the examples
directory the delphes_card_CMS.tcl was used. The only change in this card was made to the
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b-tagging misidentification rate, which was originally 0.001 and changed to 0.01 in accordance
with the αT analysis [2, p5]. The differences between the original and the altered card:
484 c484 ,485
< add Ef f i c i encyFormula {0} {0.001}
−−−
> # add Ef f i c i encyFormula {0} {0.001}
> add Ef f i c i encyFormula {0} {0 .01}
The context of these lines (in the altered card):
# add Ef f i c i encyFormula {abs (PDG code ) } { e f f i c i e n c y formula as a func t i on
o f eta and pt}
# PDG code = the h i ghe s t PDG code o f a quark or gluon i n s i d e DeltaR cone
around j e t ax i s
# gluon ’ s PDG code has the lowest p r i o r i t y
# https : // tw ik i . cern . ch/ tw ik i / bin /view/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsBTV
# de f au l t e f f i c i e n c y formula ( m i s i d e n t i f i c a t i o n ra t e )
# add Ef f i c i encyFormula {0} {0.001}
add Ef f i c i encyFormula {0} {0 .01}
# e f f i c i e n c y formula f o r c−j e t s ( m i s i d e n t i f i c a t i o n ra t e )
add Ef f i c i encyFormula {4} { ( pt <=
15 . 0 ) ∗ ( 0 . 0 00 ) + \
Appendix H
Squark-gluino associate production
In this appendix, the settings used in Monte Carlo generators for simulating the TGQttttj model
are described.
H.1 MadGraph 5 squark-gluino associate production
The following process card was used in MadGraph 5 MC@NLO for squark-gluino associate produc-
tion, or pp→ q˜g˜, q˜ ∈ {u˜, d˜, c˜, s˜}:
s e t group_subprocesses Auto
s e t ignore_six_quark_processes Fa l se
s e t gauge un i tary
s e t complex_mass_scheme Fal se
import model mssm
de f i n e p = g u c d s u~ c~ d~ s~
de f i n e j = g u c d s u~ c~ d~ s~
de f i n e l+ = e+ mu+
de f i n e l− = e− mu−
de f i n e v l = ve vm vt
de f i n e v l~ = ve~ vm~ vt~
# Def ine mu l t i p a r t i c l e l a b e l s
d e f i n e p = g u c d s u~ c~ d~ s~
de f i n e j = g u c d s u~ c~ d~ s~
de f i n e l+ = e+ mu+
de f i n e l− = e− mu−
de f i n e v l = ve vm vt
de f i n e v l~ = ve~ vm~ vt~
# Spec i f y p roce s s ( es ) to run
# Spec i f y p roce s s ( es ) to run
de f i n e sq = c l s l c r s r c l ~ s l ~ cr~ s r~ ul d l ur dr u l~ d l~ ur~ dr~
generate p p > go sq @1
add proce s s p p > go sq j $ go sq @2
# Output p r o c e s s e s to MadEvent d i r e c t o r y
output pp_gosq
Matching settings are as in section G.2.
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H.2 Masses and decays
For the TGQtttt model, the squark is chosen to decay with a 100% branching ratio to a quark
and gluino, or q˜ → qg˜, the gluino with a 100% branching ratio to a stop and top, or g˜ → t˜1t¯
and g˜ → t˜∗1t, and the stop with a 100% branching ratio to a top and LSP: t˜1 → tχ˜01. This gives
the following SLHA file:
BLOCK SMINPUTS # Standard Model inputs
1 1.27934000E+02 # alpha_em^−1(M_Z)^MSbar
2 1.16639000E−05 # G_F [GeV^−2]
3 1.17200000E−01 # alpha_S (M_Z)^MSbar
4 9.11870000E+01 # M_Z pole mass
6 mtop # 1.72500000E+02 # mt po le mass
7 1.77710000E+00 # mtau po le mass
#
BLOCK EXTPAR # Input parameters − non−minimal models
0 4.65777483E+02 # EWSB s c a l e
#
BLOCK MASS # Mass Spectrum
# PDG code mass p a r t i c l e
5 4.87877839E+00 # b−quark po le mass
6 mtop # 1.72500000E+02 # t−quark po le mass ( not
read by ME)
24 7.98285576E+01 # W+
25 3.09932416E+02 # h
35 3.94935594E+02 # H
36 3.94525487E+02 # A
37 4.02953218E+02 # H+
1000001 msquark # ~d_L
2000001 msquark # ~d_R
1000002 msquark # ~u_L
2000002 msquark # ~u_R
1000003 msquark # ~s_L
2000003 msquark # ~s_R
1000004 msquark # ~c_L
2000004 msquark # ~c_R
1000005 1.00000000E+05 # ~b_1
2000005 1.00000000E+05 # ~b_2
1000006 mstop # ~t_1
2000006 1.00000000E+05 # ~t_2
1000011 1.00000000E+05 # ~e_L
2000011 1.00000000E+05 # ~e_R
1000012 1.00000000E+05 # ~nu_eL
1000013 1.00000000E+05 # ~mu_L
2000013 1.00000000E+05 # ~mu_R
1000014 1.00000000E+05 # ~nu_muL
1000015 1.00000000E+05 # ~tau_1
2000015 1.00000000E+05 # ~tau_2
1000016 1.00000000E+05 # ~nu_tauL
1000021 mgluino # ~g
1000022 1.00000000E+02 # ~chi_10
1000023 1.00000000E+05 # ~chi_20
1000025 1.00000000E+05 # ~chi_30
1000035 1.00000000E+05 # ~chi_40
1000024 1.00000000E+05 # ~chi_1+
1000037 1.00000000E+05 # ~chi_2+
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BLOCK STOPMIX # Stop Mixing Matrix
1 1 5.52988023E−01 # O_{11}
1 2 8.33189202E−01 # O_{12}
2 1 −8.33189202E−01 # O_{21}
2 2 5.52988023E−01 # O_{22}
BLOCK SBOTMIX # Sbottom Mixing Matrix
1 1 9.30091013E−01 # O_{11}
1 2 3.67329153E−01 # O_{12}
2 1 −3.67329153E−01 # O_{21}
2 2 9.30091013E−01 # O_{22}
BLOCK STAUMIX # Stau Mixing Matrix
1 1 2.84460080E−01 # O_{11}
1 2 9.58687886E−01 # O_{12}
2 1 −9.58687886E−01 # O_{21}
2 2 2.84460080E−01 # O_{22}
BLOCK ALPHA # Higgs mixing
−1.14188003E−01 # Mixing ang le in the neu t ra l Higgs boson
s e c t o r
BLOCK YE Q= 4.65777483E+02 # The Yukawa coup l ing s
3 3 1.01147257E−01 # y_tau (Q) DRbar
BLOCK YU Q= 4.65777483E+02 # The Yukawa coup l ing s
3 3 8.78978125E−01 # y_t(Q) DRbar
BLOCK YD Q= 4.65777483E+02 # The Yukawa coup l ing s
3 3 1.39517330E−01 # y_b(Q) DRbar
BLOCK AE Q= 4.65777483E+02 # The t r i l i n e a r coup l ing s
3 3 −2.51542764E+02 # A_tau(Q) DRbar
BLOCK AU Q= 4.65777483E+02 # The t r i l i n e a r coup l ing s
3 3 −5.06144039E+02 # A_t(Q) DRbar
BLOCK AD Q= 4.65777483E+02 # The t r i l i n e a r coup l ing s
3 3 −7.96595982E+02 # A_b(Q) DRbar
BLOCK MSOFT Q= 4.65777483E+02 # The s o f t SUSY breaking masses at the
s c a l e Q
1 1.01486794E+02 # M_1
2 1.91565439E+02 # M_2
3 5.86284400E+02 # M_3
21 3.23226904E+04 # M^2_Hd
22 −1.24993993E+05 # M^2_Hu
31 1.95443359E+02 # M_eL
32 1.95443359E+02 # M_muL
33 1.94603750E+02 # M_tauL
34 1.35950985E+02 # M_eR
35 1.35950985E+02 # M_muR
36 1.33480599E+02 # M_tauR
41 5.45553618E+02 # M_q1L
42 5.45553618E+02 # M_q2L
43 4.97578078E+02 # M_q3L
44 5.27538927E+02 # M_uR
45 5.27538927E+02 # M_cR
46 4.23429537E+02 # M_tR
47 5.25444117E+02 # M_dR
48 5.25444117E+02 # M_sR
49 5.22139557E+02 # M_bR
# PDG Width
DECAY 23 2.41180149E+00 # Z width (SM ca l c u l a t i o n )
DECAY 24 2.00313007E+00 # W width (SM ca l c u l a t i o n )
DECAY 6 1.48576460E+00 # top decays
1.00000000E+00 2 5 24 # BR( t −> b W+)
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DECAY 1000021 width_gluino # g lu ino decays
5.00000000E−01 2 1000006 −6 # BR(~g −> ~t_1 tb )
5.00000000E−01 2 −1000006 6 # BR(~g −> ~t_1∗ t )
DECAY 1000006 width_stop # stop1 decays
1.00000000E+00 2 1000022 6 # BR(~t_1 −> ~chi_10 t )
DECAY 1000002 width_uL # sup_L decays
1.00000000E+00 2 1000021 2 # BR(~u_L −> ~g u)
DECAY 2000002 width_uR # sup_R decays
1.00000000E+00 2 1000021 2 # BR(~u_R −> ~g u)
DECAY 1000001 width_dL # sdown_L decays
1.00000000E+00 2 1000021 1 # BR(~d_L −> ~g d)
DECAY 2000001 width_dR # sdown_R decays
1.00000000E+00 2 1000021 1 # BR(~d_R −> ~g d)
DECAY 1000004 width_uL # scharm_L decays
1.00000000E+00 2 1000021 4 # BR(~c_L −> ~g c )
DECAY 2000004 width_uR # scharm_R decays
1.00000000E+00 2 1000021 4 # BR(~c_R −> ~g c )
DECAY 1000003 width_dL # sstrange_L decays
1.00000000E+00 2 1000021 3 # BR(~s_L −> ~g s )
DECAY 2000003 width_dR # sstrange_R decays
1.00000000E+00 2 1000021 3 # BR(~s_R −> ~g s )
DECAY 1000022 0.00000000E+00 # neut ra l i no1 decays
The mixing parameters, Yukawa and trilinear couplings, and soft SUSY breaking masses were
left unchanged but must be included for running with MadGraph. The decays are defined below.
Light-flavor squark decays The squark decays to a gluino and quark with a width at the
born level [208, p3,4]
Γ(q˜ → g˜q) = 2αs
3
(mq˜ −mg˜)2
m3q˜
(H.1)
Stop and gluino decay When tops are included, the quark mass can no longer be ignored.
Equations for computing the stop width can be found in [209, p15] and [210, p28]. Unlike for the
squark decay width, the decay widths for stop masses between 300 and 1000 GeV and neutralino
masses between 100 and 300 GeV are only about 1 GeV. This is negligible compared to the stop
mass, hence fixing the width to such a small width instead of computing it will not make a
difference. The stop decay width is therefore approximated to be 1 GeV.
Similarly, the widths of the gluino decaying to a stop and LSP are only of the order of a
few up to about 11 for gluino masses ranging mg˜ ∈ {700 . . . 1700}, stop masses ranging mt˜ ∈
{300 . . . 1000} GeV, and LSP masses mχ˜ ∈ {100 . . . 300} GeV; this width will be approximated
with 5 GeV.
Appendix I
Simulation of Same-Spin Models
In this appendix, settings used for generating same-spin MadGraph LHE files for an mUED-like
toy model are described. They are very similar to the settings used for SUSY processes, which
are described in Appendix G.
I.1 UED particles and decays in event generators
Pythia 6 does not recognize new particle numbers such as those of UED because it does not
have enough memory to store them. Hence, in universal extra dimensions, the relevant particles
for our purposes for simplified models are shown below. Note that the PDG numbers are altered
with respect to the commonly used FeynRules [130] mUED model [129]:
Block QNUMBERS 4100002 # su1
1 2 # 3 times e l e c t r i c charge
2 2 # number o f sp in s t a t e s (2S+1)
3 3 # co lour rep ( 1 : s i n g l e t , 3 : t r i p l e t , 8 : o c t e t )
4 1 # Pa r t i c l e / An t i p a r t i c l e d i s t i n c t i o n (0=own ant i )
Block QNUMBERS 4100001 # sd1
1 −1 # 3 times e l e c t r i c charge
2 2 # number o f sp in s t a t e s (2S+1)
3 3 # co lour rep ( 1 : s i n g l e t , 3 : t r i p l e t , 8 : o c t e t )
4 1 # Pa r t i c l e / An t i p a r t i c l e d i s t i n c t i o n (0=own ant i )
Block QNUMBERS 5100002 # du1
1 2 # 3 times e l e c t r i c charge
2 2 # number o f sp in s t a t e s (2S+1)
3 3 # co lour rep ( 1 : s i n g l e t , 3 : t r i p l e t , 8 : o c t e t )
4 1 # Pa r t i c l e / An t i p a r t i c l e d i s t i n c t i o n (0=own ant i )
Block QNUMBERS 5100001 # dd1
1 −1 # 3 times e l e c t r i c charge
2 2 # number o f sp in s t a t e s (2S+1)
3 3 # co lour rep ( 1 : s i n g l e t , 3 : t r i p l e t , 8 : o c t e t )
4 1 # Pa r t i c l e / An t i p a r t i c l e d i s t i n c t i o n (0=own ant i )
Block QNUMBERS 5100022 # a1
1 0 # 3 times e l e c t r i c charge
2 3 # number o f sp in s t a t e s (2S+1)
3 1 # co lour rep ( 1 : s i n g l e t , 3 : t r i p l e t , 8 : o c t e t )
4 0 # Pa r t i c l e / An t i p a r t i c l e d i s t i n c t i o n (0=own ant i )
Block QNUMBERS 5100021 # g1
1 0 # 3 times e l e c t r i c charge
2 3 # number o f sp in s t a t e s (2S+1)
3 8 # co lour rep ( 1 : s i n g l e t , 3 : t r i p l e t , 8 : o c t e t )
4 0 # Pa r t i c l e / An t i p a r t i c l e d i s t i n c t i o n (0=own ant i )
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That is, the toy model includes two SU(2) singlet quarks (su1, sd1) of spin-
1
2
, two SU(2) doublet
quarks q(1) of the same spin1 , one color singlet, electromagnetically neutral spin-1 boson called
a1 or B(1); and one color octet spin-1 boson g1, or the first excited state of the gluon g(1). All
other particles are given a mass of 105 GeV.
For comparison, the SUSY squarks are scalars with spin 0, the SUSY gluino has spin-
1
2
, and
the SUSY lightest stable particle (LSP) has also spin-
1
2
. The particles are written as follows:
BLOCK QNUMBERS 1000022 # n1
1 0 # 3 times e l e c t r i c charge
2 2 # number o f sp in s t a t e s (2 s+1)
3 1 # co lour rep ( 1 : s i n g l e t , 3 : t r i p l e t , 8 : o c t e t )
4 0 # p a r t i c l e / a n t i p a r t i c l e d i s t i n c t i o n (0=own ant i )
BLOCK QNUMBERS 1000021 # go
1 0 # 3 times e l e c t r i c charge
2 2 # number o f sp in s t a t e s (2 s+1)
3 8 # co lour rep ( 1 : s i n g l e t , 3 : t r i p l e t , 8 : o c t e t )
4 0 # p a r t i c l e / a n t i p a r t i c l e d i s t i n c t i o n (0=own ant i )
BLOCK QNUMBERS 1000002 # ul
1 2 # 3 times e l e c t r i c charge
2 1 # number o f sp in s t a t e s (2 s+1)
3 3 # co lour rep ( 1 : s i n g l e t , 3 : t r i p l e t , 8 : o c t e t )
4 1 # p a r t i c l e / a n t i p a r t i c l e d i s t i n c t i o n (0=own ant i )
BLOCK QNUMBERS 2000002 # ur
1 2 # 3 times e l e c t r i c charge
2 1 # number o f sp in s t a t e s (2 s+1)
3 3 # co lour rep ( 1 : s i n g l e t , 3 : t r i p l e t , 8 : o c t e t )
4 1 # p a r t i c l e / a n t i p a r t i c l e d i s t i n c t i o n (0=own ant i )
BLOCK QNUMBERS 1000001 # dl
1 −1 # 3 times e l e c t r i c charge
2 1 # number o f sp in s t a t e s (2 s+1)
3 3 # co lour rep ( 1 : s i n g l e t , 3 : t r i p l e t , 8 : o c t e t )
4 1 # p a r t i c l e / a n t i p a r t i c l e d i s t i n c t i o n (0=own ant i )
BLOCK QNUMBERS 2000001 # dr
1 −1 # 3 times e l e c t r i c charge
2 1 # number o f sp in s t a t e s (2 s+1)
3 3 # co lour rep ( 1 : s i n g l e t , 3 : t r i p l e t , 8 : o c t e t )
4 1 # p a r t i c l e / a n t i p a r t i c l e d i s t i n c t i o n (0=own ant i )
All BSM decays in the same-spin toy model are set to zero width except:
### PDG Width
DECAY 4100001 width_sd1 # 1.981500 e−02 # SWd
### BR NDA ID1 ID2
1 . 2 1 5100022 #Sd−>d_B1
DECAY 4100002 width_su1 # 8.217900 e−02 # SWu
### BR NDA ID1 ID2
1 . 2 2 5100022 #Su−>u_B1
DECAY 4100003 width_sd1 # 1.975400 e−02 # SWs
### BR NDA ID1 ID2
1 . 2 3 5100022 #Ss−>s_B1
1 This set was extended when including second generation KK quarks.
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DECAY 4100004 width_su1 # 8.217900 e−02 # SWc
### BR NDA ID1 ID2
1 . 2 4 5100022 #Sc−>c_B1
DECAY 5100001 width_dd1 # 2.512000 e−01 # DWd
### BR NDA ID1 ID2
1 . 2 1 5100022 #Dd−>d_B1
DECAY 5100002 width_du1 # 2.512000 e−01 # DWu
### BR NDA ID1 ID2
1 . 2 2 5100022 #Du−>u_B1
DECAY 5100003 width_dd1 # 2.510100 e−01 # DWs
### BR NDA ID1 ID2
1 . 2 3 5100022 #Ds−>s_B1
DECAY 5100004 width_du1 # 2.512000 e−01 # DWc
### BR NDA ID1 ID2
1 . 2 4 5100022 #Dc−>c_B1
DECAY 5100021 width_g1 # 0 # 4.207153 e+00 # WG1
# BR NDA ID1 ID2
1.25000000E−01 2 5100001 −1 # BR( g1 −> dd1 db)
1.25000000E−01 2 −5100001 1 # BR( g1 −> dd1b d )
1.25000000E−01 2 4100001 −1 # BR( g1 −> sd1 db)
1.25000000E−01 2 −4100001 1 # BR( g1 −> sd1b d )
1.25000000E−01 2 5100002 −2 # BR( g1 −> du1 ub)
1.25000000E−01 2 −5100002 2 # BR( g1 −> du1b u )
1.25000000E−01 2 4100002 −2 # BR( g1 −> su1 ub)
1.25000000E−01 2 −4100002 2 # BR( g1 −> su1b u )
DECAY 5100022 0.000000 # a1 : 0 . 0
All widths were calculated with MadGraph 5. One can see in the above that, as desired, the
KK-quark states decay to a quark and a so-called lightest KK particle, or LKP, which is the B1
or a1. KK gluon decays are included because of possible radiated KK gluons that then decay
(see section I.2).
I.2 UED production cards
Similar to the SUSY process cards, for UED-like q
(1)
D q¯
(1)
D production the following was used:
s e t group_subprocesses Auto
s e t ignore_six_quark_processes Fa l se
s e t gauge un i tary
s e t complex_mass_scheme Fal se
import model mued_toy
de f i n e p = g u c d s u~ c~ d~ s~
de f i n e j = g u c d s u~ c~ d~ s~
de f i n e l+ = e+ mu+
de f i n e l− = e− mu−
de f i n e v l = ve vm vt
de f i n e v l~ = ve~ vm~ vt~
# Def ine mu l t i p a r t i c l e l a b e l s
d e f i n e p = g u c d s u~ c~ d~ s~
de f i n e j = g u c d s u~ c~ d~ s~
de f i n e l+ = e+ mu+
de f i n e l− = e− mu−
de f i n e v l = ve vm vt
de f i n e v l~ = ve~ vm~ vt~
# Spec i f y p roce s s ( es ) to run
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de f i n e np = a z g2 a2 z2 h0 w+ w− w1+ w1− w2+ w2− z1 a1
de f i n e dq = du1 dd1
de f i n e dq~ = du1~ dd1~
de f i n e sq = su1 sd1
de f i n e sq~ = su1~ sd1~
generate p p > dq dq~ /np @1
add proce s s p p > dq dq~ j /np @2
# Output p r o c e s s e s to MadEvent d i r e c t o r y
output dqdqbar
Again a process with up to one jet is added. Whereas in SUSY the electroweak processes
are automatically ignored and not simulated by MadGraph (since they are suppressed and not
important for the all-hadronic analyses), these processes were explicitly excluded with the defined
particle np to save simulation time. Note that the imported model mued_toy is modeled on, but
not equal to the FeynRules [130] mUED model [129].
For other processes, similar cards were made. For q
(1)
D q
(1)
D production, the last lines are:
. . .
# Spec i f y p roce s s ( es ) to run
de f i n e np = a z g2 a2 z2 h0 w+ w− w1+ w1− w2+ w2− z1 a1
de f i n e dq = du1 dd1
de f i n e dq~ = du1~ dd1~
generate p p > dq dq /np @1
add proce s s p p > dq dq j /np @2
# Output p r o c e s s e s to MadEvent d i r e c t o r y
output dqdq
For pp→ q(1)D q(1)S , the card is:
. . .
# Spec i f y p roce s s ( es ) to run
de f i n e np = a z g2 a2 z2 h0 w+ w− w1+ w1− w2+ w2− z1 a1
de f i n e dq = du1 dd1
de f i n e dq~ = du1~ dd1~
de f i n e sq = su1 sd1
de f i n e sq~ = su1~ sd1~
generate p p > dq sq /np @1
add proce s s p p > dq sq j /np @2
# Output p r o c e s s e s to MadEvent d i r e c t o r y
output dqsq
For pp→ q(1)D q¯(1)S , the card is:
. . .
# Spec i f y p roce s s ( es ) to run
de f i n e np = a z g2 a2 z2 h0 w+ w− w1+ w1− w2+ w2− z1 a1
de f i n e dq = du1 dd1
de f i n e dq~ = du1~ dd1~
de f i n e sq = su1 sd1
de f i n e sq~ = su1~ sd1~
generate p p > dq sq~ /np @1
add proce s s p p > dq sq~ j /np @2
# Output p r o c e s s e s to MadEvent d i r e c t o r y
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output dqsqbar
For including second generation KK quarks in the efficiencies for the model of UED-like quark
production, the following was also used:
. . .
# Spec i f y p roce s s ( es ) to run
de f i n e np = a z g2 a2 z2 h0 w+ w− w1+ w1− w2+ w2− z1 a1
de f i n e qboth = du1 dd1 du1~ dd1~ su1 sd1 su1~ sd1~ dc1 ds1 dc1~ ds1~ sc1
s s1 sc1~ ss1~
de f i n e q2 = dc1 ds1 dc1~ ds1~ sc1 s s1 sc1~ ss1~
generate p p > qboth q2 /np @1
add proce s s p p > qboth q2 j /np @2
# Output p r o c e s s e s to MadEvent d i r e c t o r y
output q1q2_ued
I.3 Matching settings (run_card.dat)
For UED the default run card of MadGraph5 MC@NLO was altered to:
% d i f f ~/mg5_mcnlo/qLqLbar/Cards/ run_card_default . dat ~/matching/ s r c /
run_card_mlm_ued . dat
32 ,33 c32 ,33
< 10000 = nevents ! Number o f unweighted events reques ted
< 0 = i s e ed ! rnd seed (0=as s i gned automat i ca l l y=de f au l t ) )
−−−
> numberofevents = nevents ! Number o f unweighted events reques ted
> randomnumber = i s e ed ! rnd seed (0=as s i gned automat i ca l l y=
de f au l t ) )
41 ,42 c41 ,42
< 6500 = ebeam1 ! beam 1 t o t a l energy in GeV
< 6500 = ebeam2 ! beam 2 t o t a l energy in GeV
−−−
> ha l f s q r t s = ebeam1 ! beam 1 t o t a l energy in GeV
> ha l f s q r t s = ebeam2 ! beam 2 t o t a l energy in GeV
51 ,52 c51 ,52
< ’ nn23lo1 ’ = pd labe l ! PDF se t
< 230000 = lha id ! i f pd labe l=lhapdf , t h i s i s the lhapdf number
−−−
> # ’ nn23lo1 ’ = pd labe l ! PDF se t
> ’ c teq6 l1 ’ = pd labe l ! PDF se t
65 c65
< 0 = ickkw ! 0 no matching , 1 MLM, 2 CKKW matching
−−−
> 1 = ickkw ! 0 no matching , 1 MLM, 2 CKKW matching
107 ,108 c107 ,108
< 20 = pt j ! minimum pt f o r the j e t s
< 0 = ptb ! minimum pt f o r the b
−−−
> 30 = pt j ! minimum pt f o r the j e t s
> 30 = ptb ! minimum pt f o r the b
145 ,146 c145 ,146
< 0 .4 = d r j j ! min d i s t anc e between j e t s
< 0 = drbb ! min d i s t anc e between b ’ s
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−−−
> 0.001 = d r j j ! min d i s t anc e between j e t s
> 0.001 = drbb ! min d i s t anc e between b ’ s
255 c255
< 4 = maxje t f l avor ! Maximum j e t pdg code
−−−
> 5 = maxje t f l avor ! Maximum j e t pdg code
259 c259
< 0 = xqcut ! minimum kt j e t measure between partons
−−−
> xqcutvalue = xqcut ! minimum kt j e t measure between partons
Again, as for the SUSY model, xqcut was set to 30, and halfsqrts to 4000 GeV.
I.4 UED SLHA card
For UED, the parameter card from the mUED model was modified to obtain a simplified UED
parameter card. Since in the process a KK gluon could be radiated, the KK gluon decays are
also included in the parameter card. For UED, as mentioned above, all BSM particle masses are
set to very high values (105 GeV) except the following:
4100001 msquark #1.000000 e+05 # SMd
4100002 msquark #1.000000 e+05 # SMu
4100003 msquark # 1.000000 e+05 # SMs
4100004 msquark # 1.000000 e+05 # SMc
5100001 msquark # 1.000000 e+05 # DMd
5100002 msquark # 1.000000 e+05 # DMu
5100003 msquark # 1.000000 e+05 # DMs
5100004 msquark # 1.000000 e+05 # DMc
5100021 mgluino # 1.000000 e+05 # MG1
5100022 mneutral ino # 1.000000 e+05 # MB1
The decays are as given in section I.1, except for the two-generation process (see section I.2,
where the following decays for the first KK mode of the gluon were used:
DECAY 5100021 width_g1 # 0 # 4.207153 e+00 # WG1
# BR NDA ID1 ID2
6.25000000E−02 2 5100001 −1 # BR( g1 −> dd1 db)
6.25000000E−02 2 −5100001 1 # BR( g1 −> dd1b d )
6.25000000E−02 2 4100001 −1 # BR( g1 −> sd1 db)
6.25000000E−02 2 −4100001 1 # BR( g1 −> sd1b d )
6.25000000E−02 2 5100002 −2 # BR( g1 −> du1 ub)
6.25000000E−02 2 −5100002 2 # BR( g1 −> du1b u )
6.25000000E−02 2 4100002 −2 # BR( g1 −> su1 ub)
6.25000000E−02 2 −4100002 2 # BR( g1 −> su1b u )
6.25000000E−02 2 5100003 −1 # BR( g1 −> ds1 db)
6.25000000E−02 2 −5100003 1 # BR( g1 −> ds1b d )
6.25000000E−02 2 4100003 −1 # BR( g1 −> ss1 db)
6.25000000E−02 2 −4100003 1 # BR( g1 −> ss1b d )
6.25000000E−02 2 5100004 −2 # BR( g1 −> dc1 ub)
6.25000000E−02 2 −5100004 2 # BR( g1 −> dc1b u )
6.25000000E−02 2 4100004 −2 # BR( g1 −> sc1 ub)
6.25000000E−02 2 −4100004 2 # BR( g1 −> sc1b u )
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I.5 Same-spin model Pythia settings
For the same-spin models the EXCRES value described in the last chapter was replaced by:
! . . . Remove in te rmed ia t e on−s h e l l kk gluon in the product ion
EXCRES=5100021
The following was added for the case of a PDF set not supported by Pythia:
! . . . PDFset i f MG se t not supported by pythia−pgs package ( s e t in lhapdf5 or
h igher )
LHAID= 10041
Since the LKP was decaying to itself in Pythia, it was attempted to turn this off:
! . . . Turn o f f decay o f LKP ( see MSTP(41) ) :
MDCY(PYCOMP(5100022) ,1 )=0
This was not achieved, however, and not used.
In the Pythia card, one could also set
! . . . No mass smearing : narrow width approximation
MSTP(42)=0
in order to approximate with narrow width. This is required by the SModelS [19, 20] program.
Note that Pythia files too large (∼ 4GB) may be corrupted 2. This is often phrased as that
Pythia cannot handle more than 50000 events from MadGraph, but this changes when doing
matching (see Appendix E) since then the file size vastly increases. For this reason, at most
10000 events were generated at a time.
I.6 Adjusted pyslha.f in Pythia 6
The QNUMBERS [211] functionality of Pythia to add new particles has a limit of around 25
new particles that can be introduced via PYSLHA. This limit can be extended to 100 without
changing any array sizes because of empty space left in the middle. In order to have Pythia 6
read new particle numbers, one could alter the existing program pyslha.f in libraries/pylib/src/
as follows3
70 c70
< PARAMETER (DOC=’ 10 Jun 2010 ’ )
−−−
> PARAMETER (DOC=’ 26 Feb 2013 ’ )
287 ,289 d286
< WRITE(MSTU(11) , ’ (A, I9 ,A, F12 . 3 ) ’ )
< & ’ ∗ (PYSLHA: ) Reading ’ //CHBLCK(1 : 8 ) //
< & ’ f o r KF =’ ,KFQ
2See https://cp3.irmp.ucl.ac.be/projects/delphes/ticket/188, for example.
3 One may wonder about the many GO TO statements above. I was pointed out the essay by Donald
Knuth “Structured Programming with go to Statements” about how to use this statement (see also
cs.sjsu.edu, for example).
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302 ,318 c299 ,348
< KCC=KCQ
< KCHG(KCQ, 4 )=KFQ
< C . . . F i r s t wr i t e PDG code as name
< WRITE(CHTMP, ∗ ) KFQ
< WRITE(CHTMP, ’ (A) ’ ) CHTMP(2 : 1 0 )
< C . . . Then look f o r r e a l name
< IBEG=9
< 240 IBEG=IBEG+1
< IF (CHBLCK(IBEG: IBEG) .NE. ’#’ .AND. IBEG.LT. 59 ) GOTO 240
< 250 IBEG=IBEG+1
< IF (CHBLCK(IBEG: IBEG) .EQ. ’ ’ .AND. IBEG.LT. 59 ) GOTO 250
< IEND=IBEG−1
< 260 IEND=IEND+1
< IF (CHBLCK(IEND+1:IEND+1) .NE. ’ ’ .AND. IEND.LT. 59 ) GOTO 260
< IF (IEND.LT. 59 ) THEN
< READ(CHBLCK(IBEG: IEND) , ’ (A) ’ ,ERR=270) CHDUM
< IF (CHDUM.NE. ’ ’ ) CHTMP=CHDUM
−−−
> C . . . More than 25 new QNUMBERS: f i l l up empty space be f o r e UED
> IF (KCQ.GT.500 ) THEN
> KCQ=0
> DO 235 KCT=100 ,450
> IF (KCHG(KCT, 4 ) .GT.100 ) KCQ=KCT
> 235 CONTINUE
> KCQ=KCQ+1
> IF (KCQ.EQ.451 ) THEN
> WRITE(MSTU(11) ,∗ )
> & ’ ∗ (PYSLHA: ) Warning : too many QNUMBERS. ’ ,
> & ’ S ta r t i ng ove rwr i t e o f UED p a r t i c l e s . ’
> ELSE IF (KCQ.EQ.476 ) THEN
> WRITE(MSTU(11) ,∗ )
> & ’ ∗ (PYSLHA: ) Error : too many QNUMBERS. ’ ,
> & ’Ran out o f space , s o r ry ! Try Pythia 8 . ’
> KCQ = 501
> ENDIF
> ENDIF
> C . . . End o f s p e c i a l case f o r more than 25 new QNUMERS
> IF (KCQ.LE.500 ) THEN
> WRITE(MSTU(11) , ’ (A, I9 ,A, I4 ,A) ’ )
> & ’ ∗ (PYSLHA: ) Reading ’ //CHBLCK(1 : 8 ) //
> & ’ f o r KF =’ ,KFQ, ’ ( a s s i gned KC’ ,KCQ, ’ ) ’
> KCC=KCQ
> KCHG(KCQ, 4 )=KFQ
> C . . . F i r s t wr i t e PDG code as name
> WRITE(CHTMP, ∗ ) KFQ
> WRITE(CHTMP, ’ (A) ’ ) CHTMP(2 : 1 0 )
> C . . . Then look f o r r e a l name
> IBEG=9
> 240 IBEG=IBEG+1
> IF (CHBLCK(IBEG: IBEG) .NE. ’#’ .AND. IBEG.LT. 5 9 ) GOTO 240
> 250 IBEG=IBEG+1
> IF (CHBLCK(IBEG: IBEG) .EQ. ’ ’ .AND. IBEG.LT. 59 ) GOTO 250
> IEND=IBEG−1
> 260 IEND=IEND+1
> IF (CHBLCK(IEND+1:IEND+1) .NE. ’ ’ .AND. IEND.LT. 5 9 )
> & GOTO 260
> IF (IEND.LT. 5 9 ) THEN
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> READ(CHBLCK(IBEG: IEND) , ’ (A) ’ ,ERR=270) CHDUM
> IF (CHDUM.NE. ’ ’ ) CHTMP=CHDUM
> ENDIF
> 270 READ(CHTMP, ’ (A) ’ ) CHAF(KCQ, 1 )
> MSTU(20)=0
> C . . . Set s t ab l e f o r now
> PMAS(KCQ, 2 )=1D−6
> MWID(KCQ)=0
> MDCY(KCQ, 1 )=0
> MDCY(KCQ, 2 )=0
> MDCY(KCQ, 3 )=0
320 ,327 d349
< 270 READ(CHTMP, ’ (A) ’ ) CHAF(KCQ, 1 )
< MSTU(20)=0
< C . . . Set s t ab l e f o r now
< PMAS(KCQ, 2 )=1D−6
< MWID(KCQ)=0
< MDCY(KCQ, 1 )=0
< MDCY(KCQ, 2 )=0
< MDCY(KCQ, 3 )=0
329 ,331 c351 ,354
< WRITE(MSTU(11) ,∗ )
< & ’ ∗ (PYSLHA: ) KF =’ ,KFQ, ’ a l r eady e x i s t s : ’ ,
< & CHAF(KCQ, 1 ) , ’ . Entry ignored . ’
−−−
> WRITE(MSTU(11) , ’ (A, I9 ,A) ’ )
> & ’ ∗ (PYSLHA: ) Warning ! Fa i l ed to read ’
> & //CHBLCK(1 : 8 ) // ’ f o r KF =’ ,KFQ,
> & ’ ( entry r e s e rved by PYTHIA) ’
335 c358
< C . . . F i n a l i z e t h i s l i n e and read next .
−−−
> C . . . F i n a l i z e t h i s l i n e and read next .
531a555 ,556
> C . . . Also s t o r e g r av i t i n o mass in RMSS(21) , t r an s l a t ed to eV uni t
> IF (KF.EQ.1000039) RMSS(21) = 1D9 ∗ VAL
799 c824
< C . . . Switch on decay channel , with products ordered in dec r ea s ing ABS(KF)
−−−
> C . . . Switch on decay channel
807 c832 ,847
< IF (BRAT(NDC) .LE.0D0) MDME(NDC, 1 )=0
−−−
> C . . . Switch o f f decay channe l s with < 0 branching f r a c t i o n
> IF (BRAT(NDC) .LE.0D0) THEN
> MDME(NDC, 1 )=0
> C . . . E l se check i f decays to g r a v i t i n o s should be switched on
> ELSE
> DO 345 IDA=1,NDA
> IF (IDC(IDA) .EQ.1000039) THEN
> C . . . Inform user
> IF (IMSS(11) .LE. 0 ) WRITE(MSTU(11) ,∗ )
> & ’ ∗ (PYSLHA: ) Switching on decays to g r a v i t i n o s ’
> IMSS(11) = 2
> ENDIF
> 345 CONTINUE
> ENDIF
>
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> C . . . Store decay products ordered in dec r ea s ing ABS(KF)
1082 c1122
< & ’ ; sum was ’ //CHTMP(9 : 1 6 ) // ’ . ’ )
−−−
> & ’ ; sum was ’ //CHTMP(9 : 1 6 ) // ’ . ’ )
1355 c1395
< 5000 FORMAT(1x , 1 8 ( ’ ∗ ’ ) ,1x , ’PYSLHA v1 . 1 4 : SUSY/BSM SPECTRUM ’
−−−
> 5000 FORMAT(1x , 1 8 ( ’ ∗ ’ ) ,1x , ’PYSLHA v1 . 1 5 : SUSY/BSM SPECTRUM ’
1357 c1397
< & , ’ (PYSLHA: ) Last Change ’ ,1x ,A, 1 x , ’− ’ ,1x , ’P . Z . Skands ’ )
−−−
> & , ’ (PYSLHA: ) Last Change ’ ,1x ,A, 1 x , ’− ’ ,1x , ’P . Skands ’ )
1436 a1477
>
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Summary
With new results and limits on constrained models of supersymmetry (SUSY) from the ATLAS
and CMS collaborations at the LHC, questions arise about what these limits imply for more
general models of SUSY or other models for physics beyond the Standard Model. Since SUSY
has a vast array of parameters, both collaborations also quantify their search results in terms
of simplified models, augmenting the particle spectrum of the Standard Model with only a very
limited set of new, hypothetical particles.
In this work, the focus is on all-hadronic (multijet plus missing transverse energy) searches
at the LHC, with which the usability of simplified models parametrized by the squark, gluino
and lightest SUSY particle masses is tested. By comparing results of different variants of these
simplified models, it is shown that despite some underlying differences it is possible to use
simplified models to estimate limits on SUSY and other BSM models, specifically models with
spin quantum numbers equal to those of the Standard Model particles.
Simplified models can also be used in global fits. In this work, the application of simplified
models in fits for the constrained Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model and a more general
SUSY model using the simplified model tool SModelS is investigated.
Zusammenfassung
Mit den neuen Resultaten und Grenzen an beschra¨nkte Modelle der Supersymmetry (SUSY)
der ATLAS und CMS Kollaborationen am LHC, stellt sich die Frage, was diese Grenzen fu¨r
allgemeinere SUSY-Modelle oder andere Modelle der Physik jenseits des Standard Modells be-
deuten. Da SUSY eine Vielzahl von Parametern hat, pra¨sentieren beide Kollaborationen ihre
Suchen auch bezu¨glich Vereinfachter Modelle, bei denen das Teilchenspektrum des Standard
Modells durch eine reduzierte Menge von neuen, hypothetischen Teilchen erweitert wird.
In dieser Arbeit konzentrieren wir uns auf rein-hadronische (Multijet plus Fehlende transver-
sale Energie) Suchen am LHCmit denen wir die Anwendbarkeit Vereinfachter Modelle parametri-
siert durch die Masse der Squarks, Gluinos, und des leichtesten SUSY Teilchens u¨berpru¨fen.
Durch Vergleich verschiedener Varianten dieser Vereinfachten Modelle wird gezeigt, dass es trotz
grundsa¨tzlicher Unterschiede mo¨glich ist, Vereinfachte Modelle fu¨r das Abscha¨tzen von Grenzen
auf SUSY (ein Modell mit Standardmodell-Partner unterschiedlichen Spins) und andere Mo-
delle jenseits des Standard Modells (insbesondere Modelle mit Standardmodell-Partner gleichen
Spins) anzuwenden.
Vereinfachte Modelle ko¨nnen auch verwendet werden fu¨r globale Fits. Die Anwendung von
Vereinfachte Modellen im Rahmen eines Fits des constrained Minimal Supersymmetric Standard
Modell und allgemeinerer SUSY-Modelle wird mit dem Programm-Paket SModelS untersucht.
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